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PREFACE
NyUyadarsana by Mm. Phanibhusana Tarkavagiga (1282-1348, Bengali
years) is a monumental work on Indian philosophy, originally published in Bengali
by/the Vangiya SShitya Parisad Mandir, Calcutta, during the Bengali years 13241326. The work is in five volumes and covers a total of 2,258 pages of Royal
Octavo size. Phanibhusana gives the Nyaya-sUtra and Vatsyayana's commentary
on it, along with their translations in Bengali, and adds to these his own elaborate
Elucidation. This Elucidation has all the merits of a masterly commentary on the
Nyaya philosophy and it would have been widely recognised to be so but for the
circumstance of it being accessible so far only to those that read Bengali.
' While preparing the present English version of the work, we have tried to
make the translation of the sutra and bhasya as literal as we could and have added
to ihese an abridged and free translation of Phanibhusana's Elucidation, taking
utmost care not to overlook any point of philosophical or historical interest
raised by him.
t We take this opportunity to express our gratitude to Professor Gopinath
Bhattacharyya, Justice Arun Kumar Mukhopadhyaya and Dr. Kalidas
Bbattacharyya for active encouragement and help in various ways. We are also
grateful to Principal Ahibhusan Bhattacharyya and Dr. Sudhibhusan
Bhattacharyya, sons of Mahamahopadhyaya Phanibhusana, for the kind interest
they have taken in this work.
<&lputta,
April 10,1967
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ND. I

VatsyayancCs Introduction to the
Commentary on the Nyäya-sütta
Bhdsya
v

'hX Successful activity (samartha-pravrtti) results when the object (artha) is
cognised by the 'instrument of valid knowledge' (pramäna). Hence the instrument
^ oi" valid knowledge is invariably connected with the object (arthavat).
>{
There is no cognition (pratipatti) of object (artha) without the instrument of
' Valid knowledge ; without cognition of object there is no successful activity. On
being aware of the object with the help of the instrument of knowledge, the knower
wants either to get it or avoid it. His specific effort (samlha), prompted by the
i
desire of either getting or avoiding (the object), is called activity (pravrtti), whose
" success (samarthya), again, lies in its invariable connection with the result (phala).
1
OAe who thus exerts (samihamana), being desirous of getting or avoiding the object,
1
either gets it or avoids it. By object is meant pleasure (sukha) and its cause as well
1(>
as suffering (duhkha) and its cause. Those objects of pramäna are innumerable
(aparisamkhyeya), because the species of living beings are innumerable.

ßlucidatfon
i(
{{\b> sjn the opening aphorism (sütra) of the Nyaya-sutra, Gotama or Gautama dectares
that therightknowledge (tattva-jnäna) of the sixteen categories {padartha-s) like pramäna
etc. leads to the ultimate good, i.e. liberation (nihsreyasa). Vätsyäyana apprehends and
answers a possible objection to it.
tyM* $tne 'objection : Right knowledge of the categories is impossible. For, the categories; if rightly known at all, can only be known with the help of the pramäna-s. Such
Ärightknowledge of the categories presupposes the right knowledge of pramäna itself.
But the right knowledge of/?raw3rta-s is impossible, because there is no way to ascertain
^eir validity. It cannot obviously be claimed that whatever yields awareness (anubhüti,
ijei kdowledge other than memory) is an instrument of valid knowledge, since in that
l
^te/^(soVce>of error also will have to be considered as pramäna, error too being a
form of awareness. It will perhaps be argued that* whatever leads to right awareness
(yathartha anubhüti) is to be called a pramäna. But there is no way to ascertain whether
an awareness isrightor not. Hence any right knowledge of pramäna is impossible.
1(1) iVätsyäyana's answer : It is possible to establish the validity of pramäna, inference
(aniimana) being capable of it. The inference is as follows :
pramänam arthavat, pravrttisämarthyat.

4 ,

I "VatsySyana's Introduction

That is, pramana is invariably connected with the object it indicates, since it gives
rise to successful activity.
But what is meant by pramana being invariably connected with the object it indicates ? It means, an object as well as its nature as indicated by the pramana, are really
so and never otherwise. If the object and its nature, as indicated by an instrument of
awareness, are different from what these really are then that instrument is only a pseudopramäna (pramanäbhäsa) and not a pramana. A pseudo-pramäna cannot be invariably
related to x\u& otiect it indicates. For, tfce object or .its nature as indicated by a pseudopramana is not really so. Thus, e.g., a pseudo-pramana indicates a snake where there
is only a rope. By contrast, pramana is invariably rejated to the object it points to. 1rhe
validity of pramana is nothing but this invariable relation \o the object it indicates. The
inference of such an invariable relation is the inference pf the validity of pramana. This
is what Vafsyäyana means when he says, pramynam arthavat.
The proban Qiktu) of the inference is pravrtti-samarfhya, wtych means the capability
of producing successful activity. If pramana is not invariably related to the object
it indicates, it can never produce successful activity—just as a pscudo-prflmäna, e being
not invariably connected with the object indicated, cannot produce a successful activity.
Thus, e.g., the pseudo-perception of water in a mirage cannot lead to the quenching of
the tmrst. >f/
Though the word artha stands for any object, only those objects that are either
sought (grähya) or shunned (tyäjya), and not 'those to which one is indifferent9 (upeksya),
are meant here.
But, it will be asked, since the validity of pramana is sought to be established with
the help of an inference (anumana), how are we to establish the validity of this inference
itself ? It can possibly be done with the help of another inference; but then to establish
the validity of this other inference a further inference will be necessary, and so oh for
each subsequent inference without any rest anywhere.
The Nyäya answer to this is that it is not necessary to establish the validity of any and
every inference. The need of ascertaining the validity of an inference ist felt^ only where
there is doubt as to its validity (prQmänya-samsaya). But there are many well-known
cases where such - a doubt« does not arise at all. Thus, e.g., coming across an unsigned
letter we infer, without the least tinge bf doubt, a writer thereof. Even the sceptic has to
argue > for—i.e. inferentially defend-*the validity of his own position and, therefore, to
;
admit that his inference is not in need of any further validation.
Of course, pramana does not directly lead to successful activity. It gives us only
the knowledge of an object as desirable < or undesirable. According to the desirability
or otherwise of the object, arises next > the wish to seek or shun it. This leads to the
activity aimed at attaining or avoiding the object, which, again, results in the actual
attainment or avoidance of the object. In this way, pramana leads to successful activity.
A pscndO'pramäna cannot lead to successful activity. It points to an object which
is not there and therefore there is no question of attaining or avoiding such an object.

Vatsyayana's Introduction ]
ty right (knowledge {yathartha jUand) of an object can lead to successful activity and
pramana alone gives right'knowledge. Pramana, therefore; leads to successful activity
only through the mediation of right knowledge. •
</\
•
:
* Another objection may be raised here, i Pending/the production of successful aptivity,
tie validity of a pramana is not ascertained.' In defaults $ie/establishment jof the validity
<)f the pramana, it cannot give us the right knowledge of the object. In that case» again,
^Üejre cannot be any activity to get or avoid the object. And if there is no such activity
/a^all» the question of its being successful or npt does not arise. Thus, it is useless to
speak of pramana leading to successful activity.
^>
tfV But such an objection is aflimsyone. The right knowledge of the object is not an
i s M > l e > precondition fpr activity» there being, ^ptivity ,fn. spijteo^cfyubf^ito the
of(the object. Besides^ there,can be~knowledge< of the ,b
^ l
ascertainment of the validity of the instrument thereof, i !(1 t x s
, * \'S\[
{
l
fy
To sum up : Thus t is //d^<ftrded> tjie objection that j the validity of 'ptqm$#% being
unascertainablc there is no question ,6f right knowledge of 4fye, categories,. ^s (sucli > the
main subject-matter ofiNyäya,(i.e„ liberation thrpugh the; right knowledge jpJVjlbo cate]
gories) cannot be considered useless. , */, /(
',, t \{;
t\ ^^(iKi > , {,

'V ,}'Wl| i ftßinot pramdQfi is invariably related to^the ^object?{ ptamßfäj prämeya> fynd
K }pramit\, jtoo, become invariablyVeJate^t|o t^e^^ect. <Howfis;t sff %;^Becfjüj(p, in
the absence of the foremost ianyatama) of\ttie%$ (yiz, prafnana), the V^t knpWledge
< t of the object is not possible. Of these? pramqta means one who,^ bejn^ guided^ by
t { the desire to seek or shun the object, is ted to ^activity, Pramana is the instrument
( ( jby which the knower (pramata) rightly knows the object, Prameya t is the object
i \ rightly^knpwn. Pramiti is the right knowledge^ of the object, \yith thesefour,
' n tattvß peaches its fulfllment. {
,. ,
, ' ( < ( i(l s { t
,, f
/ ^;/a ^ WhaMhen, **&%? t (Ifmeaus) ^he poisitivity^he posi^yp ( ^ or *ASw)(
V^\ an4 the ^negat^yit^.pf the, negative.{amtj^ 0$V(*\
\^f^^j^\^M^is
))$ •toowniiasp^sit^;e, ^.e. ^if(fact«^Jy i s ^ e r , 0 i ^ i t ^ O O Q W 4 ( ^ ^ 4 3 P ( ^ ^
f ^\s the tattva (of ^^ or bhava). ^gfiin, when a negative ppject js Js^ptwjti ^as ^ega,tive, ^
i.e. in its actual nature rather thanks ^con^adjictory^ it fjep^p^^i^/^^^pf^
»• A asat or, qbhava). <
,
,/'
/
, , , r , M r , , "li
^)
But how can the latter (i.e., the negative or ÄSW/) ,be known ^by a jramqna ?
Because , when with the help of a lamp the object which exists there is known, so
also the object which is not there is not known (i.e. is known as not existing or
nästi). Just as with the help of a lamp the visible object is seen by the observer,
1
r similarly that which is not perceived is (known as) not existent; it would have been
known like that (i.e. the visible object) if it were there ; it is (known as) not existent

because there is no perception of it Thus, when a positive object is known by/ a
pramäna, that which at that time is not known is (known as) not existent. If it;
were there, it would have been known just like that (i.e. the positive object or sat).
It is (known as) not existent because it is not perceived.
Therefore, inlbis way the pramäna which reveals the ? existent reveals also
the not existent.t
'
Elucidation
i
Vätsyäyanä opens with the statement that pramäna is invariably related to the object.
But why does he not mention praniätä, prameya bnfcpramiti, which too are so related ?
The answer is that pramana is the foremost (anyatama) of these and pramätä, prameya
and pramlti become invariably related to the object only by virtue of pramän a being so
related) For, without ptamäna there is no right knowledge (pramhi) and without it
there is no question of the knower (pramätä) and the object known (prameya).
Of course, the word anyatama in the commentary, rendered above as "foremost",
may literally also mean "any one" of these four. But Uddyotakara argues that the word
is to be taken here in the sense of the "foremost" and this as indicating pramäna For,
in the present context Vätsyäyanä is not only^discussing but also defending the primacy
fo pramäna
AU these four! namety pramäna, ptameya, etc, are necessary for a full appreciation
of 'the intrinsic nature of the object* (tattva) *The obj&cts,' according to their intrinsic nature, are divided into two classes—positive (ßat or bhäva) and negative (dsüt Or abhava).
Objects other than the positive are called negative. Such objects are called
negative (asat) because these are apprehended as not existing. The negative (asat) does
not mean here the absolutely non-existent (dllka). An absolutely non existent or allka
cannot ever be an object. Only that winch ban be known by a pramaria is an object.
Such objects are classified under two heads, positive (bhava) and negative1 (abhäva). Of
these, the positive (bhäva padärtha) are those that are determined by pramanä as existing ;
the negative (abhava padärtha) are those that are determined by pfama^^i not existing.
Being determined by/7/-^5«a as existing constitutes the intrinsic nature of the positive
object or its positivity. öeing determined by ^r^rtna as not existing constitutes the
1

That which is not ascertained by pramäna cannot be called an object (padärtha).
When, therefore, Vätsyäyanä claims that negative object, too, is a type of object, he has got
to show that it can be ascertained by pramäna. Bat how can the negative object be
known by pramäna ? Vätsyäyanä himself raises this question and answers it as follows.
The same or similar pramäna that reveals the positive objects reveals also the negative
objects. No special pramäna is needed for ascertaining the negative object. Vätsyäyanä
explains this with the familiar example of the lamp. With a lamp even the common man

1I

7

ascertains the negative object exactly in the way in • which he ascertains the positive
object. , After the escape of the thief a mere boy can» with a lamp,findout what is in the
room* as well as what is not there. What exists is seen; what exists not is not seen ;
thus the latter is known as not existent. ' Such awareness of the < not' existent is Common
to all. Being an awareness, it necessarily points to an object. The object'pointed to by
it (i.e.M by the awareness of the not existent) is the\negative object. In short, the awareness of something as not existing is the awareness of the negative object.
Vät syäyana classifies the object under two heads, the positive and the negative.
But in the list of the Sixteen categories of Gautama'sfirstsütra, the negative object does
not occur. The later commentators, therefore^ found themselves obliged to offer some
explanation of Gautama's silence over the negative objects.' Two alternative explanations
are generally offered. First, the awareness of the negative object necessarily presupposes
some reference to its positive counterpart and as such Gautama is primarily concerned with
the latter. Secondly, Gautama discusses only those objects the knowledge of which is
directly conducive to theIsummum bonum (nihkreyasa)^ there are many other positive
objects the knowledge of which .does not lead to the summurt} bonum and^therefore,
Gautama does notfindit necessary to include them in his !sö/m On the same ground he
!
does
not mention
mention the
<^
((
does not
the negative opjöete^'
opjöete^ ;;;ij
<^%
;ij
%
anibhü§ana however
Phanibhü§ana,
however, subscribes to the view that Gautama in fact mentions the
negative
object,
In the list of i^is
occurs prameya
g
j , though
g byy implication.
p
^ 16 categories
g
p y
knowledge) which includes ^vö^a.
^vö^a ^flvö/^a means the absolute non
(object of knowledge),
existence of suffering and as such is a negative object.

The existcnts are going to be briefly stated in sixteen forms. Of the positive
objects— (i
' } |^ «,v! ,
/
' >l on

The true knowledge df'^ *J\,
* j \hw v <\ »t v< ,
Instrument of Valid Knowledge (pramdna),
1^
Object of Valid Knowledge (prameya),
Doubt (samhya)^
Incentive (prayojana),
'
Corroborative Instance (drstanta),
Proved Doctrine (siddhänta),

1 Nyäya^sütra i,1
Inference-Components (avayava),
Hypothetical Argument (tarka),
Final Ascertainment (nirnaya),.
Discussion for the Final Ascertainment (ydda),
Debating Maneuver (jalpa),
Destructive Criticism (vitandä),
Pseudo-proban (hetväbhäsa),
Purposive Distortion of the Opponent (chala),
Futile Rejoinder Based on Mere Similarity or Dissimilarity (jäti), and
s Point of Defeat (nigrahasthana)
leads to the attainment of the highest good (nihsreyasa). // i. 1. 1. //

>

Bhäsya

[Vätsyayana begins with the explanation of the grammatical structure of the
sutra9 which'we skip over. l He next adds : ] Now, these are the 16 positive objects
(the knowledge of which is conducive to the summum bonum). The present sastra
aims at their exact knowledge (a-viparlta-jnana). In this sutra, the objects to be
discussed in the Nyaya-sastra (tantra) are exhaustively enumerated, each by name.
The summum bonum is obtained (primarily) through tlie right knowledge of
the (twelve) objects of knowledge, viz. atman, etc. This is explained later, in the
next sutra. One attains the summum bonum after rightly understanding the four
human concerns (arthapada, lit. 'the basis of the human end'), viz.
suffering (heya, lit. 'that which is to be avoided') and its causes,
right knowledge (ätyantika häna, lit. *the cause of the absolute cessation
of suffering'),
'
the means of attaining that right knowledge (i. e. the present sastra), and
liberation (adhigantavya, lit 'the ultimate goal').

Elucidation
I
The question will inevitably arise : Is the knowledge of each of the 16 categories
mentioned by Gautama directly conducive to the summum bonum ? But how can that
be possible ? How, e.g., the right knowledge of jalpa, vitandä or chala be directly responsible for the summum bonum ? In answer to this, Vätsyayana explains the real meaning
intended by Gautama, which is as follows.
Of these sixteen categories, the knowledge of what Gautama technically calls prameya
is directly conducive to the summum bonum. (Prameya literally means any object of right

Nyaya-sütra i. lA. \

9

knowledge. But Gautama restricts its use to only twelve such objects). The knowledge
of the other categories being greatly helpful for the knowledge of the prameya-s, is also
an indirect cause of liberation. In other words, the knowledge of only one of the above
categories (i.e. prameya) is the direct cause of liberation while that of the other categories
is indirectly so.
However, since the sütra itself does not say this in so many words, how are we to
know that this is the meaning intended by Gautama ? Vätsyäyana answers that this
becomes clear from ° what is explained in the next sütra, which further shows how the
knowledge of prameya actually leads to liberation.

Bhasya
(Objection : ) The separate mention of *doubt* etc. among them (i.e. the 16
categories of the sütra) is useless, because being appropriately included under
pramäna and prameya these are not completely different from them.
(Answer : ) This is true. Nevertheless, for the benefit of mankind four
branches of study {vidya)—each having its unique subject-matter—are prescribed,
6f which this study of logic (anvlksikhvidyä) is the fourth and its unique subjectmatter (prasthäna) consists of these categories, namely samiaya (doubt) etc.
Without the separate mention of these, it (logic) would have been mere "study of
the self* (adhyätma-vidyä), like Upanisad. Therefore, by mentioning the categories
like samiaya etc., it is shown to have its unique subject-matter.

Elucidation
Though, strictly speaking, pramäna is included in prameya, the objector does not
take exception to the separate mention of pramäna because he realises that without
the specific knowledge of pramäna as pramäna there cannot be any knowledge of
prameya as prameya. What the objector takes exception to is the mention of the last
fourteen categories of the sütra, i.e. from Doubt to Point of Defeat. According to the
objector, the mention of. all these is redundant, because these are already included in the
categories of pramäna and prameya.
In answer, Vätsyäyana admits, of course, that these fourteen categories are not in
fact excluded from pramäna and prameya. Still, according to him, there is definite justification for the separate mention of doubt, etc., in the sütra. In the interest of
human welfare, four branches of learning are recommended. These are : Veda (trayl),
State-craft (dandaniti), Agro-economy (värtä) and Logic (anvlksikt). Each of these has
ND. 2
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its unique subject-matter (prasthana). The unique subject-matter of Veda consists of the
Agnihotra sacrifice etc.; of State-craft, the king, minister, etc.; of Agro-economy, the
plough, etc.. Logic, too, must have its unique subject-matter and that includes the
fourteen categories,—doubt and the rest. The specific mention of the topics coming
under the subject-matter of Logic is necessary so that Logic is not confused with some
other branch of learning. Thus, e.g., the real nature of atman is discussed in Logic, but
it really forms the unique subject-matter of Upanisad (included in Veda). Therefore,
without the mention of doubt, etc., as forming the unique subject-matter of Logic, we
run the risk of identifying it with Upanisad. Besides, the unique subject-matter of a
branch of study should be exhaustively enumerated and as such doubt, etc., are in need
of separate mention.
Bkäsya
Among these, nyäya has no relevance (pravartate) for objects that are
unknown, nor for those that are known for certain. What, then, has it relevance
for ? It has relevance only for those objects about which there is doubt. As it is
said (by Gautama), "Final ascertainment (nirnaya) is the ascertainment of an object
through (consideration of) thesis (paksa) and anti-thesis (pratipaksa) which result
from doubt (vimarsa)". [Nyaya-sutra^ i.1.41]. Here vimarsa means doubt; (consideration of) thesis and anti-thesis means the application of nyaya ; ascertainment
of the object means nirnaya or right knowledge (tattva-jnäna). This doubt (samSaya)
is the general acquaintance with an object which is short of definite knowledge, e.g.,
'What (exactly) is it ?* Though included in the category of prameya, it is separately
mentioned for this special consideration (viz. being the basic condition for the employment of nyäya).
Elucidation
Vätsyäyana now proceeds to mention separately all the fourteen categories like doubt
(samsaya) etc. and, in order to show the justification of their separate mention in the
sutra, briefly explains most of them. Doubt being the foremost of them comes first.
Nyäya has no relevance for either the totally unknown or the fully known. This
means that nyäya has relevance only for that the nature of which is known in general but
not known specifically or definitely. Thus, e g., the hill may be known in general but
there may be doubt whether it contains fire or not. In this way, a thing may be known
in general but its specific nature may remain undetermined. In so far as it remains undetermined, it becomes an object of doubt. And in so far as it is an object of doubt,
it becomes an object of the application of nyäya. Without there being any [doubt, there-
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fore, there is no scope for the application of nyaya. Thus doubt forms a part of nyäya.
That Gautama himself means to say this is shown by Vätsyäyana by way of quoting the
sütra that defines nirnaya. In this sütra, the word vimrsya is indicative of doubt
because Gautama clearly says, "vimarsa is samsaycT. Besides, the words thesis (paksa)
and anti-thesis (pratipaksa) used in that sütra are to be taken in the sense of the
employment of nyaya. In short, the sütra defining nirnaya, too, indicates that doubt
is the basis of the employment of nyaya.
Bhäsya
Next (is separately mentioned) incentive (prayojana). Incentive is that which
induces one to activity—that is, the object for the desire of attaining or avoiding
which one is led to activity. All living beings, all their activities and all the
branches of knowledge (vidya) are pervaded by incentive. Nyaya, too, is employed
only on its basis.
What, then, is this nyaya ? Nyaya is the examination of an object with the help
of the instruments of valid knowledge (pramäna-s). The inference (anumand) which
is not contradicted by perception and scripture is called anvlksa, that is the knowing
over again {anu> literally "after*') of that which is already known (iksita) by perception and scripture. [anviksä=anu (after) -f iksa (knowledge)]. This branch of knowledge is called anvlksiki or nyaya-vldya or nyaya-sastra, because it is propagated for
the discussion of that (i.e. of anvlksä). The inference which is contradicted by
either perception or scripture is pseudo-nyaya.
Elucidation
In the first sütra, incentive (prayojana) is mentioned immediately after doubt (samsaya). Hence Vätsyäyana, in continuation of his discussion of the need of separate
mention of the categories, says, "Next is separately mentioned incentive**. Incentive
means that by which one is induced, [prayojana—prayujyate anena].
It is incentive that leads living beings to activity. In a living being a specific knowledge leads to a specific desire ; that specific desire leads to motivation, which again results
in the final activity. Traditionally, four incentives are mentioned, namely dharma, artha,
kama and moksa. Uddyotakara, however, critically shows that the main incentives of the
living beings are the attainment of pleasure and the avoidance of pain, because these alone
are the basic causes of their activities. According to Vätsyäyana, incentives include also
the undesirable objects, i.e. the objects shunned. For, being of the nature of pain or the
cause thereof, the undesirable objects too induce the action of avoiding them.
Vätsyäyana shows the need of the separate mention of incentive in the sütra and
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discusses its special relevance for nyaya. Without the incentive of the removal of doubt,
there is no scope for nydya. Hence incentive is mentioned in the sütra immediately after
doubt. Doubt and incentive are thus the two pre-requisites for the application of nyay:\
What, then, is this nyaya ? Vätsyäyana himself answers it by saying, "nyaya is the
examination of an object with the help of the instruments of valid knowledge"—pramanaih
arthaparlksanam nyayah. This is in need of some explanation. According to some,
the word nyaya means inference-for-others (parärtha-anumäna), while according to
others it means the five components (avayava) of such an inference. By using the word
pramanaih9 i.e. in the plural, Vätsyäyana here subscribes to the second of these views.
But, then, why does he use the word pramanaih when the components of an inference are
not actually the instruments of valid knowledge ? The answer is that the four pramana-s
mentioned by Gautama underlie the different components, i.e. the inference-components
like pratijUa, heiu, etc., are based on the pramana-s like pratyaksa, anumänä, etc.
VätsySyana himself will presently show this. Thus, the word pramanaih, literally "by the
instruments of valid knowledge*', is used here by Vätsyäyana to mean "by the components
of in ference-for-others", each of these being based on any of the four pramänas.
In bis Tätparyatikä, Väcaspati Mi£ra takes the word artha (literally, 'object') in
artha-parlksana (literally, 'examination of the object') of the commentary as meaning the
proban (linga or hetu). Thus, 'examination of the object', according to him, here means
'the examination of the proban'. Nyaya, in other words, means the examination of the
proban with the help of the five inference-components. But why does Väcaspati say this
when the proban is itself one of these five components ? When somebody employs an
inference for proving his thesis with the help of a proban, his inference is in fact only an
examination of the proban. For, it is determined thereby whether the said proban is
capable of proving the said thesis or not. Thus the result of the examination of the
proban is the proving of the intended probandum (sadhya). If the word artha in the
commentary is taken to mean the probandum (sadhya), then nyaya would mean the examination of the probandum by the five inference-components, i.e.» the establishment of
the probandum (sadhya-siddhi). But nyaya cannot be synonymous with the establishment
of the probandum, which is really the result of the application of nyaya. Thus, according
to Väcaspati, the word artha here means the proban.
But Phanibbüsana does not accept this interpretation and says it is for the learned
to determine how far Väcaspati is right. For, in the commentary on the third sütra (i.1.3),
Vätsyäyana takes the word artha in the sense of lihgi or sadhya (probandum). Therefore,
his real implication may be that nyaya means the inference (with its five components)
which determines the sadhya.
% In further elucidation of the nature of nyayay Vätsyäyana adds that it is inference
(anumäna) which is based on (asrlta) perception (pratyaksa) and scripture (agama). Uddyotakara says that the words "based on*' (asrita) here imply "not contradicted by" (avirodht).
As a matter of fact, by later characterising as pscudo-nyaya an inference contradicted by
perception or scripture, Vätsyäyana makes it clear that the word nyäya is previously used
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to mean inference not contradicted by perception or scripture. Thus, a genuine inference
or nyaya is not contradicted by perception or scripture while an inference thus contradicted is only a pseudo-nyaya. That a genuine inference cannot be contradicted by perception
or scripture follows from the fact that its five components are already based on the
pramana-S) of which perception and scripture are the strongest. This is the real significance
of Vätsyäyana's statement that nyaya is the examination of the object with the help of the
pramäna-s. But that does not mean that in case of every nyaya all the five inferencecomponents are essential. As we shall see later, in 'discussion for the final ascertainment'
(väda-vicara) between the preceptor and the disciple, all these five components are not
essential.
In short, by nyäya Vätsyäyana means the inference which is not contradicted by any
other powerful instrument of valid knowledge. The same is also called anvlksä, Anu
literally means 'after* and the root Iks implies 'to know*. Thus anviksä literally means
'that by which is obtained an after-knowledge' and, in this sense, it means inference. But
this is the mere etymological meaning of the word anviksä, in explaining which Vätsyäyana
says, anvlksä stands for that by which an after-knowledge is obtained of what is already
known by perception or scripture (agarna). Just as the knowledge of an object previously
known by inference becomes sounder if known over again by perception or scripture,
similarly the knowledge already obtained by perception or scripture becomes sounder
when proved anew by inference. [However, the main emphasis here seems to be that
inference must not be contradicted by perception or scripture rather than that inference is
inevitably the knowledge of an object already known by perception or scripture. That
Phanibhüsana, too, intends to emphasise this is clear from the circumstance that he
proceeds next to illustrate the pscudo-nyaya-s or fallacious inferences, which are rejected
because of being contradicted by perception or scripture.]
Illustration of pseudo-nyhya contradicted by perception : "Fire is cold, because
it is an effect, as for example water". This inference is fallacious because it contradicts perception. Perception, through the sense of touch (tvak-indriya) gives us the
knowledge that fire is hot and there is no doubt as to the validity of this
perception,-—the conditions that make a perception erroneous (technically called dosa-s),
like distance etc., being absent in this case. Therefore, the inference of coldness in fire
is negated by the perceptual knowledge, the validity of which cannot be questioned.
Uddyotakara explains the contradiction by perception as inferring something that
cannot be a probandum (sädhya) of any valid inference. Hotness, e.g., being perceptually
proved in fire, coldness in it can never be proved by any proban. Thus, coldness in fire
cannot be a probandum at all.
It may be possible to find other fallacies in such an inference. The inference under
discussion, for instance, suffers also from the fallacy of vyabhicära, (i.e., of the irregular
proban or of the coexistence of the proban with the probandum as well as with the absence
of the probandum), because, 'being effect5 (the proban) coexists with coldness (the probandum) as well as with hotness (the absence of the probandum). But when a contradic-
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tion with perception is already shown, it is not necessary to point to any other fallacy
like this. As Udayana, in his Tatparya-parisuddhi, says, it will be like 'killing the killed*
(na hi mrto'pi maryate, literally, the dead is never slain). In other words, it is no use
trying to show any other defect in an inference already rejected because of being contradicted by perception.
Dignäga, in his Nyaya-pravesa, rejects the above example of inference contradicted
by perception and he offers a new one, namely, "Sound is inaudible, because it is an
effect, as for example a jar". His contention is that sound is perceptually proved by the
auditory sense and even one who proposes to infer sound to be inaudible has at that very
moment the auditory perception of his own words as well as those of his opponent.
Therefore, it is palpably absurd for him to infer that sound is inaudible, his inference
being at that very moment contradicted by perception.
But Uddyotakara, in his Nyaya-varttika, and Kumärila, in his Sloka-varttika, try to
reject the example offered by Dignäga. They argue that though sound is audible its
audibility (sravanatva) is not perceptually proved. The audibility of sound is its peculiar
relation with the auditory sense and such a relation is imperceptible. Audibility being
imperceptible, the inference of inaudibility of sound cannot be contradicted by perception. Dignäga's example is fallacious because of some other consideration but not
because of being contradicted by perception. By contrast, hotness in fire is perceptually
proved and as such the inference of the absence of hotness in it is contradicted by
perception.
It may, however, be objected that there are cases where perception is rejected because
of being contradicted by inference. How, then, can perception be considered sounder
than inference ? Thus, e.g., the size of the moon inferred through mathematical calculations is known to be immensely greater than it is actually perceived. But it needs to be
notedthat because of the dosa (literally, defect, but technically, conditions contributing
to fallacious perception) in the form of distance, the perception of the size of the moon
is not a valid one. It is only a pseudo-perception. As such, in the case under
consideration a genuine perception is not really rejected by an inference. The perception
is not wrong in so far as it shows that the moon has some magnitude. But it is wrong
because it gives us a wrong knowledge of the magnitude of the moon. It is
admitted by all that a perception becomes erroneous because of the dosa-s like distance
etc. The inference is here considered stronger, there being no genuine perception to
contest it. As a rule, however, inference is weaker than (genuine) perception. Thus, an
inference which contradicts a perception becomes fallacious or a pseudo-nyäya.
Illustration of pseudo-nyäya. contradicted by scripture. The Käpalikas—the name of
whose sect is derived from the word kapäla (skull), because the skull was used by them
as a drinking and eating utensil—argue : "The human skull is sacred, because it forms
part of an animal body, as for example the conch-shell". Though the Käpalikas have
their own scriptures and do not accept the authority of the Vedas, still, as against the
followers of Veda they argue that since the followers of Veda themselves admit the
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conch-shell to be sacred in spite of its forming part of the body of a dead animal, the skull
should in the same way be considered sacred. In other words, with the conch-shell as an
instance, the Käpälikas try to prove the sacredness of the human skull by inference. But
since the dharmasastra-s of Manu and others, which are based on the Vedas, declare that
the human skull is profane, this inference of the Käpälikas is contradicted by the scriptures
and hence is to be rejected as invalid. If the Käpälikas argue that the inference of the
sacredness of the human skull is not contradicted by their own scriptures, the answer is as
follows : The sacredness of the conch-shell used as the instance of this inference is based
on the sanction of the Vedas ; even the Käpälikas themselves cannot show any other scriptural authority for the sacredness of the conch-shell. To use this instance, therefore, is to
admit the validity of the Vedas. But since Veda (i.e. Manusmrti etc. based on the Vedas)
declares the human skull to be profane, the inference is contradicted by scripture, and as
such is fallacious.
Another example of such a pseudo-nyäya is : "Wine (sura) is to be drunk by the
Brahman a, because it is a liquid, as for example milk".
The word scripture (in 'inference contradicted by scripture') should mean 'verbal
testimony' (sabda-pramana). Thus understood, an inference contradicted by upamana is,
on the ultimate analysis, contradicted by the verbal testimony underlying it. [This will
be clear in connection with the discussion of upamana as an instrument of valid
knowledge.]
But why does not Vätsyäyana mention any pseudo-nyäya in the form of 'an inference
contradicted by another inference* ? Uddyotakara answers, the reason is that two contradictory inferences about the same object is an absurdity. Väcaspati Misra, however,
admits the possibility of a pseudo-nyaya in the form of an inference being contradicted
by another. He explains the real implication of Uddyotakara's statement as follows :
Two independent as well as valid inferences cannot simultaneously be possible, because
in such a circumstance both the probans being equally valid as well as mutually contradictory would result in the fallacy of sat-pratipaksa (i.e. the fallacy of the counteracted
proban) and as such none of the probans would yield an inference. Nevertheless, when
one inference presupposes another previous one, the previous one is stronger and,
therefore, if the posterior i .ference is contradicted by the previous inference, the
posterior one will be negated and this will be an example of pstudo-nyaya in
the form of an inference contradicted by another, as for example, the inference : "God
cannot be the creator". To infer the absence of creativity in God, one has to depend on
a previous inference proving the existence of God. When God Himself remains unproved,
there is no sense in denying creativity of Him. For, if the substance whose quality is sought
to be proved is itself unreal, any effort to prove such a quality as belonging to that substance is senseless. Can a sane man propose to prove fragrance in the sky-flower ?
Therefore, one wanting to prove the absence of creativity of God has got to argue like
this : "I accept the existence of God ; what I seek to prove is that God is not the creator". But the inference proving the existence of God has already proved God as the
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creator. As such, the inference proving the absence of creativity of God would contradict
the previous inference proving the inference of God, upon which alone the later inference
depends.
Bhasya
'Discussion for the final ascertainment' (väda) and 'debating maneuver*
(jalpd) are useful there. But (the usefulness of) 'destructive criticism* (vitandä) is
being examined. A vaitandika is one who employs mere destructive criticism. If,
when questioned about its purpose, he admits such and such to be his thesis or such
and such to be his doctrine, he has to surrender his role as a vaitandika (vaitandikatva). If he does not admit this, he becomes neither a lay learner (laukika) nor an
expert (parlksaka). [That is, because of his utter purposelessness, he would be
considered a lunatic]
Elucidation
Väda means that form of debate between the preceptor and the disciple which is
not prompted by the desire of victory but has for its sole purpose the determination of
truth. Jalpa means that form of debate in which both the parties are prompted by the
desire of victory, seek to prove their own theses and disprove that of the opponent.
Vitandä means that form of debate where one, prompted by the desire of victory, tries
only to refute the thesis of the opponent without seeking to establish any thesis of
his own.
Among these, the usefulness of väda and jalpa, having as these do the purpose of
establishing some positive thesis, is indisputable. But the utility of vitandä is under
dispute.
Vitandä being mere fault-finding, is considered by some as useless. It does not
seek to establish anything and the mere refutation of others cannot be considered as
serving any positive purpose. That is why, to show the purposiveness of vitandä, too,
Vätsyäyana says, "Vitandä is being examined**. This examination means the determination of the purposiveness or otherwise of vitandä.
The real purpose of vitandä, too, is to defend a positive thesis, implicit though it
may be. Only it is not sought to be defended logically and explicitly, the attitude of the
vaitandika being that his own thesis is ipso facto proved by the mere refutation of the
opponent. Without such an assumption, his words would be as senseless as those of a
lunatic.
Bhäsya
Again, if he (the vaitandika) says that his purpose is to expose the defects
of the opponent—this too will be as objectionable as before. For, the
vaitandika has to renounce his own position if he admits one who expounds, one
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who learns, the means of expounding or the theme expounded. In case he does
not admit (these), his contention that his purpose is to refute the position of the
opponent becomes meaningless.
Propositions without any positive thesis to prove constitute vitandä. If these
propositions are claimed to be meaningful, then that (meaning itself) constitutes his
positive thesis. On the other hand, if this is not admitted, the propositions become
meaningless like mere delirium and as such the essence of vitandä is destroyed.

Elucidation
For proving the utility of vitanda, Vätsyäyana refutes an ancient school of extreme
sceptics. Phanibhüsana suggests that it is the same school which is referred to by
Vätsyäyana (on Nyäya-sütra, iv. 2. 18) as the anupalambhika. The representative of this
school claims to have no positive thesis of his own, mere refutation of the opponent
being his only purpose. As against such a position, Vätsyäyana argues that even a sceptic
like this has to admit the following four: 1) the person who communicates (yahjnäpayati),
2) the person to whom is communicated (yojänäti), 3) the means of communication
(yena jnapyate) and 4) the theme communicated (yat jnäpyate). One who admits the above
has got to accept these as forming one's own thesis. Therefore, he cannot be a vaitandika
in his own sense, namely, that he has no thesis whatsoever.
The opponent may argue that everything according to him is absolutely non-existing
and everywhere there is only the illusion of the absolutely non-existing appearing as the
existing. As such, the person who communicates, the person to whom is communicated,
etc. are all equally illusory and hence there cannot be any question of these forming his
own thesis. But such a claim cannot be consistent with the opponent's basic claim that
the mere refutation of the opponent is the only purpose of his vitandä. For, such a
refutation would be equally illusory for him and as such would not form his purpose.
In short, even such a sceptic has to adm it the reality of the theme he communicates
(i.e. his refutation) and therefore the person who communicates, the person to whom is
communicated, etc. have got to be admitted as forming his thesis. And this means that
the purpose of his vitandä is actually to prove his own thesis.
Vätsyäyana finally concludes by saying that since meaningless propositions are ' but
delirious, even the opponent will have to admit that his propositions are meaningful.
What, then, can be the meaning of his propositions ? Obviously, the fallacies (dosa-s) he
points to in the position he refutes. And if so, these very dosa-s (fallacies) will constitute
his very thesis. Therefore, it cannot be claimed that vitandä is without any thesis
whatsoever.
ND. 3
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Bhäsya
(The sütrd) next mentions 'corroborative instance' (drstanta). Corroborative
instance is an object of perception—an object about which the notions (buddhi) of
the layman (i.e. one who learns) as well as of the expert (i.e. one who expounds)
are not in conflict (i.e. are unanimous). It is included, of course, in the objects of
valid knowledge. Still it is mentioned separately because it is the basis of inference
and 'verbal testimony' (ägamä). It (drstanta) being there, inference and testimony
are possible ; without it these are not possible. It is also the basis of the application
of nyaya. By (showing) the contradiction of the drstanta the position of the opponent can be declared as refuted. By the substantiation of the drstanta, one's own
position is well-established. If the sceptic (nästika) admits a corroborative instance,
he has to surrender his scepticism. If he does not admit any, how can he silence
his opponent ? Further, by previously mentioning drstanta (in the present sutra),
Gautama is justified in subsequently saying (the two sütra-s as) : "udäharana is an
instance (drstanta) which being similar to the subject (sädhya-dharmi) possesses its
characteristic (tatdharma-bhan) [Nyäya-iütra i.1.36] and "because of its absence the
opposite ofthat" [Nyaya sütra i. 1. 37]. [In these two later sütra-s, Gautama defines
udäharana or exemplification, and Väts>äyana says that since in the definition of
udäharana Gautama uses the word drstßnta, he is justified in introducing drstanta
here.] 'Proved doctrine' (siddhänta) means the object admitted in the form : "It
exists". It is included in the objects of valid knowledge. Still, it is separately s
mentioned because vädajalpa and vitandä are employed only when there is difference among the proved doctrines, not otherwise.

Elucidation
In the first sutra, 'corroborative instance* and 'proved doctrine' are mentioned
after 'incentive'. If these two are included in the objects of valid knowledge, their separate
mention may appear to be redundant. Vätsyäyana therefore, proceeds to explain the
necessity of separately mentioning the two. However, an objection is raised against
the assumption of Vätsyäyana that the two are included in the prameya-s.
For, Gautama (in Nyäya-sütra i. 1.9) enumerates twelve prameya-s, in the list of
which drstanta and siddhänta do not occur. Uddyotakara answers that drstanta, too, is a
prameya, because it is an object of knowledge (upalabdhi-visaya). The implication of this
is that the fifth prameya mentioned by Gautama being knowledge (buddhi), it can, in a
general sense, be asserted that the objects of knowledge, too, are included in them. Of
course, according to Uddyotakara, siddhänta means the knowledge in the specific form of
'ascertaining the true implication of a system' (sästrärtha-niscayä). As such, according to
him, it is to be included in a specific form of prameya, namely, buddhi. But, since according to Vätsyäyana siddhänta is the object admitted by a system, it is included in the
prameya-s in the general sense, i.e. in the same sense in which drsänta is a prameya.
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Vätsyäyana refers to drstänta as an object of perception. But a drstänta is not inevitably an object of perception. For, even a super-sensuous object may be a drstänta.
What, then, is the real implication of Vätsyäyana ? Phanibhüsana answers, what Vätsyäyana wants to emphasise here is that just as a perception is not in need of being corroborated by an instance, a good drstanta, too, does not need any further drstanta and like a
perception a drstänta also solves a controversy. However, just after this statement,
Vätsyäyana offers the actual definition of drstänta (in the line of Gautama's sütra) as "an
object about which the notions (buddhi) of the layman as well as of the expert are not in
conflict".
Vätsyäyana shows a number of justifications for the separate mention of drstänta.
First, it is an essential component of inference, both for oneself (svärtha) as well as for
others (parärtha\ because without it the invariable concomitance between the proban and
the probandum cannot be conclusively established. Similarly, verbal testimony also
depends ori drstänta. For, on listening to something for the first time, we do not have
knowledge thereform. Knowledge due to verbal testimony presupposes the knowledge of
the connection between the word and the object of which the word is a symbol. And a
corroborative instance is necessary for this. Secondly, the opponent's position may be
refuted by showing defect in the corroborative instance offered by him, while one's
own position may be established by a proper drstänta.
This shows the prima facie impossibility of maintaining the position of the extreme
nihilist (sarva-sünyatä-vädi—literally, one according to whom everything is void). For, he
does not admit the reality of any object that may serve as a corroborative instance. As
such, he cannot argue even for the purpose of refuting his opponent. On the other hand,
if he admits the reality of the object mentioned as a corroborative instance, he has to
surrender his fundamental position of extreme nihilism.
Even the Sarvästivädi Buddhists cannot satisfactorily offer any drstänta, either in
defence of his own position or in refutation of his opponent. He claims everything to be
momentary (ksanika). Therefore, by the time he mentions an object as his drstänta, the
object itself has ceased to exist, and something which is non-existing cannot be a drstänta.
On the other hand, if for the sake of his drstänta he admits any permanent object, he has
to surrender his basic doctrine of momentariness.
Lastly, the separate mention of drstänta is justified because thereby is facilitated the
subsequent discussion of udäharana.
Vätsyäyana justifies the separate mention of 'proved doctrine* (siddhänta) by saying
that without a diversity^ of these there is no scope for any logical debate.
Bhäsya
Each of the five propositions (namely pratijna, etc.) with which the desired
thesis is conclusively established {siddhih parisamäpyate), is called an 'inference-
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component* (avayava) in relation to their totality. The four pramäna-s are collectively present (i.e. underlie) in these (five). The 'preliminary statement of the thesis'
(pratijnä) is verbal testimony (agarna). The proban (hetu) is inference (anumäna).
The exemplification (udaharana) is perception (pratyaksa). The application
(upanaya) is comparison (upamana). The demonstration of the capability of all
these to combine for the sake of (establishing) one central thesis is the conclusion
(nigamana). Such is nyäya par excellence. With the help of this alone, vada, jalpa
and vitandä can be employed, never otherwise. The ascertainment of truth (tattva)
is dependent on it. These inference-components being but specific forms of words
(i.e. propositions)—and as such included in the objects of valid knowledge—are
separately mentioned for the above reasons.

Elucidation

Nyaya means inference-for-others (parartha anumäna) as well as the five components
thereof, namely, the 'preliminary statement of the thesis'.(pratijTiä), proban (hetu), exemplification (udaharana), application (upanaya) and conclusion (nigamana). In case of an
inference-for-others, the thesis is conclusively established through these five propositions.
By 'being conclusively established' is meant that a specific characteristic does belong to the
object of which it is sought to be proved as the specific characteristic. (Thus, e.g., in an
inference, fire—-i.e. the possession of fire—is sought to be proved of the hill. When,
therefore, it is actually proved that the hill possesses fire, the thesis is said to be conclusively established). Each of the five propositions, like pratijriä etc., is called a component
(avayava),hec2L\ise each is so in relation to their totality. As Väcaspati MisYa points out,
the use of the word avayava is here in a secondary sense, its primary sense being the
material cause (upädäna-kärana). The five components cannot obviously be the material
cause of nyaya. But just as the component parts (i.e. the material cause) combine themselves to result in one whole, so also the five components combine themselves to prove
one central theme of the inference. Being thus similar to the component parts or material
cause, they are called components in a secondary sense.
The inference-components are propositions, and, therefore, are included in the fourth
of the prameya-s as enumerated by Gautama. The fourth prameya is aftha, which
comprises of smell (gandha), taste (rasa), colour (rüpa), touch (sparia) and sound (Sabda).
The last of these include the propositions. Still, the inference-components are separately
mentioned, because it is essential to have definite knowledge of these.
Vatsyäyana further says that the inference-components like pratijnä etc. are the four
pramana-s, like verbal testimony etc. But the real implication of this is not to equate the
inference-components to the instruments of valid knowledge. What he really means is
that the four inference-components like pratijnä etc. are based on the four instruments of
valid knowledge mentioned by Gautama. As a matter of fact, the inference-components,
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without being based on the instruments of valid knowledge, cannot by themselves ascertain
any truth. Inference-components are actually the 'functional intermediaries' (vyäpära) of
the instruments of valid knowledge underlying them. The instruments of valid knowledge,
acting through the mediation of the inference-components, determine the truth.
The inference-components in their totality are called by Vätsyäyana "nyaya par
excellence9*. The implication is that the truth ascertained by these is beyond any scope
of possible controversy, because it is ascertained jointly by all the four instruments of
valid knowledge through the mediation of these inference-components.
Bhäsya
'Hypothetical argument1 (tarka) is not included in the four pramana-s, nor is
it a separate pramaqa. It is rather an accessory (anugrähaka) to the instruments of
valid knowledge and it facilitates the knowledge of truth (tattva-jnäna). An example of such tarka :
"Is this birth produced by an impermanent cause or by a permanent
one, or is it accidental (akasmika, i.e. without any cause ) ?"
In cases of such objects the real nature of which is not known, tarka (uha) is
employed by way of adducing some reasons. (Thus, e.g.:)
"If birth is produced by an impermanent cause, then, because of the
destruction of the cause, the cessation of (the series of) births becomes possible.
Again, if (it is produced) by a permanent cause then, because of the impossibility of the destruction of the cause, the cessation of (the series of) births
becomes impossible. Again, if (it is) accidental, then birth, being accidentally
produced, will never cease and there being no cause of cessation there will be
no cessation of birth."
In the case of a tarka like this, t he pramäna-s proving that birth is due to
karma are assisted by a tarka.
Tarka facilitates the knowledge of truth, because it judges the plausibility or
otherwise of the theme of true knowledge.
i
Now tarka, which is of this nature, along with the four pramäna-s, helps to
establish one's own thesis as well as to refute that of the opponent in a debate
(yäda) and it is for this reason that tarkay though included in the objects of valid
knowledge, is separately mentioued.

Elucidation
Hypothetical argument (tarka) is neither included in the instruments of valid knowledge, nor is it itself an independent instrument of valid knowledge, because by itself it
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cannot lead to the ascertainment of truth. Still, it assists the ascertainment of truth by
way of helping one of the instruments of valid knowledge. In the commentary, Vätsyäyana gives an example of this.

Bhasya
'Final ascertainment' (nirnaya) is the 'knowledge of truth* (tattvajnäna). It is
the final result of (i.e. acquired through) the instruments of valid knowledge.
'Discussion for the final ascertainment* (yäda) ends with this. 'Debating maneuver*
(jalpa) and 'destructive criticism' (vitanda) are intended to nurse it (palanartham).
Now, these two, namely tarka and nirnaya, conduct 'the practical life of the people*
(lokayäträ). This nirnaya, though included in the prameya-s, is separately mentioned
for this reason.

Elucidation

•.„

If nirnaya is taken to mean any knowledge of truth then even the perceptual knowledge resulting from the sense-object contact would come under it. That is why Vätsyäyana
adds that it is the final result of the instruments of valid knowledge. Väcaspati Misra
explains, by the use of the word pramana in plural Vätsyäyana intends to refer to the five
inference-components because all the pramana-s, assisted by tarka, jointly operate only as
underlying their collectivity. But Phanibhüsana comments, ascertaining a truth with the
help of any of the pramana-s assisted by tarka is to be called nirnaya. Thus the ascertainment of truth even by perception, when assisted by tarka, is a case of nirnaya. In
short, the emphasis here should be on the assistance of tarka.
Jalpa and vitandä come to an end as soon as an opponent is silenced in a debate.
But in a debate in the form of vada, there is no rest before the final ascertainment. For,
final ascertainment is the very aim of such a debate. Jalpa and vitanda are necessary only
for nursing nirnaya. With the help of tarka and nirnaya we carry on our normal activities because these two help us to determine what is to be desired and what to be avoided,
and thereby, to act accordingly.
Though according to Vätsyäyana nirnaya as a form of knowledge is included in the
prameya-s, Uddyotakara contends that it may as well be considered an instrument of
valid knowledge, because in some cases nirnaya itself can produce the right knowledge of
an object. As will be shown later, there are cases in which, depending upon the context,
the same thing may alternatively be viewed as the instrument of valid knowledge as well
as the object of valid knowledge.
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Bhasya

'Discussion for the final ascertainment' (vädä) means the arguments offered
by more than one party—each trying to establish its own thesis—ending in the
ascertainment of one of the positions contended. It is mentioned separately because
of the need of its special knowledge. Only when specially known, the employment
of vada yields the knowledge of truth. Jalpa and vitandä, which differ from it
(vada) in certain respects, are mentioned separately because, as is said (by Gautama
in Nyäya-sütra, iv. 2.50), these are for the protection of the knowledge of truth.
Elucidation
If the same person raises various positions in order to establish one critically, it will
not be considered a case of väda. According to Gautama, väda means a debate enteTed
into by more than one (nana) party. In other words, vada is that form of debate in which
two contending parties argue in favour of their own positions. But it will be objected
that väda in this sense would include vitandä, too. That is why Vätsyäyana adds : "each
trying to establish its own thesis". In the case of vitandä, the contestant (prativadi) does
not try to establish any thesis of his own and as such it differs from väda. But, it will be
objected again, such a definition of väda will not exclude the possibility of jalpa being
included in väda. Vätsyäyana, therefore, further adds : "ending in the ascertainment
of one of the positions contended". In the case of jalpa, the only aim of the contestants
being the achievement of victory over the other by any means, the debate is not continued
till the positive ascertainment of any thesis.
Vätsyäyana says that jalpa and vitandä differ from väda in certain respects. But
what are these points of difference ? Uddyotakara explains that, on the one hand, in case
of jalpa there is an additional feature, namely the employment of 'purposive distortion of
the opponent* (chala), 'futile rejoinder based on mere similarity or dissimilarity* (jäti) and
all the 'points of defeat* (nigrahasthand), while, on the other hand, in the case of vitandä
one of the characteristic features of väda is wanting and it is the zeal of the contestant to
prove his own point.
Though jalpa and vitandä differ from vada in certain respects, there are also certain
similarities among them, as a result of which the three are collectively called kathä
(probably meaning debate or argumentation in general).
Bhäsya
The pseudo-probans (hetväbhäsa) are mentioned over and above 'the point of
defeat* (nigrahasthäna), because these are to be employed in väda, while nigrahasthana-s are to be employed in jalpa and vitandä.
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Elucidation
Gautama enumerates five types of pseudo-probans. Special knowledge of the
pseudo-probans is necessary for the purpose of ascertaining truth with the help of nyUy a.
Hence is obvious the relevance of the special mention of the pseudo-probans in the Nyäya
system. However, since Gautama mentions pseudo-probans at the end of his classification of the points of defeat, these are already included in the latter. As such, their separate
mention may appear to be redundant. In dispelling this doubt, Vätsyäyana says that the
pseudo-probans are specially mentioned because, though the points of defeat in any form
can be shown in the cases of jalpa and vitanda, the pseudo-probans alone are to be pointed
out in case of väda. The purpose of jalpa and vitandä is to defeat the opponet at any cost
and as such fault-finding in any form is permissible in these cases. But väda is a form of
logical discourse between the preceptor and his disciple without the eagerness of any to
defeat the other. Thus there is no anxiety in väda to find fault at any cost. Nevertheless,
if there is really any fallacy (pseudo-proban) in the arguments of one, the other must point
it out for the sake of truth. That is why, Gautama mentions pseudo-probans over
and above the points of defeat.

Bhasya
The separate mention of 'purposive distortion of the opponent' (chala), 'futile
rejoinder based on mere similarity and dissimilarity' (jäti) and 'point of defeat*
(nigrahasthana) is for the sake of acquaintance (upalaksand) with these. Chala, jäti
gand nigrahasthana, when acquainted with, can be avoided in one's own argument
and detected in those of others. Besides, it becomes easier to answer a jäti
employed by the opponent and one may easily use it for one's own purpose.

Elucidation
Chala, jäti and nigrahasthana» in spite of being included in the prameya-s, are
separately mentioned, because without a proper acquaintance with these one cannot avoid
them in one's own arguments nor can one easily detect them when used by the opponent.
Vätsyäyana adds specially about jäti that its knowledge facilitates answering such a futile
rejoinder when employed by the opponent and moreover helps one to devise it for oneself.
But how can Vätsyäyana suggest devising jäti for oneself when he has just said that, along
with chala and nigrahasthana, one ought to avoid jäti in one's own arguments ? Uddyotakara answers that there is no contradiction in these statements, because what Vätsyäyana
really means by "using it for one's purpose" is simply that a proper knowledge of jäti,
along with its varieties, helps one to expose and explain effectively the unsatisfactoriness
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of such a rejoinder when used by the opponent; there is really no question of recommending the use of jäti in one's own argument.

Bhäsya
Now, this änviksikl which is differentiated from the other branches of
knowledge by the categories like pramäna, etc., is specially mentioned in 'the
enumeration of various studies' (vidyoddesa) as the lamp for all branches of study
(yidyä), the means (upäya) for all activities, the basis of all virtues {dharma).
The 'knowledge of truth' (tattva-jnäna) and 'the attainment of the summum
bonunC (nihsreyasa-adhigama) are to be understood in accordance with the respective
branches of study. In this particular branch of study called adhyätma-vidyä
(literally, 'study of the self) knowledge of truth means the knowledge ofself(5fmfl/0,
etc , and the attainment of summum bonum means liberation (apavarga).

Elucidation
Vätsyäyana concludes his commentary on the first sütra by explaining the excellence
of the Nyaya system (nyayavidya). No intelligent person can have any purpose for which
the knowledge of nyaya is unnecessary. In all branches of study, whatever is being proved
is proved with the help of the instruments of valid knowledge, which are explained in this
Nyaya system. Hence it is called the lamp for all branches of study. Besides, all forms
of activity presuppose valid knowledge and therefore nyäya-vidyä.
But a doubt may arise here. Four branches of study are traditionally mentioned.
These are : Veda {trayi), agro-economy (värtä), state-craft (dandanlti) and logic (änviksikl).
Each has its own conception of tattva-jnana (knowledge of truth) and nihsreyasa (summum
bonum). Veda or trayi conceives tattva-jnäna as thje right knowledge of sacrifices
and nihsreyasa as the attainment of heaven. Agro-economy or värtä conceives tattvajnüna as the knowledge of soil, etc., and nihsreyasa as the success in agriculture and
commerce. State-craft or dandanlti conceives tattva-jnäna as the knowledge of the
techniques of pacifying (sarna), rewarding (däna), fomenting conflict (bhedd), etc., and
nihsreyasa as acquiring political power (räjya-läbha) etc.
Thus, each branch of study having its own conception of tattva-jnäna and nihsreyasa,
the question arises : How are these two conceived in logic or änviksikl ? Vätsyäyana
calls it adhyätma-vidyä. But, as it also discusses pramana'S and other allied topics, it is
not to be conceived as exclusively so, like the Upanisad. In other words, though by
discussing pramäna etc., it is helpful for the attainment of nihsreyasa as conceived by all
ND. 4
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the branches of study, and moreover, though by discussing samsaya etc., it differs from
the Upanisad, which is exclusively an adhyatma-vidya, still, this study of nyaya is basically
an c dhyatma-vidya, because it is conducive to the attainment of the right knowledge of the
self and is mainly devoted to the discussion of the real nature of the self. As such, it
conceives tattva-jnäna as knowledge of the self and nihsreyasa as liberation. Thus, in
short, the aim of nyaya is primarily liberation, though secondarily, by being indispensable
for all the branches of study, it also aims at the summum bonum conceived by the other
branches.
Bhasya
Now, is this liberation attained immediately after knowledge of truth ?
This is answered in the negative. How then ? Resulting (ultimately) from the
knowledge of truth [as mentioned in the next sütra].
Sutra 2
Of suffering (dukkha), birth (janma), activity
(pravrtti), evil (dosa) and false knowledge
(mithyajnana)—when each previous one (in this
series) is removed as a consequence of the
removal of the one immediately following it
(in this series), liberation (apavarga) is attained.
[That is, the removal of mithyajnana leads to
the removal of dosa ; the removal of dosa
leads to the removal of pravrtti; the removal
of pravrtti leads to the removal of janma and
the removal of janma leads to the removal of
duhkha—and this results in apavarga] //i.1.2//
Elucidation
In the first sütra, Gautama briefly indicates :
i. the subject-matter of the Nyäya system, which is the discussion of the
16 categories,
ii. its aim, which is the attainment of liberation, and
iii. the relation between the two.
But this aim and the relation cannot be determined without any critical examination
(parlksa). So in the second sütra he proceeds to the critical examination of these. As a
matter of fact, this sütra states Gautama's real stand-point (siddhänta). But it is
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not proper to state one's own standpoint without mentioning that of the opponent
(purvapaksa). Therefore, by way of introducing this sütra, Vätsyäyana mentions the
opponent's standpoint, which, by implication, the sütra is intended to answer.
Uddyotakara explains the opponent's standpoint as follows. Does liberation result
immediately after the knowledge of truth or not ? But it is difficult for Gautama to
assert either of these two possibilities. If liberation is said to result immediately after
tattva-jnäna, the transmission of the sastra through the line of the preceptors-anddisciples would be impossible, for the moment the preceptor realises truth and thereby
attains liberation, he will cease to have any physical body and as such will be unable to
communicate to his disciples the truth realised by him. If, on the other hand, it is claimed
that liberation does not result immediately after tattva-jnana, the latter cannot be considered the cause of liberation.
According to Uddyotakara, Gautama's answer to such an objection is that there
are two forms of liberation, mediate (para) and immediate (apara). The latter is also
called jlvan-mukti or liberation during life-time. It immediately follows tatt\a*jnana.
But even after its attainment, the physical body persists for some time to exhaust the
prarabdha-karma, i. e., that part of the accumulated 'merits and demerits of past actions'
(karma) which are already in the 'process of producing results' (prarabdhd). Mediate
liberation (para apavarga), on the other hand, follows a particular order of causal
sequence and Gautama in this sütra specifies this order, for paraapavarga is the ultimate
goal of man. In short, after mentioning in the first sütra that tattva-jrtäna leads to
liberation, Gautama, in the second sütra, specifies the causal sequence through which
tattva-jnana leads to liberation. Knowledge of ultimate truth does not directly result in
liberation ; it leads to liberation through the mediation of the destruction of false
knowledge. As Gautama (in Nyäya'Sütra iv. 2. 35) says, false knowledge can be dispelled
only by tattva-jnäna. This sütra of Gautama is quoted with reverence by Samkara in his
commentary on the Brahma-sutra, i. 1.4.
In the present sütra, therefore, Gautama shows that the aim of the Nyäya system
is the attainment of para-apavarga and the relation between this sästra and its aim is that
of 'the promoter and the promoted' (prayojya-prayojaka).
The causal sequence through which tattva-jnana ultimately leads to liberation is,
according to Gautama, as follows :
tattva-jnäna leads to the removal of mithyajnana,
mithya-jnana being the cause of dosa, its removal leads to the removal of its effect,
namely dosa,
dosa being the cause of pravrtti, its removal leads to the removal of its effect, namely
pravrtti,
pravrtti being the cause of janma, its removal leads to the removal of its effect,
namely, janma,
janma being the cause of duhkha, its removal leads to the removal of its effect,
namely duhkha.
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Bhäsya
Now, there exists many forms of 'false knowledge' (mithya-jnana) regarding
the prameya-s, (in the list given by Gautama in Nyäya-sütra, i. 1. 9) beginning from
atman and ending in apavarga. Regarding the self (atman)t (there is the false
knowledge) that it exists not (or that) the not-self is the self. (Other examples
of such false knowledge are :) suffering taken for pleasure, the unreal taken for the
real, the non-remedy (a-trana) taken for the remedy (träna), the fearful (sabhaya)
taken for the fearless (nirbhaya), the prohibited (jugupsita) taken for the prescribed
(abhimata) and that which should be avoided (hatavya) taken for the desirable
(apratlhätavyä). Regarding motivation (pravrtti) (there is the false knowledge) that
there exists nothing called karma nor its results. Regarding evil (dosa) (there is the
false knowledge) that this worldly existence (somsara) is not due to evil. Regarding
rebirth (pretyabhavd) (there is the false knowledge) that there exists no being nor
any soul which would die and be reborn after death, (or) that birth is without a
cause, (or) that the cessation of birth is without a cause and therefore, rebirth has a
beginning and is endless, (or) that though rebirth has a cause, karma is not that
cause, (or) that rebirth has no connection with any self, for it is merely the destruction as well as the recreation of the stream of body-senseorgans-consciousnessfeeling. Regarding liberation (apavarga), (there is the false knowledge) that the
cessation of all activities is terrible, (or) that in the state of liberation due to the
cessation of relation with everything, even many blessings (bhadra) will disappear
and therefore why would any intelligent person prefer such a liberation which is a
destruction of all pleasure and a state of total unconsciousness ?
As a result of such forms of false knowledge occur attraction (räga) for the
favourable (anuküla) and repulsion (dvesa) for the unfavourable (pratiküla). Under
the influence of attraction and repulsion are produced evils (dosa) like falsehood
(asatya), malice (irsya), deception (mayo) and greed (lobha), etc. Driven by the
evils and through the agency of the body one commits injury (himsa), theft (steya)
and prohibited copulation (pratisiddha maithuna). Through words (one is led to)
lying (anrta), rudeness (parusa), fault-finding (sücana) and incoherence (asambaddhd).
Through mind (one is led to) plotting against others (paradroha), desiring to grab at
others' possessions (paradr avya-abhipsa) and heterodoxy (nastikyd). Motivations
(pra\rtti) like these are malignant (päpätmikä) and they result in vices (adharma).
Now, (the motivations) that are auspicious (subha) : through (the agency of)
body (one performs) charity (däna), rescue (paritrand) and service to others (pari'
carana). Through words—truth (satya), benevolence (hita), attractiveness (priyd)
and the regular recital of the Veda (svadhyayd). Through mind—mercy (daya),
detachment (asprha) and reverence (sraddha). These result in virtue.
In this sutra, by the word pravrtti are meant virtue (dharma) and vice
(adharma), which are 'caused by motivation' (pravrtti-sadhana), just as (the scrip-
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tures say), food (anna) is the very life (prana) of the living beings to mean that life
is 'caused by food' (anna-sadhana).
Such motivations (i.e. vice and virtue) cause respectively detestable and
excellent births.
By birth, again, is meant the collective origination of 'body-senseorgansconsciousness-and-feeling' {sarlra-indriya-buddhi-vedana).
From it results suffering. This (suffering), again, is that which is viewed as
undesirable and is (variously called) vädhanä, pida and tapa.
By wordly existence' (samsara) is meant the uninterrupted flow of all these
elements (dharma), like false knowledge, etc., ultimately resulting in suffering.
When false knowledge is dispelled by knowledge of truth, the evils are
Temoved because of the removal of false knowledge. Because of the removal of
evils, motivation, too, is removed. Because of the removal of motivation, (the
chain of) births comes to an end. With the cessation of births, disappears suffering. With the disappearance of suffering, is attained final (atyantika) liberation
or nihsreyasa.
Knowledge of truth is explained as the very opposite of false knowledge.
Thus, (right knowledge) regarding the self is : the self exists, the not-self is but
not-self. Similarly, regarding suffering, the permanent, the remedy, the fearful,
the prohibited, the detestable—each known according to its real nature. Regarding
motivation—(the knowledge) that karma exists and so also the result thereof.
Regarding evil—that this worldly existence is the result of evil. Regarding rebirth
— that there exist animals (jantu) or living beings (jlva) and spirit (sattva) or self
(atmari), who are reborn after death ; that birth has a cause, that the cessation of
birth too has a cause and as such (the chain of) rebirths is beginningless but it ends
in liberation ; that rebirths, being something caused, are caused by motivation (i.e.
vice and virtue) and that rebirths having connection with the self flow on through
the destruction and recreation of the stream of body-senseorgans-consciousnessand-feel ing.
Regarding liberation—that liberation, which is the dissolution of all relations
and the cessation of everything else, is a state of bliss (santa) in which disappears
the manifold sins which are intensely painful and dreadful and as such why should
1
an intelligent person not delight in liberation, which is the cessation of all sufferings
and is free from all consciousness of suffering ?
Therefore, just as poisoned food, though mixed with honey, is not desired,
so is pleasure 'invariably attended' (anusakta) with pain.
Elucidation
According to Vätsyäyana knowledge of truth is the very opposite of false knowledge
and as such negates the latter. But, it will be objected, false knowledge being equally
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opposed to knowledge of truth may as well negate the knowledge of truth. In answer
to this, Uddyotakara says that though false knowledge is generated first, it is weaker,
because it is without any support. By contrast, knowledge of truth is supported by the
reality of its object as well as the instruments of valid knowledge like scripture (agamd).
Therefore, false knowledge, which is weaker, can never negate the knowledge of truth,
the stronger of the two.
In explaining the nature of false knowledge mentioned in the sütra, Vätsyäyana describes various forms of it regarding the twelve prameya-s, mentioned subsequently in
NyUya-sütra i.1.9, the list of which begins with atman and ends in apavarga. The root
cause of this worldly existence of the individual selves is the false knowledge of the twelve
prameya-s in various forms. Thus, by false knowledge in the sütra is to be understood
those forms of it which cause worldly existence.
Though true knowledge of all the twelve prameya-s is essential for the attainment
of liberation, only two of them, namely the self and liberation, are considered as desirable
(upädeya), the remaining ten like body etc. being undesirable (heya).
[The Bhäsya itself being quite clear and elaborate, we may skip over the points
restated by Phanibhüsana in his elucidation.]
HERE ENDS THE SECTION (prakarana) ON SUBJECT-MATTER (abhidheya),
RELATION (sambandha) AND PURPOSE {prayojana).
Bhasya
This system will follow a three-fold procedure (viz.), naming (the topic)
{uddesa)t defining (laksana) and critically examining (pariksa). Of them, uddesa
means the act of referring to an object by name ; laksana means the distinguishing
characteristic (a-tattva-vyavacchedaka-dharma, lit. the characteristic which differentiates an object from all other objects) of the object named ; pariksa means ascertainment with the help of the pramäna-s the appropriateness of the distinguishing
characteristic for the object defined. Thus just after naming and classifying,
the definitions of the objects classified are stated—as in the cases of the pramana-s
and the prameya-s. Again, just after naming and then defining, the classification
is made—as in the case of chala. (By way of illustrating the latter procedure,
Vätsyäyana quotes Nyäya-sütra i. 2. 10 and i. 2. 11 : ) "Chala is the distortion of
the statement (of the opponent) by drawing an implication contradictory to the
intended one'* and "it (chala) is of three kinds*'.
Now, the classification of the named (i.e. of pramäna, which is first named
in thefirstsütra).
Sütra 3
Pramäna-s are four—perception (pratyaksa),
inference (anumana), comparison (upamana)
and verbal testimony (sabda) //i. 1. 3 / /
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Elucidation
The first two sütra-s constitute the first section (prakarana) of the Nyaya-sutra. In
these, the subject-matter (abhidheya) of the Nyäya system, its purpose (prayojana) and the
relation between the two (sambandha) are stated. This is the proper way of introducing a
system.
The subject-matter of the Nyäya system consists of the 16 categories like pramäna,
etc. ; Gautama mentions these serially by name in the first sütra. But the mere mention
of these cannot result in their true knowledge. It is further necessary to define and critically examine them—a task to which the subsequent sutra-s are devoted. To emphasise
this, Vätsyäyana introduces the third sütra by saying that the Nyäya system follows a
three-fold procedure, namely, of naming, defining and critically examining these 16 categories. But Gautama sometimes gives the classification of the items included in a
category without first giving a general definition of the category itself, while in other cases
he first gives the general definition of a category and then classifies the items that come
under it.
Vätsyäyana uses the word laksana, literally definition, as the second step in the
procedure of the Nyaya system. This word, however, is to be taken in the sense of
'defining' {laksana-vacana, lit. mentioning the definition). But what is its utility ?
Defining consists in stating the distinguishing characteristic and by using that distinguishing characteristic as the proban (hetu) one can infer the difference of an object from all
other objects.
In the subsequent sutra-s Gautama defines only four pramana-s. But since definition helps only to differentiate an object from what it is not and cannot specify the number
of the objects defined, a doubt may arise here whether according to Gautama there is any
other pramäna over and above the four he defines. Uddyotakara explains that in order
to dispel such a doubt, it is necessary to name specifically the classes into which it is
divided,—a task which Gautama undertakes in this sütra.
In the cases of pramäna and prameya, Gautama mentions only the classification of
the different forms coming under them without giving their general definitions. Therefore, Gautama's real intention is to be understood as that the sutray which mentions the
classification implies also the general definition. For, without the knowledge of the
general definition of a category, there can be no knowledge of the definition of the various
forms coming under it. As Väcaspati Misra explains, though the present sütra mentions
only the four forms of pramana without giving the general definition of pramana, such a
general definition is implied by the very use of the word pramana in the sütra—the special
pecularity of a sütra being the combination of a manifold implication in a condensed form.
But what is the general definition of pramäna implied in the sütra ? It is suggested
by the etymological meaning of the word itself. The word pramäna is derived by adding
the suffix lyut in the instrumental (karana) to the root ma with the prefix pra (pra-\-ma-\lyut). The root mä, with the prefix pra (i.e., pra-\-ma) means to know rightly. The suffix
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lyut being in the instrumental, the word pramana means the instrument by which something is rightly known, i.e. the instrument of valid knowledge.
Valid knowledge is of two kinds,—presentative (anubhüti) and representative
(smrti or remembrance). Axe we then to consider the instrument of remembrance as a
pramana ? Though the Jaina philosophers admit smrti in theirfive-foldclassification of
the 'indirect instruments of valid knowledge' (paroksa-pramana), the Nyäya-Vaisesika
philosophers do not subscribe to this view and remembrance or the instrument thereof is
not a pramana according to them. For, remembrance means the knowledge derived from
the impression (samskära) of an object previously known ; therefore, the instrument of
remembrance as a form of valid knowledge is, on the ultimate analysis, the instrument by
which the object was previously known, and as such the instrument of valid remembrance
is not to be accepted as an independent pramana. Thus the root ma with the prefix pra
(i.e., prama) in the word pramana is to be taken only in the sense of presentative valid
knowledge. Remembrance, though a form of valid knowledge, has only a borrowed
validity. In short, pramana means the instrument of valid presentative knowledge only,
as is shown by Uddyotakara, Väcaspati Misra, Udayana and others. Vätsyäyana, too,
will show this presently.
The instrument (karana) is a form of cause (karana). But any and every cause is
not an instrument. Only the 'most efficacious' (sadhakatama) of the causes is called the
karana. Thus, though the knower (pramätä) and the object known (prameya), too, are
causes of valid knowledge (prama), these are not considered as pramana^ because these
are not instruments or the most efficacious ones of the causes of valid knowledge.
To sum up : pramana means the instruments of 'presentative valid knowledge'
(yathartha anubhüti) and since there are four forms of such valid knowledge, namely, perception (pratyaksa) inference (anumiti), 'knowledge derived through the knowledge of
similarity' (upamiti) and verbal testimony (sabda), their instruments, too, are accordingly
four-fold, and these are enumerated by Gautama in the present sütra.
[Pratyaksa means both the perceptual knowledge as well as the instrument of perceptual knowledge. The inferential knowledge is called anumiti and its instrument anumana.
Knowledge derived from the knowledge of similarity is called upamiti and its instrument
upamäna. Knowledge derived from verbal testimony is called säbda and its instrument
sabda. Of course, like pratyaksa, anumäna is sometimes used to mean inferential knowledge
as well, just as upamäna and sabda are used to mean the forms of knowledge derived
from these instruments.]
Bhasya
Perception (pratyaksa) is the function (yrtti, i.e, vyapara) of each sense-organ
(aksa, i e. indriya) in respect of its appropriate object. Such a function is of the
nature of either contact or knowledge. When the function is of the nature of contact, the result is valid knowledge in the form of perception. When it is of the
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nature of knowledge, the result is either the 'knowledge that produces aversion'
(hana-buddhi) or the 'knowledge that produces attraction* (upädäna-buddhi) or the
'knowledge that produces indifference' (upeksä-buddhi).
Inference (anumäna) is the after-knowledge (a/zw=after, mana—knowledge)
of an object as the probandum (lingi-artha) through a proban (lingd) rightly ascertained (mita).
Upamana (upa=contiguous, mana—knowledge) is the knowledge of conti
guity (sämipya), e.g. the gavaya is just like the cow. Contiguity means thex
'possession of common characteristics' (samanya-yoga).
Verbal testimony (sabda) is so called because by it the meaning is verbally
communicated.
That the pramana-s are the instruments of knowledge (i.e. of valid presentative knowledge) is to be understood by the 'etymological analysis' (nirvacana) of the
epithet (samäkhyä) (i.e., pramana itself). The word pramana signifies the instrument,
because (it is derived as) 'by this is rightly known' (pramlyate anena). Thus, the
explanation of the specific epithets (like pratyaksa, anumäna, etc.), too, is (to be
> understood in) similar (manner).

Elucidation
Vätsyäyana begins the explanation of the etymological meanings of the four names
of the instruments of valid knowledge. The word aksa in pratyaksa means the senseorgan. The word pratyaksa may be used to mean either of the following three : i) the
perceptual knowledge produced by the sense-organs, ii) the objects of such perceptual
knowledge, and iii) the instrument of valid knowledge called pratyaksa. But the word
pratyaksa is used in the sütra only in the last sense. The etymological meaning of the
word given by Vätsyäyana is : the function (yrtti) 'of each of the sense-organs* (aksasya
aksasya) 'in respect of its appropriate object' (prativisayam). Väcaspati Misra explains
yrtti here as vyapara (function). The function of sense-organ is that of the ultimate (i.e.
the most proximate) cause necessary for the production of perceptual knowledge derived
through the senses. The word prati in pratyaksa means each of all the sense-organs and
a$ such the word pratyaksa implies the function of each of the sense-organs in respect of
its appropriate object. But this is only the etymological meaning of the word pratyaksa.
Its actual definition is given by Gautama in the next sütra.
But what is meant by the function of a sense-organ in respect to its own object ?
Vätsyäyana answers that the function is of the nature of either contact or knowledge. In
other words, the specific form of a sense-object contact which immediately gives rise to
the perceptual knowledge of that particular object is the first function of that particular
ND. 5
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sense-organ. The perceptual knowledge immediately resulting from such sense-object
contact is of the nature of 'mere acquaintance' (älocana) with the object, which is also
called indeterminate perception or nirvikalpaka pratyaksa. Immediately after this arises
the determinate perception or savikalpaka pratyaksa of that object. Both these forms of
perception are the results of the same sense-object contact, which is the instrument of valid
perceptual knowledge. However, to produce the first form of perception, the sense-object
contact does not depend on any previous knowledge. On the other hand, to produce the
subsequent perception, the sense-object contact depends on a previous knowledge, namely,
the previous indeterminate perception. For determinate knowledge is the knowledge of
an object as qualified by the qualifier (visesana-visista-visesya-visayaka-jnana). Without
t he previous knowledge of the qualifier (yisesana), there can be no 'knowledge in the
form of the qualifier and the qualified* (yisistabuddhi). This knowledge of the qualifier
is produced by indeterminate perception. Therefore, it is necessary to admit an indeterminate perception immediately preceding the determinate one. This indeterminate
perception is of the nature of bare awareness and nothing more. In the capacity of producing the knowledge of the qualifier, it becomes a subordinate cause of determinate
perception by way of helping the sense-object contact, the real instrument of determinate
perception.
It needs to be noted, however, that there can be no indeterminate perception of
inherence (samavayd) and of non-existence (abhava). Indeterminate perception of inherence is impossible, because the perception of inherence necessarily presupposes the
perception of the relata as qualifying the relation of inherence. Thus, e.g., the perception
of the inherence of the jar in its component parts is actually the perception of inherence
as qualified by the jar. As such, there is no perception of bare inherence unqualified by
anything. Of course, the Vaisesikas consider samavaya to be imperceptible ; so the
problem of indeterminate perception of samavaya does not arise for them. According to the
Naiyäyikas, however, in many cases we have the perception of the relation of inherence as
qualified by the relata. But there can be no unqualified perception of samaväya and,
therefore, no indeterminate perception thereof.
Both the Naiyäyikas and the Vaisesikas admit the possibility of the perceptual
knowledge of non-existence (abhava). But in the perception of non-existence, the negatum
(pratiyogin), too, will be the object of that perception in the form of the qualifier of that
non-existence. Thus, e.g., when the non-existence of the jar is perceived, its negatum—i.e.
the jar—is also perceived as qualifying the non-existence. There can be no perception of
bare non-existence.
Thus, in the cases of inherence and non-existence the perception is invariably determinate and never indeterminate. This view is accepted also by Udayana in his NyäyakusumanjaH (iv. 4). In short a determinate perception is generally preceded by an indeterminate one, though the cases of inherence and non-existence are exceptions to this. But
since Kumärila denies the reality of inherence and since, though admitting the reality of
non-existence, he denies its perceptibility, according to him determinate perception is
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necessarily preceded by indeterminate perception {&lokavarttika, pratyaksa-sutra, sloka-s
112 & 120).
Just as the function of the sense-organ in the form of contact with its object is an
instrument of valid perceptual knowledge, so also the knowledge resulting from such contact may be an instrument of another valid perception in the form of 'knowledge which
produces aversion' (häna-buddhi), or knowledge which produces attraction' (upadanabuddhi) or 'knowledge which produces indifference' (upeksa-buddhi). These three forms
of knowledge are collectively called hanadi-buddhi—a term used also by Kumarila, Jayanta
Bhatta and Hemacandra.
Phanibhüsana next proceeds to illustrate indeterminate and determinate perceptions
and also to show the process of acquiring those forms of knowledge which produce
aversion, attraction and indifference.
The moment after the contact of the visual sense-organ with water, there arises the
unqualified (avisista) knowledge of water and waterness. This is called indeterminate perception {nirvikalpaka pratyahsa). The word vikalpa in nirvikalpaka means the 'relation of
qualified and qualifier' {visesya-visesana-bhava) between two entities. In the case of perception just mentioned, we have the mere awareness of water and waterness, but not of water
as qualified by waterness. Hence it is a nirvikalpaka perception. At the next moment,
the perceptual knowledge takes the form : "It is water'*, i.e., in this subsequent percep«
tion water is known as qualified by waterness. Hence it is called savikalpaka (determinate)
or visista (qualified) perception.
After the determinate perception, one may proceed to obtain the water. If one does
so, one has got to admit that in between the determinate perception and the act of
obtaining water there intervenes another knowledge that the water is desirable. But what
is the instrument of this intervening knowledge ? Since at the stage of such a knowledge
the obtainment of water is a future event, there can be no question of any 'ordinary*
(Jaukikd) perception determining its desirability. Therefore, it needs to be admitted that
the said knowledge is inferentially obtained. However, to infer desirability in water it
is necessary to have a definite knowledge of a proban invariably related to this desirability.
How can the knowledge of such a proban be obtained ? In many previous cases one
obtained water and found it useful, i.e. desirable. From this, one acquires the knowledge
that such water is invariably desirable. On perceiving water in the present case, one
recalls this knowledge of invariable relation between such water and desirability. This
leads to the subsequent (determinate) perception of the present water as having the
character of such water, i.e. water as invariably related to desirability. This perception is,
in the present case, the instrument of the inferential knowledge that this water is desirable,
just as in the case of the inferential knowledge of fire in the hill the perception of the
smoke as invariably related to fire is the instrumental cause thereof. Thus in the case of
the inference under consideration the proban is : 'water as possessing such a character*.
And the perception of the present water as possessing such a character is called the upüdäna-buddhi or the knowledge that produces attraction.
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Similarly, in many previous cases one always avoided a particular kind of water and
thus had the knowledge of such water as invariably related to undesirability. On perceiving
similar water at present, one recalls this knowledge of invariable relation and subsequently
perceives this present water as possessing the same character. This perception is the
instrument of the inferential knowledge of the undesirability of the present water and as
such is called the hana-buddhi or the knowledge that produces aversion. •
Similar is the process of acquiring upeksa-buddhi or the knowledge that produces
indifference.
The upädäna-buddhi, hana-buddhi and upeksa-buddhi are of the nature of perceptu
knowledge (pratyaksa pramiti). Therefore, the instruments thereof—i.e. the previous
indeterminate and determinate perceptions of the object—areto.be considered as 'instruments of valid perceptual knowledge' (pratyaksa pramana). But the said upädäna-buddhi
etc., though of the nature of perceptual knowledge, are not themselves instruments of
perceptual knowledge. For these lead to—i.e. are the instruments of—the inferential
knowledge of desirability, etc.,
But there were controversies concerning the question whether a perceptual knowledge
can be considered as the instrument of another valid perception. According to some, the
sense-object contact alone is the instrument of valid perceptual knowledge and as such a
perceptual knowledge cannot be such an instrument. Uddyotakara, however, answers that
just as the sense-object contact is the instrument of valid perceptual knowledge by virtue
of its producing a valid and certain knowledge of an object, so is the perceptual knowledge
itself resulting from such a contact, by virtue of its being instrumental in producing the
subsequent valid and certain knowledge in the form of upadäna-buddhi etc. The senseobject contact cannot itself be considered the instrumental cause of upädäna-buddhi, etc.,
because they are but subsequent forms of knowledge and presuppose a prior, valid and
definite knowledge of the object itself and this prior knowledge alone is the result of the
sense-object contact. Thus, in short, the sense-object contact is the instrument only of
the valid perception of the object itself and not of upädäna-buddhi, etc.,
But, it will be asked, how can the indeterminate perception, which is not an immediate antecedent of the upädäna-buddhi, etc., be considered the instrumental cause thereof ?
According to Kumärüa and Srldhara, this indeterminate knowledge is the cause only of
the subsequent determinate knowledge, while the subsequent determinate knowledge alone
is the instrumental cause of upadäna-buddhi. etc. From Vatsyäyana's commentary,
however, it is evident that he wants to consider both the indeterminate and the determinate
perceptions as the instrumental cause of upädäna-buddhi, etc. Väcaspati Misra, too,
explains the commentary accordingly. But how can the indeterminate perception of the
object, without being an immediate -antecedent of upädäna-buddhi, etc., be considered
an instrumental cause thereof? Väcaspati Misra answers that the indeterminate
and determinate perceptions resulting from the contact of the sense-organ with an
object, say water, revives the 'reminiscent impression' (samskära) of similar objects previously perceived ; these perceptions, though not immediately preceding upädäna-buddhi,
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etc., functioning through the mediation of the reminiscent impression, are the causes
thereof. The case is analogous to sacrifices which, though not the immediate antecedent
to the attainment of heaven, cause it, functioning through the mediation of accumulated
merit (adrsta in the form of dhartna), which results from the performances of sacrifices.
But, comments Phanibhüsana, such an explanation cannot be accepted by all, as is evident
from the other explanations of upädäna-buddhi, etc., offered by others. In any case, it is
quite clear that according to Vätsyäyana the sense-object contact is the instrumental cause
of perceptual knowledge and this perceptual knowledge, again, is the instrumental cause
of upadana-buddhi, etc.
But what exactly is meant by the instrumental cause or karana ? Jayanta Bhatta holds
that the totality (samagri) of all the causes producing the effect, rather than any one of
these by itself, is to be considered as the karana. According to this view, therefore, the
totality of all the causes producing valid knowledge rather than any one of these by itself
is the instrument of valid knowledge. Of course, as far as upadüna-buddhi etc. are concerned, Jayanta ultimately subscribes to Vätsyäyana's view that a form of knowledge can
be considered as their instrumental cause, though the totality of all that produces such a
form of knowledge is to be considered its karana.
But Jayanta's view of karana as the totality of all the causes producing the effect is
rejected by others. Pänini defines karana as 'the most efficient one* (sadhakatama) of the
causes. In fact, only the 'special' (asadharana) cause is to be considered as the karana.
This 'speciality' (asädhäranatva) or 'being the most efficient one* (sädhakatamatva) consists,
according to Gangesa and other representatives of Navya-nyäya, in 'the production of the
effect through some functional intermediary' (yyäpäravattva, literally the possession of
vyapara or functional intermediary). As Gadädhara explains, karana is not a mere cause ;
it is only that cause which is possessed of the function (vyapara) which invariably and immediately produces the effect. Thus, e.g., an axe, though in contact (samyoga) with the wood,
cannot be considered the karana of the effect in the form of cutting the wood, so long as it
is devoid of the speciality of immediately and invariably resulting in the cutting of the wood.
The contact of the axe with the wood, in spite of being the 'immediate cause' (carama
karana) is not the instrumental cause of the cutting of the wood, for this contact does not
work through any functional intermediary. On the other hand, the axe is the instrumental
cause, because it functions through the contact of the axe with the wood. Similarly, the
sense-organ (indriya)—and not the sense-object contact (indriya-artha-sannikarsa)—is the
instrumental cause of valid perceptions, because the sense-organ itself functions through the
sense-object contact, whereas the sense-object contact does not function through the
mediation of anything else. This, however, is a departure from Vätsyäyana, according to
whom the sense-object contact is the instrumental cause of valid perception.
Vätsyäyana next passes on to consider anumana or inference. He defines anumäna
as the after-knowledge (a««=after, mana—knowledge) of an object as the probandum
(Hnghartha) through a proban (linga) rightly ascertained (mita). By linga is meant a mark
when it is actually used as a proban of an inference. Väcaspati Mi£ra proposes to take the
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word lihgi or probandum here as referring to 'the object as characterised by such a proban'.
But from Vätsyäyana's commentary on the anumäna-sütra(Nyäya-sutra i. 1.5), it"is clear that
he takes lihgi as the inferred characteristic which is invariably related to the lihga.
The word arm here means after. Anumäna means the instrument of valid knowledge
of the probandum, i.e. the characteristic inferred (e.g. being characterised by fire), after*
(anu) the proban (e g. smoke), which is invariably related to the probandum is 'rightly
ascertained' (mita) to be existing in the particular object in which the said characteristic
is inferred (e.g., the hill).
If the suffix lyut in the word mana is taken mean as bringing out the
meaning of the root itself (i. e. in bhava-vacyd), then anumäna will mean valid
inferential knowledge. Uddyotakara takes the word mana in the commentary in this
sense. How, then, can anumäna mean the instrument of valid inferential knowledge ?
Uddyotakara suggests that the word yatah ('from which results') is implied here. According to him, the word anumäna etymologically means that from which such valid knowledge
(mana) results later (anu). Sueh an interpretation necessitates the assumption of the
implied sense of yatah. So Uddyotakara offers also an alternative explanation, namely,
that inference as an instrument of valid knowledge means also the valid inferential knowledge (anumiti) obtained through the right ascertainment of the proban as invariably
related to the probandum, because this inferential knowledge is the instrument of the
knowledge of desirability (upädäna-buddhi), etc. Thus a valid inferential knowledge may
itself also be an instrument of valid inferential knowledge.
But it is for the learned to discuss how far Uddyotakara's above explanation is
acceptable. The real implication of Vatsyäyana is clearly different. He says that
the suffix lyut in the word pramäna in the sütra is used in the instrumental sense (karanaväcya) and as such means an instrument. Pramäna, thus, is to be derived as pramiyate
anena, i.e., by this isrightlyknown. According to this derivation, therefore, pramäna means
only the instrument of valid knowledge. Thus the specific epithets of the four forms of pramana, too, are to be understood in similar derivative senses. That is, by pratyaksa etc. are to
understood the instruments of valid knowledge, like the perceptual, etc. Accordingly,
anumäna means the instrument of valid inferential knowledge, i. e. the suffix
lyut in mana of the word anumäna, too, is to be taken in the karana-vacya (i.e, implying
the instrument) and not in the bhäva-väcya. Thus even when one inferential knowledge is
the cause of another inferential knowledge, the instrumental cause of the first
inferential knowledge is primarily signified by the word anumäna in the sütra and,
therefore, the intention of Vatsyäyana is that anumäna in general means an instrument
of such (i.e. the afore mentioned first) inferential knowledge. Besides, on the basis of
Uddyotakara's explanation that the word anumäna stands for anumiti, which is itself the
instrumental cause of another inferential knowledge it is not possible to explain all cases
of anumäna as pramäna.
Vatsyäyana next explains the etymological meanings of upamäna and sabda in the
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same instrumental sense. The fuller significance of these will be seen in the subsequent
discussion of these two instruments of valid knowledge.

Bhasya
But, then, do many instruments of valid knowledge converge (abhisamplavante,
literally, crowd round) on the one and the same object ? Or, are they restricted
(v yavatisthante) to their respective objects alone ? Both (alternatives) are observed.
[Examples of convergence or abhisamplava : ] From verbal testimony (ap/aupadesa) is ascertained that the self exists. The same is ascertained by inference
(viz.).: "The probans for the inference of the self are desire (iccha), aversion (dvesa),
motivation (prayatna), pleasure \sukha), päin (duhkhä) and knowledge' {ßlandf*
[Nyäya-sütra i. 1. 10]. (The same is ascertained by) perception 'resulting from yogic
meditation* (yoga-samädhija) of the Yogin called Yunjäna. [Yogis are supposed to
be of two types, called Yukta and Yunjäna, the former having a constant Communion
while the latter communion only on meditation.] Thus, "The self is perceived
through a 'specific form of contact' (samyoga-visesa) between the self and the mind
(manas)" [Vaisesika-sutra ix. 1. 11].
Similarly, fire is ascertained by verbal testimony like : "Here is fire*', by
inference from the perception of^ smoke while nearing it, and by perception after
reaching it.
Again, (examples of) restriction (vyavastha) (of pramana-s to their respective
objects alone) : "One desiring heaven should perform the Agnihotra sacrifice'*. For
ordinary people there is neither inference (lihgadarkana^ lit., the perception of a
proban) nor perception of heaven.
On hearing the roar of the cloud, one infers its cause (i.e. cloud). There is
neither perception of nor verbal testimony for it.
When the hand is perceptually known, there is neither inference nor verbal
testimony proving it.
Preception is the foremost of such forms of valid knowledge.
One knowing the object of enquiry through verbal testimony becomes desirous of knowing it over again by inference' (linga-darsana). After inferentially
knowing it through perception of the proban, one becomes further desirous of
knowing it through perception. And when the object is (ultimately) ascertained
through perception, the enquiry comes to its final end. This is exemplified by the
aforesaid fire.
Abhisamplaxa means the convergence (samkara, lit. mixture) for the knower
of many instruments of valid knowledge on the same object of valid knowledge,
while their non-convergence means restriction (vyavastha).
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Elucidation
'Convergence of the instruments of valid knowledge* (pramana-samplava) is not
admitted by all. There were controversies about it even in the earlier times. Hence
Vätsyäyana, in explaining Gautama's standpoint, says that both convergence and restriction of the instruments of knowledge are to be admitted, because there are examples of
both. He illustrates both with worldly as well as other-worldly examples and concludes
by explaining the process of such convergence. The knower, even after first knowing
something through verbal testimony, may be desirous of having a firmer knowledge of the
same object through inference and after that may be desirous of having a still firmer knowledge of the same through perception. Of these, perceptual knowledge is supreme. For,
once an object is perceptually known there ceases the need of any further enquiry about it.
In short» when possible the knower may know the same object successively through the
different instruments of knowledge culminating in perception. And since in such cases
the second or the third knowledge cannot be considered useless, the convergence of the
instruments of knowledge needs certainly to be admitted.
That Gautama himself, though by implication, subscribes to pramana-samplava can
be seen from his use of the word pramänatah in Nyäya-sütra iv. 2. 29. For, grammatically
pramanatah may mean : i) by one pramana, ii) by two pramäna-s or iii) by many
pramana-s, and as such leaves the possibility of the same object being known by more than
one pramäna. Following Gautama, Vätsyäyana, too, opens his Introduction to Nyayabhasya with the same word.
This doctrine of pramana-samplava is vigorously contested by the Buddhist logicians.
Though Nägärjuna (Upäya-hrdayam, GOS ed., p. 13) speaks of four pramäna-s of which
perception is the foremost, Vasubandhu, Dignäga, Dharmakirti and others critically
establish the view that there are only two pramäna-s, viz. perception and inference.
Perception, again, is valid only in its nirvikalpaka form, i e. its savikalpaka form is invalid.
Further, according to them, the objects of knowledge are only of two kinds, viz. the
unique (visesa or svalaksana) and the universal (sämänya). The unique alone is the object
of valid—i.e. nirvikalpaka—perception. Thus, in the valid perception of fire, only a
unique or particular fire and nothing more as fireness, etc. is perceived. The so-called
universal essence of all fires, called fireness, is but a figment of imagination (kalpanä) and
not real (sat)t because it cannot serve any practical purpose. Therefore, these universals
etc., which are the fabrications of imagination, cannot be the objects of valid perception.
These can only be the objects of inference. Thus the two pramäna-s have two distinct
forms of object, and as such there is no possibility of pramana-samplava.
In refutation of the Buddhist view, Uddyotakara says that it is not permissible to
assume that the objects as well as the pramäna-s are only two-fold and as such pramanasamplava is not possible. For in fact pramana-s are four-fold and their objects threefold. These three-fold objects are : i) the universal (sämänya), ii) the particular (visesa),
and iii) the substance (dharmi) characterised by the two qualities, viz. universality and
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particularity. Therefore, the same substance can be rightly known through various
pramana-s. The same jar, after being known by the visual sense-organ, may be known
again by the tactual sense-organ. This is an example of the convergence of the different
forms of the same pramäna proving the same object. On similar considerations, Uddyotakara shows the convergence of the different forms of pramäna like verbal testimony,
inference and perception proving the same object.
Another objection against pramana-samplava is that after an object is already proved
by one pramäna, any subsequent pramäna proving it over again is redundant. Uddyotakara shows the futility of such an objection. The same object is known by different
pramäna-s in different ways. Even after an object is known through verbal testimony or
inference, one may have the desire of ascertaining the same object by direct perception
and if the conditions permitting perception are there, the perceptual knowledge must
follow. It is useless to decry it as redundant, because its efficacy lies in the final cessation
of all enquiries concerning the object.
But in case of restriction (vyavastha), there being only one pramana appropriate for
the object, the question of enquiring about it by any other pramäna does not arise, and
as such there is no apprehension of any such subsequent pramäna being redundant.
Jayanta Bhatta elaborately discusses the question of pi amana-samplava and defends
it by showing that even the Buddhists cannot establish the validity of inference without
admitting it.

HERE ENDS THE COMMENTARY ON THE
FIRST THREE SÜTRA-S (trisutn)

Elucidation
In the first three sutra-s, the main subject-matter and purpose etc. of the Nyäya
system and particularly the first category pramäna, on which rests the proof of all other
categories, are discussed. Hence, these three sutra-s, collectively known as trisutri, are
to be specially studied. That is why, at the end of his commentary on the third sütra
Vätsyäyana says, "Here ends the commentary on the tri-sütri." Following Vätsyäyana,
Uddyotakara and Udayana also refer to the collection of jthese three sütra-s as tri-sütru
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Bhasya

Next are stated the definitions of the classified (instruments of valid knowledge).
Sutra 4
Perception is the knowledge resulting from
sense-object contact (and which is) 'not due
to words' (avyapadesya). 'invariably related*
[to the object] (avyabhicäri) and is *of a
definite character' (vyavasäyätmaka). //i.l A//.
Bhasya
The knowledge which results from the contact of the sense with the object is
called perception. (Objection :) But, then, it is not so. (It results when) the self
ifltman) comes in contact with the mind (manas), the mind with the sense and the
sense with the object. (Answer :) It (the sütra) does not specify the cause as "it
alone is the cause of perception." It rather states the special cause (of perception).
That which is the special cause of perceptual knowledge is stated here, but it does
not exclude the cause common to the inferential and other forms of knowledge.
(Objection :) But, then, the contact of the mind with the sense should be
stated. (Answer :) This (the contact of the mind with the sense) does not differ in
the different cases of perceptual knowledge and as such, being alike (i.e. being a
common cause like the contact of self with mind), is not mentioned.
%

Elucidation
The third sütra gives the classification of pramana-s. Gautama now proceeds to state
the definitions of the four pramana-s and begins with that of perception.
The definition of perception is given ftrst because without perception no other
instrument of valid knowledge is possible. Hence perception is considered 'supreme
among the pramana-s' {pramana-jyestha, literally 'eldest of the pramäna-s*).
Definition is absolutely necessary because without it nothing can be rightly known.
Definition aims at differentiating an object from all other objects belonging to the same class
as well as other classes. As an instrument of valid knowledge, perception belongs to the
same class to which inference etc. belong. But pseudo-pramana, prameya, etc. belong to
different classes. Thus the definition of perception differentiates it from inference etc.,
on the one hand, and from pseudo-pramäna etc. on the other.
ND* 7
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Of the words used in the sütra, 'perception* stands for the object defined and the
others constitute the definition proper. These are: 1) 'knowledge', 2) 'resulting from
the sense-object contact', 3) 'not due to words', 4) 'invariably related (to the object)'
and 5) 'of a definite character.' The omission of any of these expressions makes the
definition 'too wide* (ati-vyUptd). As Uddyotakara explains, these five expressions
exclude respectively the possibility of applying v the term perception to the following five :
1) pleasure (sukha), 2) inference, 3) knowledge derived through words (sabda-jnana),
4) ^ illusory perception (viparyaya) and 5) doubtful perception (samsayatmaka-pratyaksa)
But we shall presently see, there are differences of opinion regarding the exact relevance
of these five expressions.
'uiS
Väcaspati Misra, Jayanta Bhatta and others suggest that the sütra is to be understood by adding to it the word yatah, i:e. 'from which.' The sütra will thus mean that
perception is that from which results the form of knowledge referred to by the sütra. The
word yatah added to the sütra will thus give the definition of the instrument of valid
perceptual knowledge and not of perceptual knowledge itself. Gautama clearly designs
the present sütra to define the instrument of valid knowledge called perception as men( (
K
tioned in the preceding sütra.
«
' i Gautama begins with* the statement that perception is the knowledge resulting from
sens6-object^ contact. By' way of'explaining this, Vätsyayana first raises a possible objectiori against it. ' Mere sense-object contact cannot result in perception, for according to
Gautama's own view, in the case of perception the self first comes in contact with the
mind, next the mjrid comes in contact with the sense and lastly the sense concerned comes
in cotitkct with fthe object perceived. In the present sütra, however, Gautama does not
mention all these and simply says that the sense-object contact results in perceptual
knowledge. Thus the present sütra appears to go against Gautama's own view.
In answer to this Vätsyäyana says that Gautama here does not really mean that the
sense-object contact alone is the cause of perception, the purpose of the sütra being to
state the definition of perception and not to enumerate all its causes. Gautama defines
perception by mentioning only its 'special cause' (asadharanakarana). The sütra does
not, therefore, exclude the contact of the self with the mind from the causes of perception.
On the contrary, such a contact being a common cause of all forms of knowledge, perception cannot be defined as the knowledge derived from the contact of the self with the
mind. vGautama uses the expression 'knowledge resulting from sense-object contact' to
exclude inferential and other forms of knowledge from perception.
A further objection may be raised against this. If Gautama's purpose is to mention
the special cause of perception, he should have also mentioned the contact of the sense
with mind. In the cases of perception through an 'external sense' (vahih-indriya), the
sense itself must come in contact with mind and such a contact too is one of the special
causes of (external) perception.
Such an objection has obviously no relevance for the cases of 'internal perception'
(manasa-pratyaksa) where the mind directly comes in contact with the object and there
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is no question of any contact of the mind with the sense. But Vätsyäyana does not raise
the question of internal perception here. He answers the present objection by considering only the cases of external perception, for which alone such an objection may have
any relevance. His answer is : this does not differ in different cases of perceptual < knowledge. To explain its implication, Väcaspati Mis*ra says that a perceptual knowledge is
named after either its object or the sense concerned. When colour (rüpa) is perceived
by the eyes, the perceptual knowledge is called 'knowledge of colour* (rupa-jnana) or
'visual knowledge' (cäksusa-jrtäna). A thing is often named after its special cause. Thus,
though the sprout has various causes it is named after its special cause, the seed. Similarly, a perceptual knowledge is named after either the object or the sense in which inheres
its special cause, namely, the sense-object contact. Though the contact of self with mind
and the contact of mind with sense are causes of such perceptions, the pieces of perceptual knowledge are named neither after self nor after mind in which these contacts inhere.
From this point of view the contact of self with mind is similar to that of mind with sense.
That is why, like the contact of self with mind, the contact of mind with sense is not
mentioned in the sütra. Gautama himself discusses all these in Nyaya-sütra ii. 1. 21-30. f
<
In Nyaya-sütra i. 1. 12, Gautama mentions only five senses, namely, olfactory,
gustatory,* visual, cutaneous and auditory, i.e. only the external senses.5 According to him,
however, the mind also is a sense. The word sense in the present sütra stands for all these
six senses. From the' Vaisesika point of view, Prasastapäda also mentions these six
^senses.* , <
.r
The word artha or object in the sütra is used in the sense of only perceptible
objects. There is no perception without a contact between such an object and the sense.
Only through the mediation of such a contact, the sense gives a perceptual knowledge.
To emphasise this, Gautama uses the word contact or sannikarsa in the sütra. He uses
the word artha or object to indicate that only the contact of the sense with its appropriate
object results in its perceptual knowledge. The contact of the sense with* empty space or
äkäsa does not result in any perceptual knowledge, because empty space is imperceptible,
i.e. is not an object appropriate for any one of the senses.f { *
,
Even foj: perceptible objects, any and every form of* sense-contact/ does not result
in perceptual knowledge. V The words 'resulting from* (litpanna) in the sütra implies tbat
the sense-object contact means here only that form of contact which actually results in
perceptual knowledge.* Thus, e.g., when the visual sense comes in contact with a wall,
a cloth hanging on the other side of the wall also comes in some form of contact with the
visual sense, which is called 'conjunction with the conjoined' (samyukta-samyoga), because
the cloth is conjoined (samyuktd) with the wall, which again has conjunction (samyogd) with
the eye. But such a contact of the visual sense with the cloth does not result in the perceptual kuowledge of the cloth and as such is not the kind of contact mentioned in the sütra.
According to Gautama, all the senses 'function after reaching the object' (präpyakarl). The senses produce perceptual knowledge of the object after actually 'reaching'
ND.7a
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(i.e. coming in contact with) the object. In Nyaya-sutra iii. 1. 45ff, Gautama establishes
this thesis. Thus, e.g., the visual seDse, according to him, is of the nature offire(taijasa)
and has rays like theflameof a lamp. Like the rays of the lamp, the rays of the visual
sense! go out and reach an object which is unobstructed and is at a distance. But the rays
of the visual sense are invisible. These are only inferentially proved. By the contact in
the form of conjunction of the visual sense with the object is meant the conjunction of
these rays of the visual sense with the object. This is shown by Gautama in Nyaya-sütra
iii. 1. 34. Similarly, the auditory sense gives the perceptual knowledge of sound only after
coming in contact with it. The Vedantists * explain the relation of the auditory sense with
sound by viewing that the auditory sense itself moves out to the place of origin of the sound.
According to the Nyäya-Vaisesikas, however, the auditory sense, being of the nature of
empty space, cannot move. Just as one wave gives rise to a second, the second to a third,
and so on, so also sound originating somewhere gives rise to another, the second to a
third, and so on. The last sound in this series originates in the empty space {akaka)
enclosed in the ear-canal, which is the auditory sense. Coming thus in contact with the
sense, it is perceived.
The Buddhists object that neither the visual nor the auditory sense can function
after reaching the object, because there cannot be any actual contact between these and the
objects perceived. A sense means the particular organ of the body where it is said to be
located. There is no sense over and above that organ. The eye-ball itself is the visual
sense and the ear-canal itself is the auditory sense. The medical treatment of a diseased
sense means the treatment of a particular organ of the body. Besides, as the visual sense
gives the perceptual knowledge of a distant object or of an object much bigger in size
than the eye, the eye cannot come in actual contact with the object and as such gives us
the perceptual knowledge without any contact. As a result of past actions {karma) living
beings are endowed with senses having such peculiar power and because of karma, again,
the power of the senses may be great or small. Without admitting all these, and even
assuming that the visual sense goes out to reach the object, its capacity for giving the
knowledge of the object cannot be explained. If the sense actually goes out to reach the
object, one should continue to have the visual perception of an object even when one
shuts the eyes after looking at it, for the alleged rays have already reached the object and
continue to have contact with it. ,
Uddyotakara, Kumärila and Väcaspati Mi£ra critically refute the Buddhist view.
Phanibhüsana does not mention here the points of refutation. He simply refers to their
works and claims that the Nyäya view is adequately established by them. In short,
concludes Phanibhüsana, without a contact of sense with the object there cannot be any
perceptual knowledge and Gautama is justified in claiming that perception is knowledge
resulting from sense-object contact.
According to Uddyotakara, the sense-object contact is of six kinds. These are the
relations of—
1) conjunction (samyoga),
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2) inherence1 in what is conjoined (wmyukta-samaväya),
3) inherence in what is inherent in the conjoined (samyukta-samaveta-samaväya),
4) inherence (samavaya),
5) inherence in the inhered (samaveta-samavaya) and lastly the
6) adjunct-substantive relation (visesana-vi&esya-bhava).
iln the perception of substance (dravya) the sense-object contact is of the nature of
conjunction. Thus, e.g., in the visual and cutaneous perceptions of a jar, the sense is
conjoined with the object.
In the perception of quality (guna) the sense*object contact is of the nature of inherence in what is conjoined. When colour (rupd) is perceived in the jar, the sense is
conjoined with the jar in which the colour inheres. The contact here between the sense
and its object, namely, colour, is due to the inherence of the colour in the jar which has
come in conjunction with the sense. Conjunction itself is a quality and a quality can inhere
only in a substance and never in another quality. Thus a conjunction of the sense with
a quality like colour would amount to inherence of a quality in another quality, which is
impossible. The sense can have conjunction only with the substance jar and the quality
of colour inheres in the jar. Therefore, the contact of the sense with the quality is inherence in what is conjoined. Since movement (karma), like quality, inheres only in
substance, the sense-object contact in its perception is of the same nature. The same is
true of the perception of'universal inhering in substance' (dravya-gata jäti).
In the perception of 'universal inhering in quality and in movement* (gunagata and
karmagata jüti) the sense-object contact is of the nature of inherence in what is inherent
in the conjoined. The visual perception of colourness (rüpatva) is due to such a contact,
because colourness as a universal inheres in colour which again inheres in the jar and the
jar is conjoined with the visual sense.
In the perception of sound the sense-object contact is of the nature of inherence, for
sound is a quality and it inheres in the substance akaia (empty space) and the auditory
sense itself is of the nature of empty space (i.e. the empty space enclosed by the earcanal).
/
In the perception of the universal 'sound-ness' (sabdatva-jati) the sense-object contact
is of the nature of inherence in the inhered, because 'sound-ness* inheres in sound which
inheres in the auditory sense.
•;
,•
>
In the perception of inherence and non-existence (abhäva) the sense-object contact
, t
1. In the Nyäya-Vaisesika philosophy, a relation other than conjunction is admitted and it is called
samavaya or inherence. This relation exists between 1) the whole (avayavl) and its parts {avayava
2) the substratum (ädhara) and its quality (guna) or movement (kriya) or universal (ßti). The relation
of conjunction cannot hold in these cases, because the relata here are inseparable. Nor can the relation
of identity (tädätmya) hold in these cases, because the relata here are proved to be completely different.
If the 'relation of self-linking' (svarüpa-sambandhä) is admitted in these cases, there will be redundance
(gaurava), because it will involve the assumption of an infinite number of objects as the relation. On
these considerations, the Nyaya-Vailesikas admit a special form of relation called samaväya.
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is of the nature of adjunct-substantive relation. None of the five forms öf contact mentioned before is possible in the perception of these two and as such a special form of
contact called visesanata or visesana-viSesya-bhava is postulated here. But such a contact
may have various specific forms HJee 'adjectival to what is conjoined with the eye' (caksuhsamyukta-visesanata), which holds in the visual perception of the non-existence of the jar
on the ground. It is the perception of the ground as qualified by 'the absence of the jar,'
which is adjectival to the ground and the ground is conjoined with the eye.
This view of the six forms of sense*object contact is later elaborated by Ganges'a
and others who raise various subtleties in their discussions. To sum up : there are six
forms of sense-object contact and the knowledge resulting from these is perception.
But God's perception is not due to sense-object contact. As the scripture1 declares,
"He sees without eyes and hears without ears" (Svetasvatara Upanisad iii. 19). God's
knowledge is omnipresent. His perceptual knowledge is not due to any special cause.
Therefore, the definition of perception in the sütra does not cover divine perception. On
this ground Gautama's definition of perception is later criticised as too narrow and
Gangesa offers a different definition : Perception is 'knowledge not due to the instrumentality of another knowledge' (jnana-akaranaka-jnana). It covers both ordinary (or
temporal) and divine (or eternal) perceptions. Neither of these forms of perception is
due to the instrumentality of any other knowledge r ordinary perception is due to
the instrumentality of sense and divine t perception being eternal is without any cause
whatsoever.
Visvanätha tries to interpret Gautama's sutra in the line of Gange6a. But Gautama
defines here only the ordinary or temporal (janya) form of perception and his definition
is not intended to cover divine perception. This is evident from his mention of perceptual knowledge first, which is something caused. There is no doubt that he takes God
Himself as a pramäna {Nyüya-sütra ii. 1. 68). But the word pramana is used there to
mean omniscience, i.e. to imply that God always has the valid knowledge of everything.
As Udayana explains, God is pramäna in the sense that His possession of valid knowledge
is without any break. He adds that the sense-object contact is spoken of only in the
context of ordinary peYcepi\on(Nyaya-ku$umänjali iv. 5). Moreover, perception cannot be
defined as knowledge not due to* the instrumentality of any other knowledge from the point
of view of Vätsyäyana and the other older Naiyäyikas, for such a definition excludes the
forms of perceptual knowledge called hünüdi-buddhi which are produced through the
instrumentality of some other perceptual knowledge.
Pleasure and pain are also produced by sense-object contact. To exclude these from
perceptual knowledge Gautama adds the word 'knowledge* (jnana) to his definition of
perception, for pleasure and pain are not of the nature of knowledge. But the Buddhists
object to this. They regard pleasure and pain as but forms of knowledge. Jayanta Bhatta,
Udayana and others critically refute such a view.
Jayanta Bhatta, however, offers an alternative explanation for the use of the word
jnana in the sütra. It is not intended to exclude pleasure and pain from perception, such
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a possibility being already excluded by tne word vyavasUyfttmaka (of a definite character).
Gautama uses the word jnana to indicate what is being qualified by the other expressions
in the definition, which are all of the nature of adjectives.
The third expression used in the sutra is^not due to words* (avyapade&ya)5 Vätsyäyana
now proceeds to explain its implication.
'
\
Bhasya
There are as many 'naming words' (nümadheya-sabda) as there are objects /
(artha) [Every object has a word standing for it] By these (i. e. words) the
objects are properly known. Usage (vyavahara) depends on the proper knowledge
of the object. Now, this knowledge of object resulting from sense-object Contact
assumes the form : "It is colour'1 (rüpa) wf'Itds taste" (rasta). The words like rüpa
and rasa are names of objects. Pieces of knowledge are referred to by these, e.g.,
one knows that it is colour or one knows that it is taste. (Such pieces of knowledge) being referred to by words naming these, there is the apprehension of considering them as but due to words.) Therefore, (i.e. to remove such an apprehension)
(Gautama) says, not due to words.
t
Knowledge on the part of those uüware of the relation between the word and
its corresponding object [e.g.^ of the infant and ^dumb] is not referred to by the
words naming the objects. Even if the relation ^between the word and jthe corresponding object is known, there is the knowledge that this word is the name of this
object [i.e. even for those who are aware < ofi the relation between word and its
corresponding object, the knowledge of the object is not due to the word naming it].
When that object is known, the knowledge does not differ from the a fore-mentioned
knowledge of the object [i. e. of the infant and the dumb]. Thte knowledge of the
object is but similar to that. But this knowledge of the object has no other word to
name it, being conveyed >by which (word) it can be subject to usages because \ there {
is no usage with what/is not properly knownT^ /Therefore, by adding/the word iti to \
the word naming the object known, it (iPe. the knowledge of the*$jectjf is referred
to as «the knowledge that it is colour''/ (rüpam-iti-ßl&nam), 'the'knowledge that it is
taste' (rasaikti-ßänOHt). Thus the Word naming the object has «io^ efficacy in producing the knowledge of the object, i But it has usd only for the purpose of commu- '
nication. Therefore, the knowledge of the object resulting from sense-object contact
is not due to word.

Elucidation
Vätsyäyana first mentions an objection. Every object has -a word standing for it
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and usage depends on the understanding of these words as denoting the objects. Thus
the perceptual knowledge of colour or taste is referred to by the word colour or taste
which is but the name of the object perceived. Since everywhere a piece of knowledge is
referred to by.the wor^( standing for the object known, the word itself is also to be regarded
as the object of knowledge. Knowledge as knowledge is same in all cases. But one piece
of knowledge differs from another because their objects differ. Without assuming that the
words (like colour or taste) are also the objects of knowledge, the differentiation of the
various pieces of knowledge as 'it is colour', 'it is taste*, etc. becomes impossible. These
pieces of knowledge having such words as their objects are therefore to be considered as but
knowledge of words. [The word sabda in the commentary is not be to taken as knowledge
due to verbal testimony. It is to be taken as knowledge having word for their objects.]
Vätsyäyana answers that these pieces of knowledge are not due to words because the
perceptual knowledge proper is due to only the sense-object contact rather than the
words. Words serve only the purpose of comunication or usage.
Väcaspati Misra, explaining the above obejection, refers to the view according to
which the words standing for objects are identical with the objects themselves, because the
words cow, horse, etc., are known as identical with the object as is evident from the expressions like 'this is cow', 'this is horse.' That such expressions cannot be considered
erroneous is clear from the fact that these form the basis of all usages. Words being
identical with objects, the knowledge of objects means the knowledge of words. In short,
according to this view there is no knowledge which is not due to words. As such, indeterminate perception is impossible. How can there be an indeterminate or unqualified
perception when every knowledge is qualified by a word that stands for its object ?
Väcaspati Misra quotes two verses from the Vakyapadiya of Bhartrbari and says
that the word avyapadesya (lit, not due to words) in the present sütra is intended to refute
Bhartrhari's view. This word here means "mere acquaintance" (alocana), i.e. indeterminate perception. The word vyapadesya signifies 'a substantive as qualified by an
attribute* (visesana-visista-visesya). The perception without a substantive-attribute
relation is avyapadesya. Such an unqualified perception is but the bare awareness of an
object and as such is indeterminate. Thus by avyapadesya Gautama here refers to indeterminate perception. »
In refutation of the View that every knowledge is due to word, Vätsyäyana says,
"knowledge of those persons who are unaware of the relation between the word and its
corresponding otyject is not referred to by the word naming the object." Väcaspati MisVa
explains this as follows. Word is alleged to be identical with the object. But what is
meant by "word" here ? Does it mean the particular soimd heard or does it mean sphota
(the significative counterpart of a word-sound) ? It is not possible to accept either of
these alternatives. "Word" here cannot mean sphota, for nobody ever realises any
identity of the object with the eternal sphota» Nor can "word" be taken by the opponent
to mean the particular sound heard, for the knowledge of colour etc. on the part of the
infant and the dumb is not referred to by the corresponding words colour, etc. It is
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impossible to prove that the knowledge of those persons who are unaware of such words
or are unable to utter them is due to words. Besides, on the assumption of the identity
of words and their corresponding objects it should be possible for the blind to perceive
colour by his auditory sense when he hears the word for it or for the dumb to perceive
the word when he has a visual perception of the object for it. Thus it must be admitted
that the infant and the dumb have indeterminate perception unqualified by word. Even
for those persons who are aware of the relation between a word and its object the knowledge of the object is not due to the word standing for it. On the contrary, only after
perceiving the object they come to know that such and such words denote such and such
objects. In other words, on perceiving an object they recall the word naming it. But
the perception of the object, which precedes, is not due to that name. The perception
of the object comes first and it is the cause of the recollection of the word naming it.
Therefore, it is necessary to admit a perception of the object unrelated to the word naming
it and this perception is indeterminate. This indeterminate perception becomes eventually the cause of the determinate perception. But even this determinate perception is
not the perception of the word standing for its object.
It may be objected that the communication of a piece of knowledge is possible only
through the word standing for the object of that knowledge and as such this knowledge
has the form of the object as well as the word. But unless the object perceived is assumed
to be identical with the word naming it, the piece of knowledge cannot have the form of
that word. Therefore, the piece of knowledge cannot be referred to by that word. So it
needs to be assumed that the knowledge must be due to the word naming it.
To this Vätsyäyana answers, "But this knowledge of the object has no other word
to name it." His contention is that since, there is no appropriate word to denote a piece of
knowledge, the knowledge is referred to by the word standing for the object known only
with the addition of Hi to it. When colour is perceived by us, for the purpose of communicating the knowledge to others we say, the knowledge that "it is colour" (rüpam iti).
Only later on—I.e. at the time of communicating the piece of knowledge which is posterior to the knowledge itself—the word denoting the object has a meaning. The knowledge
itself cannot be said to be due to the word.
From the writings of Jayanta Bhatta it is evident that there bad been a great deal
of controversy regarding the exact significance of Gautama's use of the expression 'not
due to words' {avyapadesya) among the earlier Naiyäyikas themselves. One ,of the views
referred to by Jayanta is that when the knowledge is due to sense-object contact as well as
sound (word), it is verbal and not perceptual; Gautama uses the word avyapadesya
to exclude such forms of verbal knowledge from the perceptual. When the visual sense
of a person without any previous knowledge of a cow comes in contact with a cow, he
perceives the object though not as a cow. Eventually when an experienced person tells him
that it is a cow, he perceives it as a cow. In spite of the role of the sense-object contact
ND. 8
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in this eventual knowledge, it is not perceptual but verbal, for its most efficacious cause
is the group of words spoken by an experienced person : "This is a cow". Gautama's use
of the expression avyapadesya serves to exclude such forms of verbal knowledge from
perception.
Väcaspati Misra, however, denies the possibility of any verbal knowledge due to
both sense-object contact and words. In the example just cited the words of the experienced person, though accessory to the resulting knowledge, do not make the knowledge
a verbal one. Being produced by the sense-object contact the knowledge is actually
perceptual. Besides, the knowledge here is clear and distinct, which are characteristics of
only immediate knowledge; verbal knowledge being mediate is incapable of producing it.
Jayanta Bhatta does not accept this view. He concludes his review of the various
interpretations of Gautama's use of avyapadesya with the remark that so many views are
explained here and it is for the learned to make their own choice.

Bhasya
During the summer the flickering rays of the sun intermingled with the
heat radiating from the surface of the earth come in contact with the eyes of a
person at a distance. Due to this sense-object contact, there arises, in the rays of
the sun, the knowledge : this is water. Even such a knowledge may be taken for
valid perceptual knowledge. Hence (Gautama) says, 'invariably connected with the
object' (avyabfiicari). An erroneous or vyabhicari perception is the perception of an
object as somthing which it is not. A right or avyabhicari perception is the
perception of an object as it actually is.
Perceiving with eyes an object at a distance, a person cannot decide whether
it is smoke or dust. As such, an 'indecisive knowledge' (anavadhäranaßana) resulting from sense-object contact may be taken for perceptual knowledge. Hence
(Gautama) says, 'Qf a definite character' (vyavasayatmaka). It cannot, however, be
claimed that this indecisive knowledge is due only to the contact of self with mind
[i e. is not due to the contact of the sense with the object]. Indecisive knowledge (like
this) arises only after one sees the object with the eyes. Just as the object perceived
by the senses is eventually perceived by the mind, so also an object is indecisively
apprehended by the mind after being indecisively apprehended by the senses. Doubt
is only the 'vacillating .knowledge' {vimarsa) with a drive for the perception of some
unique character which is apprehended by mind after being apprehended by the
senses, and not the previous one [i.e. not the indecisive knowledge which is apprehended by the mind alone after the termination of the function of the senses]. In
all cases of perceptioi the knower has the definite knowledge of an object through
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the sense, for persons with impaired sense-organ cannot have any 'after-knowledge*
(anu-vyavasäya) [cognising the first, i.e. the knowledge due to sense-object contact].
Elucidation
In his definition of perception Gautama next uses the expressions 'invariably related
to the object* (avyabhicäri) i.e. non-erroneous and 'of a definite character' (vyavasäyätmaka).
Vatsyäyana explains the significance of the former with the example of mirage.
When the rays of the sun, flickering because of the heat radiating from the surface of the
earth, come in contact with the visual sense, we have the illusory perception of water
in these rays. The perception is illusory only in its qualifying aspect, i.e. in so far as
the rays are erroneously apprehended as being characterised by waterness. Similarly, we
have illusory perceptions of a snake in a rope and of silver in the shell. To exclude such
forms of illusory perceptions from the category of valid perception, the word avyabhicäri
is used.
Vatsyäyana says that erroneous (vyabhicäri) perception is the perception of an object
as something which it is not. This shows that the Naiyäyikas subscribe to the theory
of illusion called anyathä-khyäti, i.e. illusion consists in perceiving something as something else. This wi|l be discussed at length in the elucidation of Nyäya-sütra iv. 2. 37.
According to this theory, illusion consists in wrongly perceiving a real object as
another equally real object. The object the nature of which is superimposed on what is
presented is not a non-existent (asat) or fictitious (alika). A pure non-existent cannot be
an object even of an illusory perception. The Naiyäyikas bold that when the visual sense
comes in contact with the flickering rays of the sun, because of the perception of the
similarity therein of water previously perceived elsewhere there is the revival of the reminiscent impression (samskära) of the previously perceived water, which in its turn
recalls the water and thus in the rays is erroneously perceived the water belonging to a
different space and time. A person who has never perceived water and who has no
reminiscent impressjon of previously perceived water cannot have such an illusion of
water. Thus the immediate cause of this illusion is the recollection of water revived by
the reminiscent impression of the previously perceived water. The later Naiyäyikas argue
that in the cases of illusion the knowledge in the form of memory itself serves the function
of the sense-object contact. Such a contact is called jnana-laksana-sannikarsa, i.e. contact
of the sense with an object through the mediation of a previous knowledge. It is one
of the three forms of 'extraordinary sense-object contact' (alaukika-sarmikarsa) recognised
by the later Naiyäyikas. In other words, illusion is a form of 'extraordinary perception'
(alaukika pratyaksd). Since the object perceived in an illusion is not actually there, no
normal or ordinary contact is possible between the sense and that object and as such there
is no ordinary perception of the object.
ND. 8/a
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But even an illusory perception is not wholly illusory. An illusory experience is
analysable into two parts. First, the presentation of an object as barely 'this*, i.e. as
mere something without the knowledge of its specific character. Secondly, the characterisation of it as something specific. There is no error as regards the first part. Error lies
only in the second part. Thus, e.g., in the illusion 'This is a snake', the rope is actually
presented as 'this', i.e. as merely something but not as a rope. There is no error in the
perception so far. Error consists in the wrong characterisation of the 'this' as the snake,
which it is not. Vätsyäyana, therefore, calls illusory, perceptions vyabhicari or not invariably related to the object pointed to, and these are excluded from valid perception
by the use of the wortd avyabhicari in the sütra.
But, it will be asked, what is the need for the use of the word avyabhicari in the
definition to exclude illusory perception ? Perception is already considered to be a
pramäna and the very word pramäna signifies the instruments of valid knowledge alone.
Thus the instruments of illusory perceptions are already excluded from perception as a
pramäna. Besides, if the word avyabhicari is really necessary for the definition of
perception why should it not on the same ground be mentioned in the definitions of the
other instruments of valid knowledge like inference, etc. ? Väcaspati Misra answers that
the validity of all the other instruments of valid knowledge is derived f)om the validity of
perception and Gautama uses the word avyabhicari to indicate this speciality of perception. In support of this interpretation Väcaspati Mis*ra quotes the authority of KumSrila
Bhatta who says, "Inference is not critically discussed (pariksyate), because its validity is
already well-established (praslddha) by the validity of perception as well as by the strength
of its own definition."1
Vätsyäyana next proceeds to explain the relevance of the word vyavasayaimaka
(of a definite character). It is meant to exclude 'perceptions in the from of doubt'
{samsayätmaka-pratyaksa), which are not excluded by the word avyabhicari. Vätsyäyana
says that a right or avyabhicari perception is the perception of an object as it actually is.
According to this interpretation doubtful perceptions also are avyabhicari. On perceiving the common characteristic of dust and smoke in a distant object, one has the doubt:
Is it dust or is it smoke ? If it is actually dust the perception is non-erroneous in its first
part and if it is actually smoke the perception is non-erroneous in its second part. Since
the object actually is either dust or smoke, the perception is in fact invariably related to
the object. In short, according to Vätsyäyana only the illusory perceptions of something
as definitely something else are to be considered as erroneous. Perception in the form
of doubt being' short of definite knowledge is not therefore excluded by the word
avyabhicari. Nevertheless, the instrument of such perception cannot be regarded as
pramäna because definite knowledge alone is the result of pramäna. That is why Gautama
1. Phanibhusana points out that in the opening verse of the chapter on Inference in the available version
of the Slokavarttika the same point is expressed in a different language and that is commented upon by
PSrthasarathi Misra. Presumably the verse quoted by Väcaspati Misra was current in some other
version of the work
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excludes perception in the form of doubt by using the expression *of a definite
character*.
It may be objected that doubt is an internal perception, i.e. the result of the contact
of self with mind1 and as such it is already excluded by the expression 'resulting from
sense-object contact*. Vätsyäyana answers that it cannot be assumed that doubt is always
the result only of the contact of self with mind and never due to any external sense. Doubt
arises only after an object is perceived by an external sense. Just as an object perceived
by an external sense can be internally perceived over again, so can one internally doubt
the nature of an object after having doubt about it by the external sense. This is further
explained by Vacaspati Misra as follows. Doubt arises in the mind only after there is a
contact of the sense with the object. There cannot be any doul?t without a previous
sense-object contact. The blind man cannot have any doubt as to the distant object
being dust or smoke. Thus the forms of doubt under discussion are to be regarded as
external perceptions, in which alone the contacts of the sense with the object as well as
of mind with the sense are necessary.
Uddyotakara, Vacaspati Mi&ra and Jayanta Bhatta say that of the two forms of
doubt, namely, external and internal, only the former is intended to be excluded by the
word vyavasayatmaka in the present sütra.
A further objection may be raised against Vätsyäyana. Immediately after the perception of the jar by the external sense there is an after-knowledge of that perception in
the form 'I have knowledge of the jar'. This after-knowledge is an internal perception.
Even the external object jar becomes an object of internal perception. Thus we have
internal perception even of external objects. Therefore, it can be argued that the cases
of doubtful perceptions are cases of internal perceptions of external objects.
Vätsyäyana answers, "In all cases of perception the knower has the definite knowledge of an object through the senses, for persons with impaired sense-organs cannot have
any after-knowledge." His real point is that an external' object is never perceived by
mind independent of the external sense. Whenever an external object like the jar is
perceived, it is perceived first by an external sense like the eye and such a perception is
called vyavasaya. This is followed by an internal perception (i.e. a perception by mind,
which is the internal sense) of the previous external perception. This subsequent perception is called anu-vyavasäya or after-knowledge. The previous perception called vyavasaya must be regarded as one of its causes. A blind man, who is deprived of the visual
sense, cannot have the internal after-knowledge of a visual perception because he cannot
have the prior external perception or vyavasaya itself. Therefore, on the evidence of
after-knowledge, which is internal, it cannot be asserted that doubt is exclusively
internal.
1. Prasastapäda mentions two forms of doubt, external and internal. From Vatsyayana's discussion it
appears that according to some early thinkers doubt is always an internal perception. This view is
elaborately refuted by Udayana in the Tätparya-pari'suddhi and by Vardhamana in his commentaries on
the Tatparya-parisuddhi and the Nyäyalilavati.
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But, it will be asked, what is the nature of the contact of mind with the external
object at the time of the after-knowledge ? Phanibhüsana explains the answer offered
by Udayana and concludes that in fact the perceptual knowledge itself of the external
object is the said contact. From this suggestion of Udayana the later Naiyäyikas like
Gangesa develop the theory of jnana-laksana-sannikarsa.
Vacaspati Misra, however, differs from Vätsyäyana with regard to the implication of
the word vyavasayätmaka in the sütra. The word is used, according to him, not to exclude
perception in the form of doubt. Doubtful perceptions being invalid are already excluded
by the word avyabhicari (valid). The word vyavasayätmaka is used to signify determinate
perception and as such shows that Gautama recognises determinate perception also as
valid. According to Vacaspati Misra's interpretation of the sütra, it contains not only
the definition but also the classification of perception. The words avyapadesya and
vyavasayätmaka indicate the two forms of perception, namely, indeterminate and determinate respectively. The rest of the sütra gives the definition of perception.
Phanibhüsana does not accept such an interpretation, for it neither agrees with the
interpretations of Vätsyäyana and Uddyotakara nor is it justified by anything in the sütta.
As a matter of fact, Väcaspati's zeal to refute the Buddhist logicians who do not recognise the validity of determinate perception leads him to see in the sütra the mention of the
two forms of perception and this according to the suggestion of his preceptor Trilocana.
As Hemacandra, in his Pramana-mimämsa, points out that Trilocana and Vacaspati evolves
a novel explanation of the sütra disregarding the earlier commentators.

Bhasya
(Objection :) A separate definition of perception needs to be given (to cover
the perceptions of) the self etc. and pleasure etc., because it (the perception of self
or pleasure) is not due to sense-object contact. (Answer : ) Though mind is a
sense, it is mentioned separately from the other senses because of its different
nature. The otjier senses are 'made of the elements' (bhautikd) and have fixed
objects (niyata-visaya). These become senses by virtue of their possessing (the respective) qualities. Mind, on the other hand, is not made of elements, has no fixed
object (sarva-visaya, lit. having everything for its object) and it does not become a
sense by virtue of its possessing any quality. As we shall later explain, in spite of
the sense-object contact its (i.e. of mind) connection or absence of connection is the
cause why a number of perceptions do not simultaneously occur. Since mind also
is a sense, no separate definition (of perception) is called for. This is to be learnt
from what is discussed in 'the other system' (tanträntara). The viewpoint of the
other, when not refuted, becomes one's own—and this is called tantra-yukti. Here
ends the explanation of perception.
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Elucidation
Vätsyäyana raises a possible objection to the definition of perception. As Gautama
does not mention mind (manas) in his list of the senses given in Nyäya-sütra i. 1.12,
according to his view mind is not a sense. Therefore, his definition of perception as
knowledge due to sense-object contact cannot apply to the perception of self or of pleasure,
which are due to the contact with mind. Vätsyäyana's answer is that Gautama really
admits mind to be a sense. He does not mention it in the list of the external senses
because mind differs from them in certain important respects. The olfactory and other
external senses are made of elements, are restricted to their own appropriate objects and
are characterised by the qualities like smell etc., the perceptions of which they yield.
Mind, on the contrary, is not made of elements, is not restricted to any particular type of
object and is capable of yielding the perception of the qualities like smell etc., without
being characterised by them.
Uddyotakara, however, does not admit all the three points in which Vätsyäyana
shows mind to differ from the other senses. According to him, mind differs from the
other senses mainly in not being restricted to one particular type of object.
Vätsyäyana adds that though there can be no perception without the contact of mind
with the senses and though the different external senses simultaneously come in contact
with different objects, yet there is perception of only one object at a time because mind,
being but atomic in magnitude, can come in contact only with one sense at a time. This
will be elaborately discussed under Nyäya-sütra i. 1. 16 and iii. 2. 56-9.
But how are we to know that Gautama admits mind to be a sense when he does
not say this in so many words ? Vätsyäyana answers this question by referring to what
is called tantra-yukti. In other words, since Gautama does not refute the view that mind
is a sense as advocated by others,the implication is that he accepts this as his own view.
In refutation of Vätsyäyana, Dignäga argues that it is futile to claim that Gautama
admits mind to be a sense. As against the contention that since Gautama does not
explicity refute this view he admits it by implication, Dignäga argues that in that
case the explicit mention of the five senses becomes meaningless. Without mentioning
Dignäga's name, Uddyotakara answers that such an objection is only an indication of the
failure to see the real implication of tantra-yukti. When somebody does not at all
mention his own view it is impossible to know what his own standpoint is and which is the
standpoint of others. But when somebody expresses his own view and does not refute
the view of another that does not contradict his own view, he accepts by implication
the said view of the other. Such alone is a proper case of tantra-yukti
Though Dharmaräjädhvarindra, a later exponent of the Vedänta philosophy, tries
to prove that mind is not a sense in the Vedänta view, Phanibhüsana argues that it is
really not so. Samkara himself admits mind to be a sense (Säriraka-bhäsya ii. 4. 17)
and Väcaspati Misra explains this view in the Bhamatu Besides, the Bhagavad-gita
declares mind to be a sense—a view accepted also by Sämkhya and Mimämsä.
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Phanibhüsana concludes his discussion of perception with a critical review of the
Buddhist view, according to which indeterminate perception alone is to be regarded as
valid. The Buddhist considers every object to be momentary. It is destroyed at the very
next moment of its origination and gives place to another object similar to it. Therefore,
an object can be considered as the cause of perception if its perception results immediately
after its origination. But the determinate perception» which occurs later, cannot have
the same object as its cause, because this object is already destroyed by the time the determinate perception takes place. The object of determinate perception is thus non-existent
and as such determinate perception cannot be considered valid. A perception is valid
only when it is due to a real object. Thus indeterminate perception alone is valid.
Accordingly, the Buddhists define perception as 'a cognition which is directly produced by the object' (tatah-artha-vijnanam). Though Väcaspati Mis*ra says that this definition is offered by Vasubandhu, Dignäga, while offering an alternative definition
of perception, doubts if it could have come from Vasubandbu himself. By perception
Dignäga understands the knowledge in which there is no reference to name, universal,
etc. A knowledge without any reference to name, universal etc., is nothing but indeterminate knowledge. Dignäga defines perception as that knowledge which is free from any
'mental construction' (kalpana). By 'mental construction' is meant the attribution of
name, universal, etc. For the purpose of excluding illusory perception, Dharmaklrtt
later adds the word 'non-erroneous' (abhranta) to Dignäga's definition of perception.
Uddyotakara, Väcaspati Misra, Jayanta Bhatta and Udayana, along with the
Mimämsakas like Kumärila Bhatta and Mandana Misra, elaborately examine and criticise
the Buddhist definition of perception and show that the validity of determinate perception
cannot be rejected outright, that universal etc. cannot be considered as mere figments
of imagination and that the doctrine of momentariness which inspires this definition is
philosophically untenable.
Sutra 5
Next (is discussed) inference (anumfina),
which is preceded by it (tat-purvaka) [i.e. by
perception], is of three kinds, namely,
pürvavat (i.e. having the antecedent as the
proban), sesavat (i.e. having the consequent
as the proban) and samanyatodrsta (i.e.
where the vyapti is ascertained by a general
observation). // i. 1. 5 //
Elucidation
In this sütra, the word inference (anumäna) stands for what is defined and the expression
'preceded by it' (tat-purvaka) stands for its definition. We have already seen that the word
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anumäna means either, the instrument «of valid inferential knowledge or the knowledge
itself.
i Xbe expression 'preceded by it' means preceded by perception. But though reminiscent impression is also preceded by perception, it is not an inference ; for the word jndna
of the previous sütra is to be added to the expression 'preceded by it*. Thus the full
definition of inference is 'a specific form of «knowledge preceded by perception'. Vätsyäyana begins Ms commentary on the sütra with the explanation of the expression 'preceded
by it/

Bhasya
By the, cxpressjon^ 'preceded by it* is meant 'the perception of the (invariable]
relation between the proban and the pxobandum* (linga-linginoh sambandhq-darsanam) as well as 'the perception of the proban* (Hhga-darsand). By the perception of
the [invariably] related proban and the probandum is meant the 'recollection of the
proban' (Hnga-smrtiX f Through this recollection and the perception of the proban
is inferred the object which (at that time) fis not directly perceived' (a-pratyaksd).

Elucidation
If the word 'perception* in 'preceded by perception* is taken in the general sense to
moan any form of perception, then the knowledge derived through verbal testimony would
also come under inference, because it is preceded by the perception of sound (word).
Therefore, perception is to be taken here in some specific sense. As Vätsyäyana explains,
this perception is here two-fold. First, the perception of the invariable relation between
the proban and the probandum. Secondly, the perception of the proban. The proban
or Wiga means ibc 'real reason* (tow) as actually employed in the inferential process.
The probandum orfing?is the object actually inferred through the proban. Wherever
there is the proban there is the probandum. The proban is the pervaded (vyäpya) and the
probandum is its pervader (vyäpaka). Therefore, the relation between the proban and
the probandum is the relation of "the-pervaded-and-the-pervader" (vyäpya-vyäpaka-hhäva
or simply vyäpti). The perception of the relation between the proban and the probandum
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is a previous perception of such a relation somewhere else. As for example, smoke is
the proban and fire is the probandum. There cannot be smoke in the absence of fire.
Because of the causal relation between fire and smoke, the existence of fire is necessarily
to be admftte^ift)every case of smoke. Smoke being thus pervaded by fire, the relation
betweefa'theftwo is that of the pervaded and the pervader. Without the definite knowledge
of such a relation,« the inference of fire is impossible in spite of the perception of smoke.
V£tsyä>ana refers to the ascertainment of such a relation by the expression 'perception
of the jejation between the proban and the probandum.'
Väcaspati MisYa and Udayana defiine vyäpti as an 'unconditional relation' ( sväbhävika-sambandha, i. e. a relation free from any adventitious condition). Invariable
coexistence of smoke with fire is not due to any adventitious condition. But fire coexists
with smoke only when there is an extra condition, namely, the presence of wet fuel.
How is the invariable relation between proban and probandum (vyäpti) ascertained ?
Vyäpti is ascertained (positively) by the knowledge of coexistence (sahacara) and
(nefeafively) by the absence of knowledge of any contrary instance of coexistence
(vyw$cfira-jigj>aha). thus the invariable relation of fire and smoke is established
byprise^viiigaiiumberof cases in which the two coexist (e.g. the kitchen) and further
becaiis^/olfti^i observing anj instance in which smoke exists without fire. This will be
elaborately discussed unäer Nyäya-sütra ii. !. 38.
l^iäinbliusana explains1 the inferential process as follows One first perceives smoke
as invariable related to fir6 m a place1 like the kitchen. This is called 'the first perception
xtf the proban* (prathama-linga-darsana). Such a perception results in the reminiscent
impression that smoke is pervaded by fire. The subsequent perception of a similar smoke
in some other place like the hill—which is called 'the second perception of the proban'
(dvitiya-hnga-parämarsa)—revives this reminiscent impression, which results in the recollection that smoke is pervaded by fire. There cannot be any inference without such
a recollection. But this recollection does not immediately result in the inferential
knowledge*. It is followed ^ by a further perception of smoke not simply as smoke but as
the smoke which is* invariably related to fire and exists in the bill This last perception is
called ^'the third perception ^of;|tfce proban' (triiya-lihga-paramarsa) and it immediately
yields the inferential knowledge of fire. This third perception of the proban, being the
immediate cause of inferential knowledge, is considered to be the instrument thereof, i e.
anumana-pmmäna or inference as an instrument of valid knowledge
.
; But all inferences f do not presuppose such previous perception. The knowledge of
the proban add of its invariable relation with the probandum may in some cases be
derived through verbal testimony or another inference. How, then, can Vätsjäyana claim
that inference must be preceded by perception ? Uddyotakara answers that the word
tat (it) in the expression tat-purvaka (preceded by it) may grammatically be construed to
mean täni, lit. 'these', i. e any one of the four instruments of valid knowledge mentioned
in the third sütra.
Nevertheless, it must be noted that every inference is ultimately based on perception
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and without a previous perception there can be no inference. That is why, Gautama
defines inference as knowledge preceded by perception. Kumärila also pointedly asserts,
"Even when the probandum is known through an inferred proban, the basic proban is
known only through perception" i&lokavarttika, anumann, 170).
< i
But since certain imperceptible objects are inferentially known, inference is not
necessarily preceded by perception. As such, Gautama's real point should be understood
as that inference is primarily based on perception, though in certain cases it can be preceded by some other form of valid knowledge derived through inference or verbal testimony.
There is controversy as to what is the exact instrument of inferential knowledge.
In the early period mainly two views are expressed. According to the first, it is the recollection of the invariable relation between the proban and the probandum. According
to the second, it is the 'third perception of the proban'. Uddyotakara refers to both
these views and expresses his own that the^totality of all the factors beginning with the
first perception of the proban and ending in its final perception is to be considered as the
instrument of inferential knowledge. But since the inferential knowledge immediately
follows the final perception of the proban, it is to be considered as the primary instrument
thereof.
According to Udayana, the proban itself forming the object of the third or final
perception of the proban is the insrument of inferential knowledge, though some of the
later commentators try to show that Udayana also viewed the final perception of the
proban as the instrument of inference.
Ganges*a, in his discourse on paramarsa, argues that the real instument of inferential
knowledge is the recollection of the proban as possessing the invariable relation with the
probandum and the final perception of the proban is only the 'functional intermediary*
(vyäpära) of this recollection.
Raghunätba expresses the view that the mind of the person who infers is the instrument of inferential knowledge. Still inference is not to be confused with internal perception because inference has certain additional specific causes like the knowledge of
vyäpti and the final perception of the proban.
Phanibbüsana mentions the views regarding the instrument of inferential knowledge
of some other philosophers like Kumärila, Prabhäkara, Sridhara and Dharmaräjädhvarindra and argues that the final perception of the prpban should be regarded as the
instrument of inferential knowledge.
There are differences of opinion about the real object inferentially known. According to some, what is really inferred is some characteristic (dharmd) as existing in the
subject (dharml or paksa) of the inference—e.g. fire as characterising the hill—for the
proban has invariable relation only with that characteristic. According to others, since
both the subject (paksa, e.g. the hill) and the characteristic (dharma, e.g. fire) are previously
proved as existing, what is really inferred is the invariable relation between the proban and
ND. 9/a
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the proband um as existing in the subject, for such a relation remained previously unproved
in so far as the subject is concerned. Phanibhüsana argues that according to Vätsyäyana
the characteristic (e.g. fire) is the real object of inference. While illustrating purvavat
inference, Vätsyäyana clearly says, yathä dhümena agnih iti, "for example fire is inferred
from smoke."

Bhäsya
Now, purvavat: When the effect is inferred from its cause, e g. from the
rising cloud (it is inferred that) it will rain. Sesavat: when the cause is inferred
from its effect. On perceiving the „water of the river as different from what it was
before, (and further perceiving) the fullness of the river and the swiftness of the
current, it is inferred that there was rain. Samanyatodrsta : the perception of an
object at some place which was previously somewhere else is due to its movement;
so also that of the sun. Therefore (it is inferred that) though imperceptible, the sun
has movement.

Elucidation
Gautama speaks of three forms of inference. Vätsyäyana proceeds to explain and
illustrate these in two ways. According to hisfirstinterpretation, the word purva (lit.
antecedent) means the cause and sesa (lit. consequent) the effect. The words piirva and
ksa are taken in these senses because the cause is antecedent to the effect. Thus purvavat
means an inference 'which has for its proban the cause* (kärana-lingaka) while sesavat
means an inference 'which has for its proban the effect* (karya-lingaka). Since there is
the mutual relation of pervader and pervaded between the cause and the effect, the one
is inferred from the other. Thus, from the cause, e.g. the rising cloud, we infer its effect,
e.g. the future rain. This is purvavat inference. Again, from the effect, e.g. the fullness and
swift current of the river, we infer its cause, e.g. the past rain. This is sesavat inference.
According to some Naiyäyikas, samanyatodrsta means an inference having for its
proban something other than the cause or the effect. For example, from the sight of the
ducks at a distance one infers water though there is no cause and effect relation
between the two. But this is not the interpretation of Vätsyäyana. According to him,
a samanyatodrsta inference is the inference of an object on the strength of an invariable
relation perceived between two other objects and which invariable relation has acquired
the status of generality, though the object thus inferred is normally imperceptible and as
such there is no possibility of perceiving its invariable relation with any object (i.e. with
any proban). Thus, e.g., the movement of the sun is normally imperceptible. So it is not
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possible to perceive its invariable relation with any other object. However, it is found in
many instances that it is because of its movement that an object previously seen somewhere else is seen at a different place« Such a general perception of an invariable relation leads one to infer that the sun has movement because it is seen at midday in a different place from where it was seen in the morning.
But Uddyotakara argues that the instance of samanyatodrsta inference given by
Vätsyäyana is really speaking an j instance of sesavat inference, for the occupation of
different places by the sun is the effect of its movement

Bhasya
Alternatively. Puryqvat: when an object not perceived at the moment
is inferred through the perception of the two objects as they were previously
perceived. As for example,firefrom smoke. [Two objects were previously (puna)
perceived as being invariably related. An object similar to one of these is now
perceived. From this is inferred an object similar to the other, though the object
thus inferred is not perceived now,]
Sesavat means parisesa (residual). It is the definite knowledge resting on the
residual after the elimination of (certain) possible objects and because of the irrelevance in the cases of, (still) other objects. As for example, by characterising
sound as existent (sat) and non-eternal (anitya), which are the common characteristics of substance (dravya)> quality (guna) and action (karma), it is differentiated
from universal (sämqnyä), particularity (visesa) and inherence (samavaya). When
doubt arises whether it (sound) is substance, quality or action, (we eliminate as
follows ). It is not substance, because it has only a single substance (as the
inherent cause) and it is not action because it is the cause of a subsequent sound.
Then it is what is the residual and thus sound is proved to be a quality
Samanyatodr§ta: when the relation between the proban and the probandum being imperceptible, the probandum is known from a proban having the
same nature with any other object. As for example, self from < desire etc. Desire
etc. are qualities. Qualities reside in substances.' Therefore, that which is the
substratum of these (i.e. desire etc.) is the self.

Elucidation
Vätsyäyana now proceeds to offer an alternative explanation of the three forms of
inference and it seems that he himself subscribes to this interpretation.
According to this interpretation, pürvavat inference is as follows. Two objects were
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previously (pürva) perceived as invariably * related < with each other ; later on an object
exactly similar to one of these is perceived somewhere else and this leads to the inference
there of another(object exactly similar to the other, As for example, smoke and fire were
previously perceived in the kitchen etc. as invariably related to each other ; the same kind
of smoke is now perceived in the hill; from this is inferred the same kind of fire in the
!
hill. Purvavat, in this case, means 'as previously'* ^ ,
Sesavat, according to this alternative interpretation, is as follows. The word sesa
may mean the residual, i. e. the object which is not negated by any instrument of valid
knowledge. Sesavat is that form of inference by which is inferred such a residual object.
Sesavat inference is also known as parisesa inference. Vätsyäyana illustrates this by the
inference that sound is a quality. This example is taken from the Vaikesika-sütra i. 1. 8.,
where Kanada says that existence (satta) and non-eternality (anityatU) are the characteristics of only substance, quality and action. Since sound is characterised by existence
and non-eternality, it cannot belong to the categories of universal, particularity and
inherence. Thus the next question is, whether sound' is a substance or a quality or an
action. Since no substance can have for its inherent cause (samavayikarand) a single
substance and since sound has for its inherent cause'only a single substance (viz. aksSa),
it cannot be a substance. Nor can it be an action because one action cannot result in
another similar action whereas a sound results in a series of similar successive sounds.
Thus sound belongs to the residual category, namely, quality, and there is nothing to
contradict it. Therefore sound is a quality.
Sämänyatodrsta inference, as alternatively interpreted is the opposite of the pütvavat
inference as just explained. In a pürvavat inference the invariable relation between the
probän and the probandum is directly perceived. In those cases, however, in which such
an invariable relation can never be ordinarily perceived, the probandum is proved by a
sämänyatodrsta inference. As for example, the proban for the inference of the self
(atntari) is the group of qualities like desire, knowledge, etc. But since the self is ordinarily
imperceptible there cannot be a perception of the invariable relation of such a proban
with the self. However, from many instances of ordinary perception we arrive at the
knowledge that qualities in general necessarily reside in substances. From this is inferred
that the qualities like desire' etc. must reside in some substance, which is the self.
Uddyotakara and Väcaspati Mi£ra argue that such an inference merely establishes that
desire etc. must reside in some substance. That this substance is but the self is proved
by a further sesavat (residual) inference.
Uddyotakara suggests that the three forms of inference referred to in the sütra
may as well be called anvayl, vyatirekl and anvaya-vyatirekl inferences. These will be
discussed under Nyäya-sütra i. 1. 37.
Bhasya
From the statement of the classification it is already obvious that
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inference is of three forms ; still the expression 'threefold' (trividha) [in the sutra] is
[retained], because Gautama, considering the extraordinary economy of words byway
of expounding in a very brief aphorism the great and stupendous theme of inference,
felt indifferent to any further econoniy of words. By such variety of words i this
practice [i. e. the disregard for economy of words] has often been adopted in this
system, as in the cases of (the discussion of) siddhanta, chala and sabda etc.
Perception has for its object things present (sat). Inference has for its
object things both present and absent (asai). Why ? Because of its capacity for
knowing objects belonging to the three times (i. e. past, present and future). By
inference are known objects belonging to the three times. We infer : it will be,
it is and it was. By absent here is meant the past and the future (objects).
Next is upamana.

Sutra 6.
Comparison (upamana) iß the instrument
of the valid knowledge of an object
derived through its similarity w*th another
well-known (prasiddha) object. // i. 1. 6 //

Bhäsya
Upamana is 'definite knowledge* ( prajMpana) of the 'object sought to be
definitely known* (praßapaniya) (through |t? similarity i witlj an object already < wellknown. [Example ;] "The gavaya { a wild cow<wi$ou$ tfc$ dew-lap) is jjtfcetbecow."
(Objection r) What is the funptiomhere of upamana as an instrument of valid knowledge ? When one perceives its similarity with the cow, one knows the object by
perception itself. (Answer :) As Gautama says, the function of upamana is to impart
knowledge of the relation of the name (samäkhya) [with the corresponding object].
When the proposition conveying the comparison "The gavaya is like the cow" is
employed, a person perceiving through the sense-object contact an object having
similarity with the cow learns 'the relation between the naming word and the object
denoted* (samjnä-samjni-sambandhä) in the following way : This object is denoted
by the word gavaya. After the propositions conveying the comparison "The
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mudgapami (fi kind of hetb) is like the mudga"vLnd "übe mäsapanß (another kind
of herb) is like the masa" are employed, a person acquires the knowledge of the
relation between the naming word and the object < denoted and he collects the herbs
for preparing medicines. Thus, many other things are to be known as the objects of
upeimüna in everyday life.

Elucidation
Upamiti is the 'knowledge of the relation between the naming word and the object
denoted by it* {samßä-samjni-sambandha'jnäna). Thus, e. g., there is a species of animal
called the gavaya. It resembles the cow in other respects excepting the dew-lap. A
person knows the cow well but has never seen a gavaya nor knows the animal denoted
by the word gavaya. A forester, who has seen a gavaya, tells him that the gavaya
resembles the cow. After this he comes across a gavaya. He perceives its similarity
with the cow. This leads to the recollection of what he previously heard from the forester.
He then knows that the animal before him is called gavdya, i. e. is denoted by the word
gavaya This knowledge is called upamiti and npamäna is the instrument thereof. It will
be elaborately discussed under Nyäya-süfra H. 1. 47-8.
Vätsyäyana gives two more examples of npamäna. A person wants to collect the
medical herbs called mudgaparni, and masaparni, but he has no previous knowledge of
these. He learns from an experienced person that these two herbs resemble mudga and
masa respectively. Eventually coming across the herbs resembling mudga and masa, he
ascertains that these are the herbs called mudgaparnl and masaparnh
Though Vätsyäyana, Uddyotakara and Jayanta Bhatta speak of upamiti only through
similarity {sadharmya\ Väcaspati Misra says that this form of knowledge may as well be
derived through dis-similarity (yaidharmya). Thus, e.g., a person of north India tells a
person of south India that th6 camel is an animal which is ugly, lives on hard and sharp
thorns and has a very long tmd crooked neck. The smith-Indian has nevfer seen a camel.
Afterwards, coming to ^thetrötth, heseeiH icamel. In Hits animal he perceives all these
characteristics which are totally dis-similar to those of all other animals previously known
to him. This knowledge of dis-similarity leads him to Tecollectwhat he previously heard
from the north-Indian and knows that this is the animal denoted by the name camel.
Väcaspati MisVa claims that to include such forms of upamiti derived through the
knowledge of dis-similarity, Vätsyäyana says, **Tbus many other tilings are to be known
as objects of upamana in everyday life.**
VisVanätha, however, claims that the real implication of this statement of Vätsyäyana is different. Somebody is told by an authoritative person that a herb resembling
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the /m/^pör«?' is an antidote to poison: He later comes across a herb that resembles
the]Wiudgaptfrnl. This leads him to recall what he previously learnt from the authoritative person and ascertains * that this< herb resembling the mudgaparnl is also an anti-dote
to poison. Thus upamUna is not the instrument of < only the knowledge of the relation
between a word and the object denoted by it; it may as well ascertain other things.
Phanibhüsana suggests that this is the real implication of Vätsyäyana, which becomes
further evident from his commentary on Ify&yp-fütra i. 1. 39.
K / f fI
Bhasya f<
Next is verbal testimony {sabda).

Sutra 1
? (Sbbda) is1 the communicätioin (upaäiSä) from' a 'trustworthy
!l
W f o ) . // i.' 1 i 7 //.
^'

;

A trustworthy person is the speaker who has the direct knowledge of an
object and is motivated by the desire of communicating the object as directly known
by him. Äpti means the direct knowledge of an object; an apta is one who
employs it. This definition (of a trustworthy person) is equally applicable to the
seer (rsi), noble (ärya) and barbarian (mleccha—persons without Vedic practices).
Thus t;he practice of everybody is carried on. > \ i {<
>
,
In this way, the'activities of god (dtva\ man (manusya) aad animal (tiryac)
are maintained with the helpf of these instruments of valid knowledge and not
J otherwise.!
> / *u \ o it \ K
MM */ r {
i
f r
(
i
(
)
Elucidation
Väcaspati Mi&a ^sa^s that 'directly known* in' the commentary means rightly
ascertained through any of the instruments of valid knowledge» But in spite of having
ND. 10
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sudh,dircct knowledge if one docs not have the inclination to communicate or if one
communicates iwrongly, one will not »be considered a trustworthy person. The word of
a trustworthy person is Verbal testimony as aü instrument of valid knowledge* (sabdapramäna). ' > > \
<
< i

8
That (i. e., word as an instrument of valid
knowledge) is of two kinds—having perceptible and imperceptible objects. // i. 1. 8 //.

Bhäsya
The object of which is attainable in this world is the one 'having perceptible
objects' (drstartha) and{ tjie .object of which is attainable in |trie other world (amutrd)
is the one 'having imperceptible ojbjepts* (afcstßrtfia). This \s the division of words
of the ordinary persons and the seers. Why is tjiis (sütra) said over again ? Let
him (i. e. the heretic or nästika) not think that since its object is definitely known
(by perception), only the word having perceptible objects of a trustworthy person
is pramäna. Since its object is ascertained by" inference, the word having imperceptible object also is pramäna. Here ends the commentary on the instruments of
valid knowledge.,

Elucidation
Gautama says that verbal testimony is of two kinds, viz. one having perceptible
objects And the / other having imperceptible < objects. But 'why does he devote a special
'sütra to this ? Vätysäyana says that the heretic (nästika) admits verbal testimony as an
instrument of valid knowledge only when it has for its objects which are attainable in this
world. As a result, verbal testimony in the form of scriptures (Veda, etc.), having as it
does objects that are not attainable in this world, would not be pramäna. As against
this, Gautama shows that verbal testimony in both these forms is to be regarded as
pramäna. But since the objects referred to by the second form of verbal testimony are
imperceptible, how can we accept its validity ? Vätsyäyana answers that in that case the
objects are inferentially, proved.
Various problems concerning verbal testimony will be discussed under Nyäya-sütra
ii. 1. 68 and iv. 1. 61. Phanibhüsana raises here the special question of intrinsic and
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extrinsic validity of knowledge, which is related to the discussion of verbal testimony
in the following way.
As against the Mimämsakas, Gautama considers sound (word) as non-eternal.
Therefore the Vedas, being but collections of words, are also non-eternal. These have as
their author a Person, who is none other than God. The validity of the Vedas is derived
from the trustworthiness of God ; hence it is not intrinsic but extrinsic.
According to the Mimämsakas, however, sound (word) is eternal. The Vedas are
impersonal (apauruseya). These have no author and are not revealed by anybody.
Therefore the validity of the Vedas is not due to anything external to the Vedas. In
other words, the Vedas are intrinsically valid. This leads them to maintain the 'theory
of intrinsic validity of knowledge* (svatah-pramanya-vada). The conditions of knowledge
themselves determine its validity. No further proof for the validity of knowledge is
necessary. Besides, if the validity of knowledge is determined by an inference, another
inference will be necessary to validate that inference itself and so on ad infinitum.
Udayana, in his Nyäya kusumanjali (under ii. 1) elaborately refutes the Mimämsä
theory of intrinsic validity of knowledge and proves that the Vedas are not eternal.
Väcaspati Misra also, in his explanation of Vätsyäyana's introduction to the commentary
on the Nyaya-sutra, refutes the Mimämsä view and proves that the validity of the Vedas
is inferentially determined. At the same time, Väcaspati Misra says that the inference
which validates knowledge, being produced by a proban free from any defect, is beyond
the range of any possible doubt. No further inference is, therefore, necessary to ascertain
its validity and so there is no question of any infinite regress.

HERE ENDS THE SECTION ON
THE INSTRUMENTS OF VALID KNOWLEDGE
( praniäna-prakarana)
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Bhasya

Now, what are the objects to be rightly known by the instruments of valid
knowledge ? Hence is said (in the next sütra):

Sutra 9
The objects of valid knowledge (prameya) are :
Self (atman),
Body (sarira),
Sense (indriya),
Objects of the Senses (artha),
Knowledge (buddhi),
Mind (manas),
Motivation (pravrtti)
Evil (dosa),
Rebirth {pretyabhava),
Result (Phala),
Suffering (duhkha) and
Liberation (apavarga). //i. 1.9//
Bhäsya
Of these, the self is the knower (drasta) of everything (i.e. of all pleasure,
pain and their causes), the enjoyer {bhokta)1 of everything, omniscient (sarvajna)
and the perceiver of all (sarvanubhävl). The body is the locus (äyatana) of its
enjoyments. The senses are the aids (sadhana) to enjoyment. The objects
of the senses are but the objects of enjoyment. Knowledge is but
the enjoyment. The mind is the internal sense which has everything for its object,
because the external senses are incapable of perceiving each and every object.
[The external senses are restricted to their respective objects whereas the mind is
not restricted to any particular object in the sense that without its participation no
perception is possible]. Motivation and evils are the causes producing the body, the
objects of senses, knowledge, pleasure and pain. This body in which the self abides
1. i.e. one that experiences both pleasure and pain. The word "enjoy" «s taken here to mean the
experience of both pleasure and pain.
ND. 11
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is neither without a preceding one (apürva) nor without a succeeding one (anuttara).
The (series of) preceding bodies is without any beginning {anadi) while the succeeding ones (in the series) terminate in liberation. This (beginningless but not endless
series of births and deaths) is rebirth. Result is the awareness of pleasure and
pain along with their aids (like the body, the senses, etc.). This mention of
suffering (in the sutra) does not exclude the experience of pleasure which is perceived
as agreeable (anukula-vedanlya). What does this signify ? Here it is prescribed
for meditation that this birth, though with pleasure and its aids, is only suffering,
because it is permeated by suffering and is inseparable from suffering and has
connections with various torments. One (desirous of liberation) deeply meditates
(on this). Thus meditating one acquires indifference. The indifferent (person)
becomes non-attached and the non-attached is liberated. Liberation is the
complete annihilation of all suffering, the cessation of the stream of births and
deaths.
There are also other objects of valid knowledge like substance, quality,
activity, universal, particularity and inherence. These, again, have innumerable
variety. Thus the objects of knowledge are in fact innumerable. But this (group
of the 12 prameya-s of the sütra) is specially mentioned, because its right knowledge
leads to liberation and its false knowledge to worldly existence.

Elucidation
The word prameya means an object of valid knowledge. There are, as a matter of fact,
innumerable varieties of it. But Gautama uses this word in a technical sense to mean
only 12 such objects, because according to him, the right knowledge of these alone leads
to f liberation. His list of 12 objects contains suffering but not pleasure. But this
does not imply that Gautama discards what is experienced as pleasure. His real point is
that/even what is experienced as pleasure should be meditated on as suffering, because
pleasure is invariably attended with suffering and is never without it. Such a meditation
results in non-attachment and, therefore, ultimately in liberation.

Bhäsya
Of these (prameya-s) the self cannot be known by perception. Is it then to
be known only from verbal testimony (äpta-upadesa) ? The answer is in the
negative. It is to be known by inference as well. How ?
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Sütra 10

The probans ^(Mga) for the inference of the
self are desire (iccha), aversion (fitoa), motivation (pmyatna), pleasure (sukha), Buffering
(duhkha) and knowledge (ßänd). // i. 1.10//

Bhäsya
The self, when it comes across the kind of object a contact with which
previously resulted in pleasure, desires to attain the same. Such a desire to attain
(the object) becomes the proban for the inference of the self, because re-cognition
(praiisandhana) takes place only in the case of the same subject perceiving different
objects at different times. This re-cognition is impossible for 'a mere stream of
momentary consciousness' (buddhi-bheda-matra), each state of it having afixedobject,
as in the case of different bodies {debantaravat).
Similarly, because of re-cognition on ,the part of the same subject that
perceives various objects at different times there is aversion for the object that
causes suffering. On coming across the kind of object already known to be the
causie of pleasure, one is motivated to attain objects of the same kind and such a
motivation is not possible without an identical subject that perceives various objects
and has re-cognition. This re-cognition is impossible for a mere stream of
momentary consciousness, each state of it having its fixed object, as in the case of
different bodies. Thus is also explained the repulsion (negative motivation) for
objects that cause suffering.
Because of the recollection (smrti) of pleasure or suffering one attains the
means thereof. One is thus led to pleasure or is led to suffering and enjoys pleasure
or suffering. The proban is as already mentioned. [That is, the proban is the
re-cognition in the form that the same self which previously had the experiences
of pleasure or suffering recollects them, attains to their means and again experiences them.]
One desirous of knowing an object has the doubt: What is it ? After the
doubt one ascertains : It is such and such. Now, this knowledge becomes the
proban for the inference of the self, because one knows that the subject (of this
knowledge) is the same as the subject which was desirous of knowing and had the
doubt. The ground is as already explained.
Next is analysed the expression 'as in the case of different bodies'. Just as
even 'those who deny the self (anätma-irädin) do not admit that the different states
ND. 11/a
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of consciousness abiding in different bodies and restricted to their respective objects
cannot have re-cognition, so also (the different states of a stream of consciousness)
abiding in the same body cannot have re-cognition, there being no difference in the
two cases. It is an accepted principle for those who admit a single (i.e, permanent)
self that there is recollection only of an object perceived by one's own self, not of
an object perceived by some other self nor of an object previously unperceived.
It is an accepted principle even for those that admit a multiplicity of selves (i.e.
those that view the self as a stream of consciousness) that one cannot recollect an
object perceived by somebody else. But those who deny the [permanent] self
can explain neither of these principles. Thus it is proved that the self exists.

Elucidation
Visvanätha proposes to take the word linga in the sütra in the sense of definition
and not of proban. According to him, the sütra defines the self as the substratum of
desire, etc. But Vätsyäyana takes the word in the sense of proban. According to him,
the sütra is designed to indicate the inferential ground for the existence of the self.
Though the actual proban for the inference of the self is not the group of qualities like
desire, etc., yet as the self is inferred on the evidence of these qualities they are also
given the status of the proban.
Vätsyäyana has already shown that the self is proved by a samanyatodrsta inference
as the substratum of the qualities like desire, etc. As against the Vijnänavädins, however,
he specially argues here that the self is a permanent and eternal substance. According
to the Vijnänavädins, the self is nothing more than a stream of momentary consciousness.
Vätsyäyana describes them as anatma-vadin-s or those who deny the self, inasmuch as,
according to Vätsyäyana, the denial of a permanent self amounts to the denial of the self
as such.
How is the self inferred as a permanent substance from qualities like desire or
aversion ? The self perceives an object and derives pleasure by attaining it. Later on,
the self perceives a similar object and seeks to attain it for the sake of a similar pleasure.
This proves that the self which previously perceived the object is the same as that which
' later seeks to attain the similar object, for the self here has the re-cognition in the form :
"I, who previously enjoyed pleasure by perceiving and attaining this kind of object, am
the same who, coming across a similar object, is now desiring to attain it." This
re-cognition, which is an internal perception, proves the permanence of the self. Re-cognition cannot be explained on the assumption that the self is a mere stream of momentary
consciousness, because no member of the stream can recollect the experience of
another.
The Vijnänavädins may argue that by the self is meant the "continuous stream of
momentary consciousness as a whole" (vijnana-santana or älaya-vijnänä). In spite of
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each 'individual member' (santani) in the stream being momentary, because of the continuity of the stream as a whole re-cognition becomes possible; for the stream as a whole
recalls past experiences. But, it will be asked, do the VijSänavädins consider the stream
as a whole as something more than the momentary members constituting it ? If so,'
they will have to surrender their basic position in favour of a permanent self. If not,
they cannot explain re-cognition.
Vätsyäyana argues that the VijSänavädins themselves admit that streams of cosciousness belonging to different bodies, being different from one another, cannot have the
recognition of experiences of one another. On the same ground, the states of consciousness in a stream belonging to the same body, being different from one another, cannot
recollect and therefore cannot have re-cognition of the objects experienced by one
another. Even the VijSänavädins have to admit that one can recollect only such objects
as one previously perceived ; it is impossible for one to recollect an object perceived by
somebody else or an object totally unperceived. In short, the doctrine of the perpetually
changing self is but the doctrine of different selves succeeding one another every moment.
Such a doctrine has no explanation for recollection and re-cognition.
The general philosophy of the Vijnänavädins will be further discussed under
Nyäya-sütra iv. 2. 37.

Bkäsya
The locus (adhisthand) of its (i.e. of the self) enjoyment is—

Sutra 11
Body, (which is) the substratum (asraya) of
action (cestä), senses (indriya), 'pleasure and
suffering* {artha\ // i. I. 11 //

Bhasya
How is the body the locus of action ? Action is the effort (samiha) on
the part of one led by the desire of attainment or avoidance for acquiring the
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means of attaining or avoiding the objects sought or shunned. Where this (effort)
resides is the body,
-•
How is it (i.e. the body) the locus of the senses ? That to the existence of
which the senses owe their existence and which being destroyed the senses also perish
is the substratum of the senses and that is the body. (Depending thus on the body)
the senses become the receptors of their respective objects, both desirable and
undesirable.
How is the body the locus of artha ? The abode in which the awareness of
pleasure and suffering resulting from sense-object contact resides is their (i.e. of
pleasure and suffering or artha) locus. And that is the body.

Elucidation
Body is defined here as the locus or abode of action, senses and artha» The word
artha in this context does not mean the objects of the senses. It stands instead for
pleasure and pain.

Bhasya
The means of enjoyment, again, are—

Sutra 12
The senses, namely, the olfactory, the gustatory,
the visual, the cutaneous and the auditory.
(These originate from) material elements
(bhüta-s). II i. 1. 12 //

Bhäsya
The olfactory sense (ghratta) is that by which one smells. It is the recepter
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of smell. The gustatory sense (rasanä) is that by which one tastes. It is the
receptor of taste. The visual sense (caksus) is that by which one sees. It is the
receptor of colour (rüpa). The cutaneous sense (tvak) is that which has for its locus
the skin (tvak). This (tvak—skin) acquires the 'secondary sense' (upacära), because
of the location of the cutaneous sense in it. The auditory sense (srotra) is that by
which one hears. It is the receptor of sound. Thus, from these etymological
analyses of the names it is evident that the senses by nature are restricted to their
'respective objects' (sva-visaya).
The expression 'originating from material elements' is used (to indicate that)
the characteristic of being restricted to the respective objects is possible only if
these (senses) 'originate from different elements' (nana-prakrti) and is not possible
if these 'originate from a single substance* (eka-prakrti). Each of the senses receive
a specific type of object and this characteristic of the senses is explained only when
there is 'the law of being restricted to respective objects' (visaya-niyama).

Elucidation
According to Gautama, the mind too is a sense. But the reason for not mentioning
it in the present list is already discussed under Nyäya-sütra i. 1.4.
Vätsyäyana characterises these external senses as 'means of enjoyment* (bhogasadhana). By enjoyment is meant the perception of pleasure or pain. The immediate
means of such a perception is the mind and not an external sense. How, then, Vätsyäyana characterises the external senses as the means of enjoyment ? Väcaspati answers
that though mind is the direct means of enjoyment, the external senses also are
indirectly so.
The expression 'originating from material substances' (bhütebhyah) is used in the
sütra to indicate the difference of Gautama's standpoint from that of the Sämkhya system.
According to the Sämkhya view, all the senses originate from ahamkära (ego) alone,
which, in its turn, is an evolute of buddhi (intellect). Gautama, however, considers the
five senses as originating from the five different elements (bhüta) : the visual sense from
fire (tejas), the auditory sense from empty space (äkäsa), the olfactory sense from earth
(ksiti), the guastatory sense from water (ap) and the cutaneous sense from air (väyu).
Vätsyäyana briefly refutes here the Sämkhya view with the argument that the law of each
sense-organ being restricted to its specific object goes against it. Thus, e.g., the olfactory
sense is the receptor of smell alone. If all the senses are products of the same principle,
namely ahamkära, and if, as Sämkhya claims, the effect is of the same nature as its cause,
then all the senses should be of the same nature and, therefore, should be equally
capable of being the receptors of all sorts of objects. The Sämkhya view will be elaborately
refuted under Nyäya-sütra iii, 1. 32ff.
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Bhdsya
What, again, are the causes of the senses (i.e. what are the elements from
which the senses originate) ?
Sutra 13
Earth (prthivi), water (ap\fire(tejas), air (vayu)
and empty space (akasa)—these are the elements
(bhüta). Hu 1.13//
Bhäsya
The elements are separately mentioned, each by its name, because thereby
the effects of the elements classified can be easily explained.

Elucidation
Uddyotakara mentions neither this sütra nor Vätsyäyana's commentary on it.
According to some, instead of being an independent sütra, it simply forms part of
Vätsyäyana's commentary on sütra 12. However, Väcaspati in his Nyaya-süci-nibandha
considers this to be a sütra proper and, on the basis of this, gives the total number of
Gautama's sütra-s as 528.

Bhasya
All these (namely)—
Sütra 14
Smell (gandha), taste (rasa), colour (rüpa), touch
(sparka) and sound (sabda), which are respectively the qualities of earth, etc., are the objects
of the senses (artha). //i. 1. 14//
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Bhasya

The respective qualities of earth, etc., are the respective objects of the senses,
i.e. are specifically perceived by the senses.
Elucidation
In the list of prameya-s, artha occurs as the fourth. The word artha, according to
Kanada, technically means the three categories, namely, substance, quality and action
(Vaisesika-sUtra viii. 2. 3). According to Gautama, however, artha as the forth prameya
means the objects of the senses, or more specifically, the five qualities,—i.e. smell, taste,
colour, touch and sound,—apprehended by the five senses. Kanada also accepts this
meaning of the word artha when he says that the objects of the senses are but well-known
!
(prasiddhäh indrlyärthah : Vai&sika-sütra iii. 1.1).
The five qualities, namely smell, etc., belong to the five elements in the following
way : Earth has smell, taste, colour and touch. Water has taste, colour and touch.
Fire has colour and touch. Air has only touch. Sound is the quality of empty space
alone. In Nyaya-sutra iii. 1. 62ff Gautama discusses all these further.
Vätsyäyana takes the word tat-artha (i.e. indriya-artha) of the sUtra to mean only the
five qualities as belonging to the five elements. Uddyotakara, however, takes it in a
broader sense which includes not only the three perceptible elements (viz. earth, water
andfire)but also qualities that are perceptible. Anything perceptible is an 'object of the
sense.* Therefore, the fourth prameya, namely artha, should not mean merely the five
qualities like smell, etc. In support of this interpretation Uddyotakara cites the evidence
of Nyaya-sutra iii. 1. 1, where Gautama takes the word artha to mean any perceptible
objects, like, jar etc.
But Phanibhüsana does not accept Uddyotakara's interpretation. He argues that
in Nyäya-sutra iii. 1. 62ff Gautama critically examines the fourth prameya called artha
and discusses there only thefivequalities. Hence, while enumerating artha in the present
sutra, Gautama must have had in mind only these five qualities. According to the
method followed by the Naiyäyikas, only that is eventually critically discussed the general
enumeration of which is given first. In the technical sense, therefore, artha means only
thefivequalities. ID the sütra cited by Uddyotakara, the word artha is not used in its
strict technical sense.
Bhäsya
Gautama says, as if for refuting the illogical views (of the Sämkhya)—-namely
that knowledge (ßäna) is the modification (vrtti) of the 'unconscious instrumental
ND. 12
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cause* (acetana-karana) called buddhi (**fnahat of the Sämkbya) and that awareness
(upalabdhi) belongs to the conscious (ceiana—purusa), which is but passive
(a-karta)—
Sütra 15
(The terms) buddhi, upalabdhi and jnana do
not denote different entities. // i. 1. 15 //

Bhasya
Knowledge cannot belong to buddhi, which is an unconscious instrumental
cause, for in that case it (buddhi) becomes itself conscious» On the contrary, that
which is conscious is distinct from the complex of bod y-and-t he-sens es and it is
one (in each body-sense complex).
Although this sütra is (really) designed for the purpose of defining (the fifth)
prameya (viz. buddhi), it expresses an 'added significance' (anya-artha), because of
its 'logical potential9 (upapatti-samarthya).

Elucidation
After discussing the first four prameya-s, viz. self, body, senses and objects of the
senses,—Gautama takes up the fifth prameya, viz. buddhL The primary purpose of the
sütra is to define buddhi. But Vätsyäyana claims that by implication it also rejects the
Sämkhya view of buddhL According to the Sämkhya, buddhi is the first evolute of prakrti
and is intrinsically unconscious. JUana (knowledge) is a modification of buddhi and is,
therefore, a characteristic of buddhi. Further, according to the Sämkhya, by upalabdhi is
meant the unreal connection of the purusa with this ßana as charcterising buddhi,
which results from the reflection of the purusa in buddhi. In short» buddhi, ßüm
and upalabdhi are in this view basically different. According to Nyäya, however, the
three terms are synonymous. Gautama elaborately refutes the Sämkbya in Nyaya-sütra
iii. 2. Iff. Vätsyäyana here briefly indicates the fallacious nature of the Sämkbya
position.
First, buddhi being intrinsically unconscious, cannot be characterised by jnana. If,
to evade this difficulty, buddhi is conceived as conscious, the Sämkhya would be led to the
absurd position of admitting two separate conscious agents within the same body.
Secondly, upalabdhi is impossible for purusa, because purusa is absolutely aloof from
everything. Therefore, the distinction between buddhi, jnäna and upalabdhi is untenable.
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Bhasya

The probans for the inference of mind are recollection (smrti), inference
(anumana), verbal knowledge (agama), doubt (samsaya), intuition (pratibha, i.e. a
form of internal knowledge independent of any instrument of valid knowledge),
dream-experience {svapna-jnana), hypothetical argument (uha=tarka), perceptions
of pleasure, desire etc. and desire etc. These probans apart, this also [namely,]—
Sutra 16
The absence of the occurrence of 'simultaneous
cognitions' (yugapat-jnana) is a proban for [the
inference of] the mind. // i. 1. 16 //

Bhasya
Recollection etc., which are independent of the instrumentality of the
(external) senses, should be due to the instrumentality of something else. In spite
of the simultaneous contact of the olfactory and other senses with smell etc., the
resulting cognitions do not simultaneously occur. From this is inferred that
there is 'another auxiliary cause' (sahakari-nimittantara), which has contact with
each of these senses and which is 'unpervading' (avyäpi) [ i.e. atomic in magnitude
and therefore without parts, and as such can have contact only with one sense at
a time]. In the absence of a contact with this there is no cognition, while there is
cognition in the presence of a contact with this. If independent of the contact with
mind, sense-object contact alone could result in cognition, then there would have
been simultaneous cognitions.

Elucidation
The Naiyäyikas conceive mind (manas) — the sixth prameya—as the 'internal sense9
(antah-karana: the word karana is here taken in the sense of an instrument of valid
perceptual knowledge, i.e. a sense-organ) which is 'atomic in magnitude' (anu-parimana).
From this follows that it is eternal {nitya), for in the Nyäya view creation and destruction
mean nothing but conjunction and disjunction of parts whereas the atom is partless.
According to Gautama, mind is inferred from the fact of the absence of simultaneous
cognitions. The different sense-organs can come in contact with different objects at the
same moment. Still, a number of different perceptual cognitions do not arise simultaneously. From this is inferred that over and above the contact with the senses, there
ND. 13
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must be some auxiliary cause, the contact with which is necessary for the occurrence of
knowledge. Such an auxiliary cause must, moreover, be partless, so that the possibility
of its different parts coming in simultaneous contact with different senses is excluded.
This pärtless or atomic auxiliary cause is the mind. Thus, though there can be simultaneous contacts of the different senses with different objects, there arises perceptual
knowledge only through that sense which comes in contact with the mind—a fact which
is particularly overt in the case of inattention (vyasanga). Apparently we may have the
impression of having simultaneous perceptions of different objects through different
senses. According to Gautama, however, these are as a matter of fact different perceptions resulting from different contacts of the mind with the different senses taking
place at different moments. They only appear to be simultaneous because of the
extremely swift fluctuations of the mind, as a result of which it comes in contact with
the different senses in rapid succession. This will be further discussed under Nyaya-sütra
Hi. 2. 58.
The absence of simultaneous cognitions, on the evidence of which Gautama proves
the existence of the mind, would not be acceptable to those who do not conceive mind
as atomic in magnitude. Kumärila, e.g., views mind as all-pervasive (vibhu), which therefore can come in simultaneous contacts with different senses. That is why, while introducing the sütra, Vätsyäyana mentions a number of other probans for the inference of
the mind, which would be acceptable to the other philosophers as well. One of these
probans is pratibha or intuition, the nature of which will be discussed under Nyayasütra iii. 2. 33.
Bhasya
Coming next in order—
Sütra 11
Motivation (pravrtti) is the conation (arambhd)
through speech (vac), mind (buddhi) and body.
//LI. 17//

Bhasya
The word buddhi in this sütra means mind« It is [called] buddhi because 'one
understands by it' (buddhyate anena).
Now this conation (ärambha), which is through body, speech or mind and
which results in virtue (punya) or vice (papa), is ten-fold. All these are already
explained under the second sütra.
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Sutra 18
Evils (dosa) are those that have for their probans
(laksana : inferential ground) the [characteristic
of] * being the cause of motivation' (pravartana).
II i. 1. 18 //

Bhasya
Pravartana means the characteristic of being the cause of motivation.
Attachment (räga), etc. engage the knower to virtue or vice. Where there is 'false
knowledge' (mithyä-jnäna)f there is attachment or aversion.
[ Objection : ] These evils are perceptible to each individual self. Why then
are these referred to by their inferential ground ? [ Answer: ] That a person is
under the influence of attachment, aversion or ignorance is known by his activities,
for only a person under the influence of attachment engages himself to the activity
by which he obtains pleasure or suffering. Similar is the case of one under the
influence of aversion or under the influence of ignorance, AH these additional
significances cannot be conveyed only by saying that attachment, aversion and
ignorance [are the evils].
Elucidation
Evil, the eighth prameya, which leads to motivation and therefore ultimately results in
virtue or vice, is three-fold; these are attachment, aversion and ignorance. Of these evils,
ignorance is fundamental. A person without ignorance has neither attachment nor
aversion. Gautama also says this in Nyäya-sütra iv. 1. 6.
In the sütra, the word laksana has also the significance of a proban. In this sense
of the word laksana, the sütra means that the three-fold evil is inferentiaily proved by the
resulting motivation. As against this, Vätsyäyana raises a possible objection. The threefold evil is internally perceived by each individual self. Since it is known by perception,
its inferential proof is redundant. Phanibhüsana reads the following implication in
Vätsyäyana's answer to this objection. Only in the case of one's own self these evils are
perceptible. In the cases of others, however, these can only be ascertained inferentiaily.
Finding a person engaged to activity that results in pleasure or pain, it is inferred that he
is working under the influence of attachment, aversion or ignorance, for otherwise none
can be engaged to activity.
Sütra 19
Rebirth (pretyabhava) means being born again.
// i. 1.19 //
ND. 13/a
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Bhasya

Rebirth [ the ninth prameya ] is being born again after death for one previously born (utpanna ) in 'any form of organism* (kvacit-sattva-nikaya). 'Being
born' (utpanna) means coming into relation. The relation [referred to] is with body,
sense, consciousness (buddhl) and feeling (vedanä). Being born again means being
related over again to body etc. The word punah (again) is used to signify recurrence.
After abiding in an organism, when a self leaves this previously acquired body etc.,
it is said to depart. When it assumes other body etc., of similar or dis-similar
organisms, it is said to be born. Rebirth [ therefore ] means the birth again after
death. Now this rebirth, which is but the continuous cycle of births and deaths, is
to be viewed as without a beginning but ending in liberation.

Sutra 20
Result (phala) is the object (artha) produced by
motivation and evil. // i. 1. 20//

Bhasya
Result means the feeling of pleasure and suffering. Action leads to either
pleasure or suffering. Such a feeling, again, is possible only when there exist body,
senses, objects of knowledge and mind ( ? buddhi) and, therefore, result is intended
to include also body etc. All these are thus included in result, which is an object
produced by motivation and evil, This result is discarded after being accepted
again and again and it is accepted after being discarded again and again. There is
no limit to or end of the acceptance or rejection of this result. All the living
beings are being swept by this stream of the acceptance or rejection of this result.

Elucidation
Result, the tenth prameya, may be primary (mukhya) or secondary (gaund). The
primary result is the feeling of pleasure or pain. The body, senses, etc., which are the
auxiliary causes of this feeling, are the secondary results. Gautama refers to both the
results in the sütra.

Bhasya
Now, all these are—
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Sütra 21
Suffering (duhkha) which is of the nature
of pain (vädhanä). // i. 1. 21 //
Bhäsya

The word vädhanä is a synonym for plda and täpa. All these things, like
body etc., being connected with suffering, are but sufferings. For these are
permeated by or embedded in or invariably attended with suffering. One finding
everything thus permeated by suffering desires to avoid suffering and finding birth
to be suffering attains the 'state of indifference' (nirveda). The indifferent [person]
becomes non-attached and the non-attached [person] is liberated,
Elucidation
Suffering—the eleventh prameya—is discussed immediately before the twelvth,
namely apavarga or liberation. In the list of prameya-s, body occurs as the second and
result as the tenth. According to Vätsyäyana, all the nine prameya-s from body to result
are to be viewed as suffering for which he uses three synonyms, namely vädhanä, pida
and täpa. Suffering is something well-known, because it is felt by everybody. In the
sütra, however, the word suffering includes all the auxiliary causes of it. These auxiliary
causes like body etc. are viewed as suffering, because these are universally related to
suffering.

Bhäsya
Where there is the end and where there is the final cessation [of suffering] is
this—

Sütra 22
Liberation, which is the absolute
deliverance from suffering, //i.l* 22//

Bhasya
The absolute deliverance from it, i.e. from suffering—and therefore from
birth—is liberation. What is meant by it ? The giving up of the birth which has
already taken place and the non-acceptance of another [birth]. Such a state when
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continued eternally, is known as liberation to 'those who have special knowledge of
liberation' (apavarga-vit). It is the state of fearlessness, without decay and death ;
it is [what the scriptures call] brahman and it is the attainment of the highest good.

Elucidation
The state of 'cosmic dissolution' (pralaya), though without suffering, is only
temporarily so, because it is followed by 'cosmic creation' (srsti) and hence suffering.
It is thus different from liberation which is absolute deliverance from suffering.
By characterising liberation as a state of fearlessness and as without decay and
death, Vätsyäyana points to its close similarity with brahman, for these characteristics
hold good for both liberation and brahman. As Vacaspati Misra explains, liberation is
freedom from the fear of worldly existence and hence it is a state of fearlessness ; brahman
also is repeatedly characterised by the scriptures as fearless. As against those who
conceive the world to be a real modification of brahman, Vätsyäyana uses the epithet
ajar a, i.e. without modification or decay : the eternal and unchanging brahman suffers no
modification, and so is liberation which is a changeless state. As against those who conceive
liberation as the final destruction of mind (citta)—just as the blowing off of the lamp—
he says that liberation is amrtyupada,i.Q. is not the abode of death. In other words,
liberation is not the annihilation of the self; it is eternal like brahman,
Gautama's conception of liberation is further discussed under Nyäya-sutra
iv. 1. 62ff.
Bhasya
According to some, in the state of liberation is manifested the eternal bliss
of the self, like its all-pervasive magnitude, and by this manifested bliss the
absolutely liberated self becomes full of bliss. This view being without proof
is unacceptable. There is no perceptual, inferential or scriptural ground to prove
that in the state of liberation is manifested the eternal bliss of the self, like its
all-pervasive magnitude.
Elucidation
After explaining his view of liberation, Vätsyäyana mentions another view according to which just as the all-pervasive magnitude of the self remains unmanifested during
the state of'worldly existence' (samsara), so also the eternal bliss abiding in the self remains
unmanifested during this state ; in liberation both become manifest. Therefore, according
to this view, from liberation onwards the self enjoys eternal bliss. Vacaspati Misra
seeks to explain this view as implicit in the scriptural text: "Brahman is consciousness
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and bliss" {yißünam anandam brahma—Br. Up. iii. 9. 28). 'The eternal bliss of the self
here means that the self is eternal bliss.
Phanibhüsana, however, does not accept this interpretation of Vacaspati. According to the view referred to by Vätsyäyana, the self is not itself eternal bliss ; eternal bliss
is only a characteristic of the liberated self. But who held such a view ? According to
some, it was held by Kumärila. According to others, it was held by an earlier Mimämsaka
called Tutätabhatta. But Phanibhüsana thinks that this view of liberation was possibly
maintained by a section of earlier Naiyäyikas, like Bhäsarvajna and others. Under Nyayasütra iv. 1. 64, Phanibhüsana will return to discuss this question elaborately.

Bhasya
Manifestation (abhivyakti) of eternal bliss is but its awareness (samvedana).
Its cause should be mentioned. Manifestation of eternal bliss is its awareness, i.e.
its knowledge ; its cause, namely that from which it originates, is to be mentioned.
If [this awareness] is [said to be] eternal, like the bliss itself, then there will be no
difference between the self *in its state of worldly existence' (samsarastha) and 'in its
state of liberation' (mukta). Just as the liberated [self] is characterised by. the bliss
and its awareness, which are eternally present, so must also be the self in its state
of worldly existence, because both [viz. the bliss and its awareness] are eternal.
[The upholders of the view that liberation is the manifestation of eternal bliss will
have to postulate the cause of its awareness. To avoid this difficulty, if it is
assumed that the said awareness also is eternal, and therefore is not in need of any
cause, then there would be no scope to differentiate the self in liberation from that
in bondage. In both the states of liberation and bondage, the self would not only
be characterised by eternal bliss but also by its awareness, both being assumed as
eternal.]
If even this is admitted, then there would be the coexistence or simultaneity
of the results of virtue (dharma) and vice (adharma). In that case, there would
have been the coexistence or simultaneity of the awareness of eternal bliss with the
awareness of the results of virtue and vice, namely pleasure and suffering, which
are [as a matter of fact] successively experienced [by the self] in the realms of
worldly existence. There can be absence neither of the bliss nor of its awareness,
both being [assumed to be] eternal.
If [the awareness of the eternal bliss is assumed to be] non-eternal, its cause
must be mentioned. Now, [if it is assumed] that the awareness in the state of
liberation of the eternal bliss is non-eternal, then the cause from which it
originates must be specified. Let this cause be the conjunction of the self with
mind along with other [auxiliary] causes. If the conjunction of the self with
mind is admitted to be the [main] cause, even then an auxiliary cause assisting
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this conjunction is to be mentioned. [The opponent may argue that virtue (dharma)
is the auxiliary cause. Vätsyäyana answers :] Then the cause of virtue is to be
specified. If virtue is [assumed to be] the auxiliary cause, then its cause [i.e. of virtue
itself] from which it originates is to be mentioned. [The opponent may argue that
the cause of virtue is yoga-samadhi. To this Vätsyäyana answers :] The virtue
resulting from yoga-samadhi being destroyed due to its incompatibility with the
fulfilment of the result [produced by virtue], there would be the cessation of the
awareness [of that eternal bliss]. If virtue resulting from yoga-samadhi is assumed
to be the auxiliary cause, then it [virtue] being destroyed [after producing its specific result], because of its incompatibility with the fulfilment of the result, the
awareness also will cease to exist. If there is no awareness of it [i.e. of the bliss]
then it will be hardly distinguishable from the non-existent. If the awareness ceases
due to the destruction of virtue and the eternal bliss is not experienced, then there
would be no inference to prove either of the alternatives, namely 'it is not perceived
though existent' and *it [is not perceived] because [it is] non-existent*.
[The upholders of the view that liberation is the manifestation of eternal bliss
may admit that its awareness is non-eternal and this awareness has for its cause
the conjunction of the self with mind assisted by virtue resulting from yoga-samadhu
To this. Vätsyäyana answers that this assumed auxiliary cause, namely virtue resulting
from yoga-samadhi, must come to its end with the production of its own result.
At that stage, the auxiliary cause being absent, there would be no awareness of
eternal bliss and in default of its awareness the assumption of its existence would be
as good as admitting its non-existence.]
The Indestructibility of virtue cannot be inferentially proved, because it has
the characteristic of being produced. There is no inference to prove that virtue
resulting from yoga-samädhi is not destroyed. There is rather the inference to the
contrary that whatever has the characteristic of heing produced is non-eternal.
Those, according to whom there is no cessation of the awareness [of the eternal
bliss] [must admit] that therefore it is inferentially proved that the cause of this
awareness is eternal; but it has already been shown that in the case of it being
eternal there is no distinction between the liberated self and the self in worldly
bondage. Just as for the liberated self there is eternal bliss along with the cause of
its awareness and there is no cessation of the awareness, its cause being eternal,
so also is for the self under worldly bondage. And in that case there would have
been the simultaneity of the awareness of pleasure and of suffering, which are
[respectively] the results of virtue and vice.
It cannot be argued that the connection with body etc. is the cause of
obstruction [of the awareness of the eternal bliss on the part of the self], because
the very function of the body etc. is to facilitate enjoyment [for the self] and moreover there is no inference to the contrary [viz. that the self without being connected
with a body caa experience any pleasure or pain].
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One may argue that for the self in worldly bondage the connection with
body etc. obstructs the cause of the awareness of eternal bliss and therefore the
difference between the two [viz. self in liberation and in bondage] is not denied.
But this is illogical. Body, etc. are for the purpose of enjoyment and therefore
it is absurd [to argue] that they obstruct enjoyment. There is moreover no
inference that the bodiless self has any enjoyment.
Nor can it be argued that one is motivated by the attainment of the desirable
[ista, viz. the bliss eternal], because [one may as well be motivated by] the
avoidance of the undesirable. [The opponent may argue :] Here is my inference :
The injunction for liberation is for the attainment of the desirable and hence is
the motivation of those who are desirous of liberation. Therefore, neither of the
two [viz. the injunction for liberation and the motivation for it] is meaningless.
But this is illogical. The injunction for liberation is for the avoidance of the
undesirable and hence is the motivation of those that are desirous of liberation.
Nothing that is desirable is unaccompanied by the undesirable and, as a result,
even the desirable amounts to the undesirable. One trying to reject the undesirable
also rejects the desirable, because selective rejection is impossible.
Surpassing the palpable [drsta, literally the visible] is equally applicable to
the cases of body etc. [If it is argued that the self] strives for eternal pleasure
after discarding the temporal and palpable one, then it will have to be further
admitted that the liberated self acquires an eternal body, sense and consciousness
after discarding the temporal body, sense and consciousness. Thus is better conceived the 'nature of the liberated self {aikatmya).
If this [assumption of eternal body etc.] is said to be an absurdity (upapattiviruddha), then equally so [is the opponent's assumption of eternal bliss]. The
view that body, etc. are eternal is 'utterly illogical' (pramana-viruddha) and therefore
inconceivable. The same is true of the opponent, i.e. the view that "bliss is
eternal" is utterly illogical and therefore inconceivable.
Even though there exists scriptural texts [that eternal bliss is manifested in
liberation], there is no contradiction [with our view], because by bliss is meant in
these [scriptural texts] the absolute non-existence of mundane suffering. There
may be a scriptural text that the liberated self enjoys absolute bliss. But it can be
explained that the word bliss in such a text is used in the sense of absolute nonexistence of suffering. In ordinary discourse also the word pleasure is frequently
found as used in the sense of the absence of suffering.
There can be no liberation without a surrender of the attachment for eternal
bliss, for attachment is characterised as a bondage. If one strives after liberation
being attracted by the desire for eternal bliss under the idea that eternal bliss is manifested in liberation, one can neither attain liberation nor deserve it, for attachment
ND. 14
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is characterised as a bondage and it is not logical that one is liberated in spite of
bondage.
[The opponent may argue that] the attachment for eternal bliss, which is
eventually surrendered, is not detrimental to liberation. One's attachment for
eternal bliss is [eventually] surrendered and if surrendered one's attachment for
eternal bliss cannot be detrimental to liberation. [Vätsyäyana answers:] Even
assuming this, one's attainment of liberation is beyond doubt irrespective of
the alternative possibilities, namely, the liberated enjoys eternal bliss and it does
not.

Elucidation

• *-

Vätsyäyana refutes the view that in liberation there is manifestation of eternal bliss.
Manifestation of something eternal means its awareness. What can be the cause
of the awareness of the eternal bliss for the liberated self ? It may be answered that like
the bliss itself this awareness also is eternal. As such, it is not produced by any cause.
But this leads to the assumption that all the selves under bondage are equally entitled to
the enjoyment of the same eternal bliss. Such an assumption implies that the selves
under bondage should at the same time enjoy this eternal bliss as well as the mundane
pleasures or sufferings caused by virtue or vice. But the fact is that they do not simultaneously enjoy both.
Therefore, the said awareness of eternal bliss must be considered non-eternal or
temporal. What, then, is its cause ? It may be answered that its cause is the conjunction
of the self with mind, which operates along with the auxiliary cause in the form of
virtue produced by yoga-samadhi. But virtue is exhausted after producing its specific
result, e.g. the virtue of the performance of the Asvamedha sacrifice is exhausted—i.e.
ceases to have any further efficacy—after producing its result in the form of the enjoyment of heaven. Similarly, the virtue produced by yoga-samadhi must eventually be
exhausted and therefore the awareness of the eternal bliss must come to its end. In such
a state when there is no awareness of the bliss, there will be the doubt whether there is
no awareness of the bliss in spite of its existence or whether the want of awareness is
because of the non-existence of the bliss itself. There being no proof for either of the
alternatives, the existence of the bliss of which one is unaware remains unproved.
Neither can it be proved that the virtue resulting from yoga-samadhi is never
exhausted. For this virtue has an origin and everything having an origin must ultimately
perish.
However, those that maintain that this awareness of eternal bliss never ceases to be
will have to admit that the cause of this awareness is eternal. But assuming this cause
to be eternal, one will have to admit that its effect, namely the awareness, must also be
eternal. This leads to the absurd position that the self, even during the state of its bondage,
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must have the awareness of the eternal bliss. In other words, there would be no dinerence
between the self in bondage and the self in liberation.
If it is argued that in the state of bondage there is no awareness of the eternal bliss
because of the obstruction created by body etc., the answer is that body etc., are the very
means of enjoyment for the self and as such it is absurd to conceive them as obstructions.
The self without body etc, can never enjoy.
It may be argued that the injunction for liberation and the striving after it prove
the existence of eternal bliss. This injunction aims at the attainment of the desirable
(ista) and the striving after something means striving after the desirable. Eternal bliss
being the highest desirable, the striving after liberation points to the existence of something desirable in the state of liberation and such a desirable object is the eternal bliss.
But this argument is futile. An injunction is not necessarily an injunction for the attainment of the desirable ; it may as well be for the avoidance of the undesirable. One who
strives after liberation realises that the so-called pleasures are after all sufferings and thus
one's ultimate goal is freedom from all sufferings.
The claim that one who strives after liberation renounces the temporal pleasures
in favour of the eternal bliss will entail the further assumption that one seeks to renounce
the temporal body in favour of an eternal one. This amounts to the assertion that the
self in liberation enjoys eternal bliss with an eternal body. Such an absurdity is perhaps
a shade better than the other assertion, viz. that in liberation the dis-embodied self
enjoys eternal bliss.
The assumption of an eternal body, it will be argued, is absurd, there being no proof
in favour of it. Vätsyäyana answers that the assumption of eternal bliss is equally so,
for there is no proof for it either.
The opponent will certainly argue that there is definite proof in the form of scriptural evidence that the liberated self enjoys eternal bliss. Bhäsarvajna, towards the end
of his work Nyäyasära, claims that from the scripture it is known that the liberated self
enjoys bliss. For the scripture declares : "This eternal bliss is 'internally realised'
{buddhi-grahya) and is beyond the range of external senses. Know that to be liberation.
It is unattainable by the imperfect (akrtätmari)" Again, "Brahman is of the nature of
bliss (ananda) and it is manifested in liberation." Further, "Brahman is but consciousness
(vijnana) and bliss {ananda). (Br. Up. iii. 9. 28)."
Though Vätsyäyana seeks to prove inferentially that eternal bliss is impossible, he
himself admits that no inference contradicted by the scripture can be valid. That is why
he proceeds to show that there is no contradiction between his view denying eternal bliss
in liberation and the scriptural texts cited. Accordingly be argues that in these scriptural
texts eternal bliss is to be taken in a secondary sense, i.e. as the total annihilation of
suffering. Even in common parlance, relief from suffering is referred to as pleasure. Thus,
e.g., one carrying a heavy load feels pleasure when relieved of it.
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la defence of his own position, Bhäsarvajna argues that a secondary meaning
(upacara or laksana) is to be resorted to only when the primary meaning (mukhya-artha)
is unacceptable. In the scriptural texts quoted, however, the primary meaning of the
word änan da (bliss) is not unacceptable and as such it is not necessary to resort here to
its secondary sense as the absence of suffering.
Phanibhüsana proposes to defend the position of Vätsyäyana and says that it is already
shown that the awareness of eternal bliss in liberation can be neither eternal nor temporal
and is therefore fictitious (alika). Since the scripture cannot speak of something fictitious, words like ananda and sukha in the scripture cannot be taken in their primary
senses.
Vatsyäyana finally says that one striving after liberation cannot be liberated so long
as one has attachment for eternal bliss, because absolute detachment is the pre-condition
for liberation.
The opponent will argue that though to begin with one may be driven by the attractiqn for eternal bliss, it is eventually discarded because of the extreme aversion for everything
that gradually grows into one. When one thus becomes completely detached, there remains
no longer any impediment to liberation. Vatsyäyana answers that this detachment
amounts to indifference to eternal bliss itself and thus liberation has nothing to do with
eternal bliss.
Phanibhüsana concludes by pointing out that though Vätsyäyana's view is generally
accepted by the later Naiyäyikas, the view of Bhäsarvajna was current even in an earlier
period and it remained accepted even in later times in a section of the Naiyäyikas. Hence
it is sometimes referred to as *the view of a section of Naiyäyikas' (nyäya-ekadesi-mata).
In defence of this view, Bhäsarvajna argues that there is nothing to prevent the acceptance
of the primary meaning of the words like sukha or ananda in the scripture quoted in
favour of his view. The awareness of this bliss is as eternal as the bliss itself. Still,
there is no difficulty in differentiating the liberated self from the self in bondage. During
the state of bondage, though both the eternal bliss and its eternal awareness are present,
there is no 'subject-object relation' (visaya-visayi-bhäva) between the two. As for example,
in spite of the visual sense and the presence of its object, the former cannot come in
contact with the latter because of some obstruction like the wall; but they come in contact
when the obstruction is removed. Similarly, in spite of the eternal presence in the self
of the eternal bliss and its eternal awareness, there is no subject-object relation between
the two during the state of bondage, because of the obstruction in the form of vice.
However, the subject-object relation between the two is established during liberation,
when all obstructions to it are removed. This subject-object relation between the awareness of eternal bliss and the eternal bliss itself, though 'with an origin' (janya) can never
be destroyed, because there is no cause for its destruction. Nor can it be argued that this
relation, since it has an origin, must be eventually destroyed. There is no rule that whatever has an origin must have eventual destruction. Destruction (dhvamsa), e.g., though
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having an origin is never further destroyed. Therefore, concludes Bhäsarvajna, by liberation is meant the absolute cessation of suffering and the attainment of eternal bliss.
HERE ENDS THE SECTION ON
THE DEFINITION OF THE OBJECTS OF VALID KNOWLEDGE
(prameya-laksana-prakarana)
Bhasya
Now, in accordance with the order [of the first sütra], the definition of
doubt (samsaya) is to be given and, therefore, it is said—
Sutra 23
Doubt (samsaya) is the 'contradictory apprehension about the same object' (vimarsa),
which, 'depends on the remembrance of the
unique characteristic of each' (visesäpeksa).
This [doubt] may be due to : 1) the 'apprehension of common characteristics' (samänadharma-upapatti), 2) the 'apprehension of the
unique characteristics' (aneka-dharma»upapatti)>
3) 'contradictory assertions about the same
object' (vipratipatti), 4) the 'irregularity of
apprehension' (upalabdhi-avyavastha) and 5) the
'irregularity of non-apprehension' (anupalabdhiavyavasthä). // i. 1. 23 //
Elucidation
The word samsaya in the sütra stands for what is defined and the word vimarsa [i.e.
contradictory apprehensions of the same object] gives the general definition. The word
visesäpeksa is used to signify that, on the one hand, the perception of the specific characteristic dispels doubt, while, on the other hand, its recollection is a necessary pre-condition
for doubt. The remaining words in the sütra refer to the five forms of doubt, each having
its special cause.
Vätsyäyana says that doubt is anavadharana-jnana, i.e. indecisive cognition. It is
indecisive not in so far as the cognition points to something as barely "that" (idam). But
it is indecisive in so far as which of the alternatives (koti) stating its nature is appropriate
for it. Therefore, doubt cannot be defined as knowledge other than the decisive one.
Though a piece of unitary knowledge, doubt is composite in nature. It is not indecisive
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in so far as it points to something as barely "that". It is indecisive in so far as the alternative characteristics of the object are concerned. Samkara Misra, in his commentary
on the Vaisesika-sütra ii. 2. 17 explains this and this is also indicated by the etymological
analysis of the word vimarsa : vi meaning contradiction and marsa meaning knowledge.
Thus vimarsa, literally contradictory knowledge, means here contradictory knowledge of
the same object.
Some of the representatives of Navya-nyäya argue that in the case of doubt one of
the alternatives is necessarily negative (abhava-koti) and the other positive (bhava-koti).
One may, e.g., doubt: Is it not a pillar ? In this case the two alternatives are :
1) This is not a pillar and 2) This is a pillar. There is, thus, no doubt without both the
negative and positive alternatives. According to the older Nai>ayikas, however, there
are cases of doubt where all the alternatives are positive. Thus, e.g., one may doubt:
Is it a pillar or a person ? The two alternatives here are : 1) This is a pillar and 2) This
is a person. Both the alternatives are positive. [The said Navya-naiyayikas would claim
that in this example there are as a matter of fact four alternatives, two of which are negative and two positive. These are : 1) This is a pillar, 2) This is not a pillar, 3) This is a
person and 4) This is not a person.] Pbanibhüsana cites the example of the doubt of
king Dusyanta in Abhijnana-sakuntala, where there are more than two alternatives and all
the alternatives are necessarily positive. The king doubts : Is this a dream, or a magical
creation or a phantom of imagination {svapno nu mayä nu matibhramo nu) ?

Bhasya
[Vätsyäyana explains the five forms of doubt mentioned in the sütra. The
first form of doubt is] the 'contradictory knowledge' (vimarsä) about the sarre
object due to the apprehension of 'common characteristics' (samäna-dharma) and
which 'depends on the remembrance of the special characteristic of each' {yisesapeksa).
Somebody perceives the common characteristics of a pillar and a person [in an
object], viz. a certain height and breadth ; he becomes desirous of ascertaining the
distinguishing characteristic of each as previously perceived ; he fails to affirm
definitely either of the alternatives and [has the cognition in the form] : What is it ?
[That is, Is it a pillar or a person ?] Such an indecisive cognition is doubt. Such
a doubt has for its cause the knowledge in the form : 'I apprehend the common
characteristics of the two [viz, the pillar and the person] but do not apprehend the
distinguishing characteristic of each.' Therefore, [it is concluded that doubt in
its first form is] the contradictory knowledge about the same object depending on
the remembrance of the distinguishing characteristic of each.
[The second form of doubt is] due to the apprehension of the unique
characteristics of many [objects]. By many is here meant objects of similar as
well as dissimilar nature. [Doubt is due to] the apprehension of the characteristics
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of such manifold objects the unique characteristic being perceived in both [types
of objects i.e. both similar and dissimilar]. [By the unique characteristic] the
objects are differentiated from others, both similar and dissimilar.
[Vätsyäyana first illustrates what is meant by the unique characteristic
differentiating an object from other objects, both similar and dissimilar.] The
unique characteristic of earth [which is a substance] is smell, which differentiates it
[on the one hand] from water etc. [i.e. other substances or similar objects] and [on
the other hand] from quality and action (i.e. dissimilar objects). [Vätsyäyana now
proceeds to illustrate the second form of doubt.] The unique characteristic of
sound is 'being caused by disjunction' (vibhagajatva : e.g. sound is produced when
the bamboo is split into two parts). One doubts whether such a sound is a substance or a quality or an action. Because the unique characteristic is perceived in
both ways [i.e. as differentiating the object from both the similar and dissimilar ones].
[One thus wavers among the alternatives : ] Is it, being a substance, differentiated
from quality and action ? Or, is it, being a quality, [differentiated from substance
and action] ? Or, is it, being an action [differentiated from substance and quality ] ?
By the dependance on the remembrance of the distinguishing characteristic is meant
the cognition [in the form]: I cannot ascertain any characteristic to establish definitely any of them. [I only perceive the characteristic of being produced by disjunction, which is a unique characteristic of sound. But in such a sound I perceive
neither the characteristic of a substance nor of quality nor of action. Hence arises
the doubt: Is it a substance or a quality or an action ? ]

Elucidation
Vätsyäyana explains and illustrates the first two forms of doubt.
The first form of doubt is due to the perception of common characteristics. Phanibhüsana explains how such a doubt arises. In the insufficient light of the evening, the visual
sense of somebody comes in contact with either a person standing still at a distance or a
similar-looking post. He fails to perceive in it the distinguishing mark either of a person
or of a post, but simply perceives the characteristics common to both, namely, a certain
height and breadth. He, therefore, has the doubt about the object before him : Is it
a person or a pillar ? The specific cause of such a doubt is the perception of the merely
common characteristics of the two.
While explaining the example of the first form of doubt, Vätsyäyana adds the
expression 'desirous of ascertaining the distinguishing characteristic* (visesam bubhuU
samänah), Väcaspati Misra takes this as an explanation of the expression 'depending on
the remembrance of the distinguishing characteristic of each' (visesapeksa) of the sütra.
This interpretation of Väcaspati implies that the desire for ascertaining the distinguishing
characteristic of each is the cause of doubt. Phanibhüsana rejects this suggestion and
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argues that such a desire only follows doubt and never precedes it. That is why
Vätsyäyana specifically explains vi&esapeksa as 'the knowledge in the form : I apprehend
the common characteristics of the two [viz. the pillar and the person] but do not apprehend
the distinguishing characteristic of each.' The real point of Vätsyäyana is that in no
case of doubt there can be the perception of specific characteristic, though in all cases of
doubt there must be the remembrance thereof.
Vätsyäyana next proceeds to explain the second form of doubt, which is doubt due
to the apprehension of the unique 'characteristics of many objects' (aneka-dharma). The
first question concerning it is : What is meant by 'the characteristics of many objects* ?
Vätsyäyana says that by this is meant the unique characteristic of an object which
differentiates it from other objects, both similar and dissimilar. Thus, e.g., the unique
characteristic of the substance earth is smell. By this it is distinguished from other
substances like water etc., as well as from other categories like quality etc.
Explaining thus the meaning of unique characteristic, Vats3äyana proceeds to
illustrate the second form of doubt proper. The unique characteristic of sound is 'being
caused by disjunction* (vibhagajatva). From the perception of this unique characteristic
there arises the doubt: Is sound a substance or a quality or an action ?
How is it that the unique characteristic of sound is 'being produced by disjunction' ?
Sound is produced at the time of splitting a bamboo or tearing a piece of cloth. The
'inherent cause* (samaxayi-karana) of this sound [as of all sounds] is empty space. The
disjunction of the two parts of the bamboo along with the disjunction of the empty space
from these two parts is the 'non-inherent cause' (a-samavayi-karana) of the sound. The
person who splits the bamboo or tears the cloth is the 'efficient cause' (nimitta-karana) of
the sound. Thus, in the sense of having disjunction as the non-inherent cause, sound has
the unique characteristic of being caused by disjunction. The Vaisesikas maintain that
disjunction may as well be produced by another disjunction and as such 'being caused by
disjunction' cannot be the unique characteristic of sound. But Uddyotakara argues
against the possibility of disjunction being produced by another disjunction. Disjunction
is always the result of movement.
But perceiving this unique characteristic of sound, namely being produced by
disjunction, the doubt arises whether it is a substance or a quality or an action, for sound,
may possess this unique characteristic in the capacity of a substance or a quality or an
action. In his commentary on Nyäya-sütra i. 1. 5, Vätsyäyana has already shown how
by a sesavat inference sound is ascertained to be a quality and the doubt under discussion
is dispelled.

Bhasya
Now is explained [the third form of doubt, which is] due to contradictory
statements about the same object' (xipratipatti). The word vipratipatti means
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contradictory assertions [darkana, lit. perception, but here used in the sense of a
statement] about the same object. By contradictory is meant opposition (virodha),
i.e. the 'impossibility of coexistence* (a-saha-bhäva). [Thus, e.g.,] there is an
assertion: the self exists. And there is the other: the self does not exist.
The coexistence of existence and non-existence is impossible in the same locus.
Nor is there any ground [for the listener of the two theses] proving either of the
alternatives. In such a circumstance, the failure to ascertain the truth takes the
form of doubt.
[Next is explained the fourth form of doubt.] [Doubt may be] also due to
the irregularity of apprehension. One apprehends water in the tank etc., where it
actually exists. One also apprehends water in the mirage where it does not actually
exist. Therefore, after apprehending an object somewhere and in default of any
proof determining the existence or non-existence of the object, one doubts whether
the object apprehended is actually existent or non-existent.
[The fifth form of doubt is explained next.] [Doubt may be] also due to the
irregularity of non-apprehension. Though actually existing [under the ground],
the root, the peg (kilaka) and water are not perceived. Again, though actually
non-existing, the object which has not come into being or which is destroyed is not
perceived. Therefore, after non-apprehending somewhere one doubts whether
the object non-apprehended is actually existent or non-existent.
The dependance on the remembrance of the distinguishing characteristics
of each is as before. The comman characteristics and the unique characteristic
mentioned first belong to the objects known, while apprehension and non-apprehension belong to the knower. Because of this difference, these (i.e. the fourth and the
fifth forms of doubt) are mentioned over again. Doubt (vimarsa) originates from
the perception of the common characteristics, i.e. from the ascertainment of the
common characteristics and presupposes the remembrance of the unique characteristic (of each).

Elucidation
Uddyotakara differs from Vätsyäyana in interpreting this sütra and claims that
there are as a matter of fact only three forms of doubt, namely, those due to 1) the
apprehension of an object with common characteristics, 2) the apprehension of an object
with a unique characteristic and 3) the apprehension of contradictory statements.
Gautama uses the expression 'due to the irregularity of apprehension and non-apprehension' {upalabdhi-anupalabdhi-avyavasthatah) to characterise all these three forms of
ND. 15
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doubt rather than to indicate any fourth or fifth form of doubt. This expression really
means the absence of any definite proof to establish or to reject any of the alternatives
comprising the doubt.
Kanada says, "Doubt is due to the apprehension of common characteristics, the
non-apprehension of the unique characteristic and the remembrance of the unique
characteristic" (Vaisesika-sütra ii. 2. 17). Though Uddyotakara tries to explain it as
inclusive of the second form of the doubt mentioned by Gautama, Samkara Mi&ra categorically asserts that according to Kanada doubt has neither three nor five forms ; it has
only one form. Apart from doubt, Prasastapäda mentions a form of knowledge called
anadhyavasaya (indefinite cognition) which is also produced by the apprehension of unique
characteristics. Samkara Misra says that this corresponds to the second form of doubt
mentioned by Gautama. Phanibhüsana, however, comments that from Kanäda's sütra
it is clear that according to him doubt is only of one form. Further, argues Phanibhüsana,
from the detailed examination of doubt in Nyaya-sütra ii. 1. Iff, where Gauta ' a clearly
discusses the five forms of doubt, it is obvious that according to him doubt has five
forms.
Bhasya
The definitions [of the categories] are uniformly given according to their
serial order [in thefirstsütra].
Sütra 24
Incentive (prayojana) is the object 'pursuing'
(adhikrtya) which one is led to activity.//i. 1. 24//
Bhasya
By incentive is to be understood an object for the attainment or avoidance
of which one adopts the means after ascertaining it to be desirable or avoidable.
Pursuit (adhikara) is the ascertainment that "I shall either attain or avoid this
object", because this ascertainment is the cause of activity. An object thus ascertained 'is pursued' (adhikriyate).
Elucidation
Incentive is two-fold, primary and secondary. When one strives after something for
its own sake it is called the primary incentive, e.g., the attainment of pleasure and the
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cessation of suffering. Secondary incentives are those for which one strives not for their
own sake, but ultimately for the sake of the attainment of pleasure or the avoidance
of pain.

Sütra 25
Corroborative instance (drstanta) is an object
in respect of which the notions of the layman
(laukika) as well as of the expert (parlksaka) are
not in conflict. // i. 1. 25 //

Bha$ya
Laymen are those who have not surpassed the standard of ordinary men
and who have not attained sharp intellect either by nature or by studying the
scripture. Experts are the contrary. They are capable of examining an object
with the help of 'hypothetical argument' (tarka) and the instruments of valid knowledge. An object is considered to be a corroborative instance when it is viewed by
the expert in the same way as it is viewed by the layman. By pointing to the defect
(virodha) in the corroborative instance, the opponents can be silenced. By establishing the soundness (samädhi) of the corroborative instance, one's own position
can be established. Among the inference-components (avayava), it can be used as
the exemplification (udäharana).

Elucidation
Though Vätsyäyana says that corroborative instance is an object about which there
is full concordance of the notions of the layman as well as the expert, still there are cases
where the coorroborative instance offered is too technical to be comprehended by the
layman. Väcaspati Misra therefore proposes to take corroborative instance in the sense
of an object proved by a pramana (Bhamati on hariraka-bhasya ii. 1. 14).
HERE ENDS THE SECTION ON
THE PREREQUISITES OF NYÄYA
{nyaya-pür vänga-prakarana)
ND. 15/a
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Bhasya

Next [is discussed] 'proved doctrine* (siddhanta). The word siddha stands for
objects that are proved as being such and such and having such and such nature.
The establishment (samsthiti) of the siddha is siddhanta. Establishment is the
determination of the exact character of an object, i.e. the 'specification of its true
nature' (dharma-niyama) and this—

Sütra 26
[This sütra is interpreted in two ways. First
interpretation:] Proved doctrine {siddhanta)
is either 'establishment on the basis of a branch
of learning' (tantra-samsthiti) or 'establishment
on the basis of another proved thesis' (adhikarana-samsthiti) or 'establishment on the basis
of a tentative assumption [of the opponent's
thesis]' (abhyupagama-samsthiti).
[ The alternative interpretation : ] Proved
doctrine is the establishment on the basis of the
admission of objects proved by pramäna-s
//i. 1.26//

Elucidation
In the next sütra Gautama says that proved doctrine is of four kinds. But the
present sütra apparently neither defines proved doctrine nor gives a classification of it, as
is evident from its alternative meanings. Therefore, even in earlier times, the doubt arose
that either of the two sütra-s was irrelevant. Uddyotakara, however, argues that it is not
so. The present sütra defines proved doctrine and its classification is given in the next
one.
How does the present sütra define proved doctrine ? Uddyotakara answers that
according to the present sütra proved doctrine is the determination of the true nature of
the objects as admitted by a 'branch of learning' (tantra=sastra). But Väcaspati Misra
and Jayanta Bhatta take the word tantra in the sense of pramana. According to them,
therefore, the sütra defines proved doctrine as the determination of the true nature of the
objects as established by the pramana-s. Of course, the two participants in a debate
have their respective siddhanta-s, both of which cannot be equally established by
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pramana-s. But each of the two is under the conviction that his own siddhanta is
established by pramana-s.
Jayanta Bhatta understands by proved doctrine the object itself, which is established
by the pramänas and possesses both general and specific characteristics. Vätsyäyana also,
in his commentary on the first sutra, says, "Proved doctrine means the object admitted
in the form : It exists." Further, from Gautama's own sütra-s (Nyaya-sütra i. 1. 28f)
in which are given the definitions of the different forms of proved doctrine, we find that
proved doctrine is taken in the sense of the object admitted. But Uddyotakara and
Vacaspati Misra say that the admission of the object is also to be considered as the proved
doctrine. Thus the question is : Are we to understand by proved doctrine the object
itself or its admission ? Udayana answers that it depends upon the emphasis put on
either of the two. One may choose to put the emphasis on the object itself or on its
admission and accordingly proved doctrine may mean either of the two.

Bhasya
'Establishment on the basis of a branch of learning* (iantra-samsthiti)
means the 'establishment of an object as admitted by a branch of learning* [tantraartha-samsthiti). Tantra is a discourse on inter-connected themes [artha, lit«
objects], i.e. a "branch of learning' (sästra). 'Establishment on the basis of another
proved thesis' {adhikarana-samsthiti) is the establishment of an object which 'is
consequential to' (anusakta) 'another proved thesis' (adhikarana). 'Establishment
on the basis of a tentative assumption [of the opponent's thesis]' (abhyupagamasamsthiti) is the acceptance of an object not critically examined. 'Proved doctrine
on the basis of a tentative assumption' (abhyupagama-siddhanta) is for the purpose
of determining the specific nature of an object.
However, because of the 'difference of the branches of learning* {tantra*
bhedat)—

Sutra 21
Because of the 'differences in the modes of
establishment* (samsthiti-arthantara-bhavat), it is
four-fold : 1) 'establishment on the basis of the
[unanimity] of all the branches of learning'
(sarva-tantra-samsthiti), 2) 'establishment on the
basis of one's own branch of learning' (pratitantra-siddhänta), 3) 'establishment as the basis
of another proved thesis' {adhikarana-samsthiti)
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and 4) 'establishment on the basis of a tentative assumption [of the opponent]' (abhyupagama-samsthiti), // i. 1. 27 //
Bhäsya
Now, these four modes of establishment are different from one another.

Elucidation
The first form of proved doctrine mentioned in the first interpretation of the previous
sütra, viz. establishment on the basis of a branch of learning is sub-divided into two
forms, namely establishment on the basis of the unanimity of all the branches of learning
and establishment on the basis of one's own branch of learning. This is due to, as
Vatsyäyana points out, 'differences among the branches of learning* (tantra-bheda).
Bhasya
Of these—
Sütra 28
Proved doctrine on the basis of [the unanimity
of] all the branches of learning Is an object 'not
contradicted by' (a-viruddha) any of the other
branches of learning and admitted in one's
own branch of learning, // i. 1. 28 //
Bhasya
As for example, 1) the senses like the olfactory etc., 2) the objects of the
senses like smell etc., 3) the elements like earth etc. and 4) the obtainment of
valid knowledge of an object by the pramana-s.
Elucidation
The expression 'not contradicted by' (aviruddha) in the sütra is used to signify that
an object, though not mentioned by all the branches of learning and yet not specifically
rejected by them, is to be regarded as the proved doctrine based on all the branches of
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learning, if it is admitted by one's own branch of learning. Thus, e.g., the illegitimacy
of the use of chala and jati in a debate is admitted only in the Nyäya system and not
specifically rejected by any other system ; thus it is a sarva-tantra-siddhanta.
Sutra 29
'Proved doctrine on the basis of one's own
branch of learning' is an object which is accepted in 'one's own allied branch of learning*
(samana-tantra) but not accepted in other branches of learning' (prati-tantra). // i. 1. 29 //
Bhasya
For example, (the pratitantra-siddhanta-s) of the Sämkhyas are : the nonexistent never comes into being, nor is the existent absolutely destroyed ; the
conscious [selves] are without modification ; modification occurs in body, senses
and mind, in the objects and their causes [i.e. mahat, ahamkara and thefivetanmatra-s]. [The pratitantra-siddhänta-s] of the followers of Yoga are : the creation of
the material world is due to karma (i.e. adrsta); evils (dosa) and motivation (pravrtti)
are the causes of karma; the conscious [selves] are characterised by their respective
qualities [i.e. knowledge, desire, aversion]; the non-existent comes into being and
the existent is absolutely destroyed.
Elucidation
Vätsyäyana mentions a number of theses maintained by 'the followers of Yoga'
(yoganam). The word yoga, when derived by adding the suffix ac in the sense of 'having',
means the followers of Yoga. But whom does Vätsyäyana refer to as the followers of
Yoga ? They cannot obviously be the followers of the well-known Yoga system, closely
allied to the Sämkhya, because the theses mentioned are quite contrary to the doctrines
held by them. Therefore, by the followers of Yoga are to be understood here the
Naiyäyikas and the Vaisesikas, who are traditionally known as the Saiva yogin-s. The
theses mentioned by Vätsyäyana as the pratitantra-siddhanta of the followers of Yoga are
characteristic of both the Naiyäyikas and the Vaisesikas. From a remote antiquity they
had their own methods and practices of yoga, which came down through their line of
preceptors. The Naiyäyikas were known as yogin-s belonging to the Saiva and the
Päsupata sects. This is evident from the statement of the Jaina philosopher Gunaranta
(Tarha-rahasya-dipika, p. 51).
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In any case, the Vaisesika system was known as Yoga even in ancient times and the
Vais*esika philosophers were accordingly characterised as the 'followers of yoga\ The
Jaina philosopher Vidyänanda Svämi, in his work Patraparlksa, quotes a sutra of Kanada
(viz. Vaisesika-sutra iv. 1.1.) and adds, "As it is said by the followers of yoga". Further,
Gunaratna opens his discussion of the Nyäya view with the words: "The Naiyäyikas,
also known as the yauga-s". Therefore, according to the ancient tradition, Vätsyäyana
mentions the theses of the Vaisesikas as characteristic of the followers of yoga,
Prasastapada says that Kanada received insight into the Vaisesika doctrines as a
result of pleasing Mahesvara by the 'supernatural power* (vibhüti) attained through the
practice of yoga. However, it needs to be remembered further that these Vaisesika
doctrines are also the doctrines of the Naiyäyikas. Uddyotakara also says that the
pratitantra-siddhanta of the followers of yoga is that the senses are 'made of material
elements* (bhautika), while that of the follwers of the Sämkhya is that the senses are not
made of the material elements. The thesis referred to here as that of the follower of
yoga is shared alike by the Naiyäyikas and Vaisesikas. Therefore, the theses under
discussion are not exclusively those of the Vaisesikas. By the followers of yoga are thus
to be understood the followers of both Nyäya and Vaisesika systems. Phanibbüsana
suggests that the followers of both Nyäya and Vaisesika doctrines are called the followers
of yoga in the following sense. The word yoga also means samyoga or conjunction. Both
the Naiyäyikas and the Vaisesikas are followers of yoga because both subscribe to the
doctrine of creation through the conjunction of atoms.
Sutra 30
'Proved doctrine as the basis of another proved
thesis' (adhikaranasiddhanta) is the object
which, when proved, also proves certain other
objects. // i. 1. 30 //

Bhäsya
When, an object being proved, there follows [the proof of] other objects and
the existence of which is not proved without the latter—the basis on which depends
[the proof of these other objects] is the 'proved doctrine as the basis of another
proved thesis'. For example, the knower [i.e. the self] is distinct from the senses,
because the same object is perceived by the visual as well as the tactual sense [cf.
Nyaya-sutra iii 1. 1]. Here the correlated theses are : the multiplicity of the senses ;
the senses have fixed objects ; the probans for the inference of the senses are the
perceptions of their respective objects ; the senses are the aids to knowledge for the
knower ; the substratum of quality is substance which is itself different from the
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qualities like smell etc. and the conscious [selves] are not restricted to fixed objects.
These theses are proved when the aforementioned thesis [viz. that the self is distinct •
from the senses] is proved.Without these, again, that cannot be established.
Elucidation
Adhikarana-siddhanta is interpreted in two ways. First, it means the admission of
such an object which, when proved, also proves a number of correlated objects. Secondly,
it means the correlated objects themselves which are proved as a consequence of the proof
of another object. The first interpretation is upheld by Vätsyäyana and Väcaspati Misra,
the second by Uddyotakara.
Sutra 31
•Proved doctrine on the basis of a tentative
assumption [of the opponent's thesis]' {abhyupagama-siddhantd) is the object which is accepted
without proof for the purpose of examining its
specific character, // i. 1. 31 //
Bhasya
When an object is accepted without examination [for the purpose of determining its specific character, it is called abhyupagama-siddhanta]. Thus, e.g., one
may say : Let sound be admitted to be a substance; but is it eternal or non-eternal ?
Thus, admitting it to be a substance, its specific character, namely its eternality or
non-eternality, is examined. This abhyupagama-siddhanta is employed for demonstrating the excellence of one's own intellect and for the condemnation of other's intellect.
Elucidation
Abhyupagama-siddhanta also is explained in two ways. First, as Vätsyäyana
explains, it is the tentative admission of a thesis of the opponent for further critical
examination of the opponent's claim as to its specific nature. For example, according
to a section of the Mimämsakas [later represented by Kumärila], sound is a substance
and it is eternal. The Naiyäyikas, on the other hand, view sound as a quality and as
non-eternal But the Naiyäyika may tentatively grant that sound is a substance ; even
ND. 16
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admitting this he proceeds to show that it cannot be eternal. This tentative admission
of the opponent's thesis is thus designed eventually to prove the superiority of his own
thesis and the unacceptibility of the Mirnämsä view that sound is eternal.
According to Uddyotakara, however, abhyupagama-siddhanta is the acceptance of
a thesis which is implicitly admitted, though not stated in so many words, by the
discussion of the nature of the object in the basic treatise of one's own system. Thus,
e.g., the Nyäya-&ütra does not state in so many words that mind is a sense. But from
the critical discussions about the nature of mind in this treatise, it is clear that mind is
admitted to be a sense. The acceptance of mind as a sense on the part of the Naiyäyika
is an abhyupagama-siddhanta. Väcaspati Misra and Udayana also follow this interpretation.
Phanibhüsana, however, argues that from the point of view of Vätsväyana the
admission of mind as a sense would be an example of sarva-tantra-siddhanta, because it is
contradicted by no other system.
HERE ENDS THE SECTION ON
THE DEFINITION OF PROVED DOCTRINE BASED ON NYÄYA
(nyayäsraya-siddhänta-laksana-prakarana)

Bhäsya
Now are discussed the inference-components.
Sutra 32
The inference-components (avayava) are : 'the
preliminary statement of the thesis' (pratijna),
the proban (hetu), the exemplification (udäharana), the application (upanaya) and the
conclusion (nigamana). // i. 1. 32 //

Elucidation
This section, in which Gautama discusses the five inference- components, is known
as the 'section on nyaya9 (nyäya-prakarana). The term nyaya means the statement of the
five inference-components in the order as specified in this sütra. Vätsyäyana has already
said (on Nyäya-sütra i. 1. 1), "This is nyaya par excellence."
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Inference is generally divided into two forms, svartha and parartha. By the former
is meant inference for the sake of determining truth for one's own sake. The statement
of the five components is not a precondition for such an inference. Parartha-anumana or
an inference for the sake of others, however, presupposes the explicit statement of these
components, i.e. the employment of nyaya par excellence.
In a debate, the two contestants offer contradictory theses. Somebody listening to
both these gets perplexed as to which of the two theses is correct. For the purpose of
convincing him, both the contestants explicitly state the inference-components in favour
of their respective theses. Hence is the need of nyaya. As Gangesa says, the application
of nyäya is a precondition for the inference for others.
The very possibility of inference for others was questioned by some. Inference
means the cause of inferential knowledge or the inferential knowledge itself, while there
is neither empirical nor textual ground to defend the possibility of such a cause or knowledge being for the sake of others. It may be answered that inference is said to be for
the sake of others because the propositions expressing the inference are employed for the
sake of others. But then propositions conveying a perceptual knowledge should as well
be considered as perception for the sake of others. As against this view Sridhara argues
that the propositions expressing the inferential process ultimately cause an inferential
knowledge in others (i.e. the third party listening to the debate). That is why the inference is said to be for the sake of others.
According to Jayanta Bhatta, inference for others is nothing but the propositions
conveying the inference-components in their totality. Gangesa, however, views these
propositions as only causing the inference for others. Dharmakirti, in his Nyayabindu,
says that the proposition expressing the proban with 'three marks' (tri-rüpa)1, though
actually the cause of the'inferential knowledge, stands in a secondary sense also for its
effect, viz. the inference for the sake of others.
As for the actual number of inference-components, there are different views.
According to some there are ten such components while others admit only three. The
Naiyäyikas hold the view that there are five inference-components and Uddyotakara
argues that the present sütra is designed to specify these. Vätsyäyana, however,only
mentions and rejects the view of ten inference-components here.
Bhasya
'Some other Naiyäyikas' {eke naiyäyikah) claim that the nyaya consists of
ten components. [The additional five components are] enquiry (jijnäsä), doubt
1. The three marks of a valid proban are: 1) presence in the subject (paksasattva) 2) presence in an
indisputable locus of the probandum (sapaksasattva) and 3) absence in an indisputable locus of the
absence of the probandum {vipaksasattva).
ND. 16/a
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/ / (sam&aya), «apprehension of the potency [of the pramana-s to reveal the nature of
( the prameya-sY (iakya«präpti)9 incentive (prayojana) and 'dispelling of doubt*
* (samsaya-vyudäsa). [Now the question is :] Why, then, these are not mentioned ?
Enquiry is that which provokes the desire for definite knowledge of an object
'vaguely known* (a-pratiyamana)* Why does one enquire about an object vaguely
' > • known ? Because, after ascertaining the true nature of the object, I shall either
^ avoid or accept or be indifferent to it. Thus» the result of ascertaining the true
!
nature of the object is either the 'knowledge which produces aversion' (hana-buddhi)
or 'knowledge which produces attraction* (upadana-buddhi) or 'knowledge which
produces indifference' (upeksä-buddhi). One is led to inquire for the sake of such
a knowledge. However, such an enquiry does not prove the existence of any
object [and as such, is redundant as an inference-component].
Doubt (samsaya), the basis of enquiry, is contiguous to right knowledge
because it is the perception of two contradictory characteristics. Of these two
contradictory characteristics, one is proved to be correct. Though separately
mentioned [by Gautama], it [doubt] does not prove any object [and as such is
redundant as an inference-component].
Apprehension of potency is [the determination] for the knower that the
pramäna-s are capable of revealing the pramey-s. It is not related as a component
to the 'propositions proving a thesis' (sadhaka-vakya—inference-component), as are
the 'preliminary statement of the thesis' (pratijna), etc*
Incentive [for the application of nyäya] is the determination of truth (tattva).
It is the result arrived at by the propositions proving a thesis and not a component
part [of this group of propositions].
Dispelling of doubt is the demonstration of the defect in the opponent's
thesis. It serves the purpose of arriving at the knowledge of truth by negating it
[i e. the opponent's view]. But it is not a component part of the group of propositions proving a thesis.
In a debate, enquiry etc. are useful in so far as they help in proving the
thesis under consideration. However, as having [direct] efficacy in proving a thesis,
[only] pratijnä etc. become the divisions or parts or components of the group of
propositions proving a thesis.

Elucidation ,
Vätsyäyana refers to some ancient Naiyäyikas according to whom the inference«
components are ten in number. From a passage in the Yuktidipika [a commentary on
Isvarakrsna's Samkhya-karika], it appears that a section of Sämkhya philosophers held
such a view. Phanibhüsana, however, points out that the view held by them is not exactly
the same as referred to by Vätsyäyana.
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The five additional components mentioned by them are enquiry etc. Though
Vätsyäyana discards the claim that these additional five are actual inference-components»
he does not reject their utility as such. Uddyotakara explains their real utility in the sense
that these are the pre-conditions for a debate : without enquiry etc. the question of the
application of nyaya does not arise.

Bhasya
Of the five inference-components as divided in the previous sütra—

Sütra 33
'Preliminary statement of the thesis (pratifiiä)
is the 'specific mention of the probandum
(sädhya-nirdesa). ff i. 1. 33 //

'

Bhäsya
Pratißäb the specific mention of the probandum, i.e. the proposition
stating a specified subject as qualified by the characteristic sought to be proved [of
it], e.g. sound is non-eternal.

Elucidation
The word sädhya is used in two senses, viz. 1) the probandum and 2) the subject as
characterised by the probandum (sadhya-dharml or paksd), Vätsyäyana takes the word as
used in the present sütra in the second sense.

Sutra 34
The proban (hetu) is the proposition stating the
'cause of the establishment of the probadum
(sadhya-sadhana) through the resemblance
[of the subject or paksa] with the 'instance
cited' (udäharana). // i. 1. 34 //
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/if
Bhäsya
> ( >»» \
The proban( is th,e proposition conveying the proof for [the establishment
of] the proj>andum [in the subject] through the resemblance [of the subject or paksa]
with the instance cited. [In other words,] the proban is the specification of a
characteristic as proving the probandum—a characteristic which is perceived in the
subject in the same way in which* it is perceived in the instance cited. For example,
'because it is something produced' [in the inference : sound is non-eternal]. It is
found [in the instance of pot etc.] that whatever is produced is non-eternal.
Elucidation
Proban (heiu) is of two kinds—based on similarity (sädharmya) and based on dissimilarity (vaidharmya). The present sütra defines the first kind of proban as that by
virtue of the presence of which the subject resembles the instance cited. For example,
in the inference "Sound is non-eternal", the subject "sound" resembles the instance
cited, viz "the pot", in "being something produced." Hence "being something produced"
is the proban of the inference.
A characteristic perceived either in the instance cited alone or in the subject alone
cannot be a proban for an inference. As perceived in the instance cited, it gives us the
knowledge of co-existence of the characteristic with the probandum. Perceived over
again in the subject, it becomes the ground for the inference of the probandum in the
subject. (
Bhäsya
Is this alone the definition of a proban ? The answer is in the negative.
What then ?
Sütra 35
Similarly, [the proban is the proposition stating
the cause of the establishment of the probandum] through the dissimilarity (vaidharmya) [of
the subject or paksa with the instance cited].
//i.1.35//
Bhäsya
[The second kind of] proban is the proposition conveying the proof for the
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establishment of the probandum [in the subject] through the dis-similarity [of
the subject] with the instance cited. How ? Sound is non-eternal, because it is
something produced. Whatever is not-produced is etetnal, e.g., substances like the
self etc.

Elucidation
The second form of proban, viz. proban based on dis-similarity, is explained here.
Just as a proban based on similarity implies an instance similar to the subject in possessing the same characteristic, so also a proban based on dis-similarity implies an instance
which is dis-similar to the subject in possessing a contrary characteristic. That is why
Vätsyäyana mentions for the same inference an instance with a contrary characteristic»
namely the self, which is not produced.
Uddyotakara, however, says that the example given by Vätsjäyana of the proban
based on dis-similarity is not acceptable. In this example, the proban remains as a matter
of fact the same as that of sadharmya-hetu; what is different is only the mode of
expression, which difference, again, is due only to the difference of the instance cited.
A proban genuinely based on dis-similarity is called for only in an inference where there
is no agreed instance based on similarity. Thus, e.g., while arguing against the deniers of
the self that "the living body possesses a soul, because it is characterised by vital breath",
it is not possible to find an agreed instance based on similarity, because according to the
deniers of the soul no living body possesses it. Failing to find an instance based on similarity, an instance dis-similar to the subject—e.g. the pot—is to be resorted to. Thus the
inference would be : "The living body must possess a soul, because it is characterised by
vital breath. What does not possess a soul is not characterised by vital breath, e.g.
the pot." The proban **being characterised by vital breath" is based on dis-similarity,
because, according to both the parties, the subject, viz. the living body, possesses the vital
breath, whereas the instance cited—viz. the pot—does not possess it. Gangesa also accepts
this instance cited by Uddyotakara.
But Phanibhüsana argues that Vätsyäyana takes the real purport of these two sutra-s
as that the two forms of proban differ from each other due to the difference in the instance
cited* When the instance cited is similar to the subject, the proban is one based on
similarity. When the instance cited is dis-similar to the subject, the proban is one based
on dis-similarity. There is no rule that the proban based on dis-similarity is to be taken
only when an instance based on similarity is not possible.
In explaining these two sütra-8t Jayanta Bhatta argues that the primary purpose of
Gautama is to give a general definition of proban as that 'which proves the existence of
the probandum in the subject' (sädhya-sädhana). Without such a general definition, neither
the second inference-component, viz. the statement of the proban or hetu, nor the
subsequent discussion of pseudo-probans (hetväbhäsä) can be legitimate. Jayanta claims
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that over and above offering the general definition of proban, these two sütra-s define the
two forms of proban, > namely 1) the proban 'having agreement in presence as well as
agreement in absence' (anvaya-vyatireki) with the probandum and 2) the proban having
only 'agreement in absence* (vyatirekl) with the probandum.
Jayanta refers to another interpretation offered by others according to which these
two sütra-s are to be understood together as referring to only one form of proban, namely
*a proban based on both similarity and dis-similarity' (sädharmya-vaidharmya-hetu).
According to this interpretation, therefore, every inference must have in its favour two
instances, one similar and the other dis-similar to the subject.
Phanibhüsana argues that this other interpretation cannot be accepted. Gautama
would not have felt the need of two separate sütra-s if his real purpose were to define
only one form of proban. Nor is the proban based on both similarity and dis-similarity
the only form of proban, because there may be a proban based on similarity alone. Further,
Vätsyäyana in his commentary on Nyäya-sütra i. 1. 39 clearly asserts that probans have
two forms according to the nature of the instances cited.
*
Though admitting that a general definition of proban is implied in the previous
sütra, Phanibhüsana argues against Jayanta's view that such a general definition is
the' primary purpose of the two sütra-s. Gautama, as a matter of fact, designs this
section i to discuss the five inference-components and as such his main objective here is
to mention the second inference-component, namely the 'proposition stating the proban'
(hetu-väkya). [Moreover, the grammatical peculiarity of the previous sütra goes against
Jayanta's view.]

Sütra 36
Exemplification (udaharana) is a proposition
stating an instance (drstßnta) which being
'similar to the subject' (sadhya-sadharmyd)
'possesses its characteristic' (tat-dharma-bhavT).
//i.1.36//
Bhasya
Similarity with the subject means possessing the same characteristic [as
possessed by the subject]. An object becomes an instance by virtue of possessing
the characteristic of it [i.e. of the subject] because of its similarity with the subject.
The expression tat-dharma [of the sütra] means 'the characteristic of it' and 'of itf
means 'of the sadhya\ Sadhya, again, is of two kinds : 1) a characteristic as
belonging to a subject (dharmiri), e.g. non-eternality as belonging to sound and
2) a subject as qualified by a characteristic, e.g., sound is non-eternal [i.e. sound as
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characterised by non-eternality]. Here, by mentioning the word tat \tat—sädhya
in the expression tat-dharma-bhävl], the second [kind of sädhya] is meant. Why ?
Because of the separate mention of the word dharma [characteristic], [The word
tat means the sädhya. Sädhya may mean either a characteristic or a subject. In the
present context, tat or sädhya means only the latter, because in the expression tatdharma-bhävl, the word dharma or characteristic is mentioned over again.] Tatdharma-bhäva means the presence of the characteristic of the subject. The instance
in which there is a presence of this characteristic is an instance which being similar
to the subject possesses its characteristic. And this is known as the exemplification.
It is observed that the objects like the cooking pot etc., which have the characteristic of being produced, are non-eternal.]1
Now, whatever is produced is said to have the characteristic of being produced. Again, it [i.e. the object with the characteristic of being produced] does
not come into being as already existing [i.e. 'being produced' means *beipg
previously non-existing']. It discards its intrinsic nature [at the time of its destruction] and is completely destroyed. Thus it [i.e., whatever has the characteristic of
being produced] is non-eternal. In this way, the characteristic of being produced
is the proban and non-eternality is the probandum. This 'proban-probandum
relation' (sadhya-sädhanambhäva) between two characteristics is found to exist
somewhere [i.e. in some object], because of similarity [i.e. the similarity between the
instance cited and the subject of inference]. Perceiving this proban-probandum
relation in an instance, one infers it also in the case of sound. [Thus :] Sound is
also non-eternal, because it has the characteristic of being produced, e.g. the
cooking pot etc. It is called exemplification {udaharana), because by this is exemplified (udähriyate) the proban-probandum relation.

Elucidation

The third inference-component is exemplification. It is of two kinds, based on
similarity (sadharmya-udaharana) and based on dis-similarity (vaidharmya-udäharana).
In this sütra Gautama explains the former. Since, however, a general definition of
exemplification is called for, Vätsyäyana adds it in the concluding sentences of his commentary by the etymological analysis of the word udaharana itself. Thus, exemplification
<
1. Though not found in the available texts of the bhasya, Phanibhusana adds within brackets this sentence
to the bhasya under the impression that from Uddyotakara's explanation it appears that such a sentence
might have originally belonged to the text of the bhasya and moreover, a sentence like this appears
to be quite appropriate for the context.
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is an instance by which is exemplified the proban probandum relation between two
characteristics.
Vätsyäyana explains as follows the first form of exemplification, namely that
based on similarity. In the inference» "Sound is non-eternal, because it is produced",
the cooking pot may be taken as the udaharana. The characteristic of being produced
exists in the cooking pot, and therefore it is non-eternal. It was non-existent before its
production and it will be non-existent after its destruction. The same characteristic of
being produced exists in sound also. The subject of the inference, viz. sound, and the
instance cited, viz. the cooking pot, are thus similar. In the udaharana, the two characteristics, viz. being produced and being non-eternal, are found to co-exist. This establishes
the proban-probandum relation between these two. From the perception of this probanprobandum relation it is inferred that sound, which possesses the characteristic of being
produced, also possesses the characteristic of being non-eternal.
As is evident fro Vätsyäyana's illustration, the propositions stating the udaharana
should mention not only the proban-probandum relation but also a concrete instance in
which the relation can be perceived. In the case of the inference under discussion, the
proposition conveying the udaharana is : Whatever possesses the characteristic of being
produced has the characteristic of being non-eternal, e.g. the cooking pot. However,
Gangesa thinks that the mention of a concrete instance in the proposition conveying the
udaharana, being casual, is not universally necessary. According to him, therefore, the
udaharana-vakya may simply be : Whatever possesses the characteristic of being produced
has the characteristic of being non-eternal.

Sutra 37
[Exemplification is also a proposition stating
an instance which] 'being opposite in character
to that' (tat-viparyayat) [i.e. being dis-similar to
the subject or sädhya-dharml] is 'opposite in
nature' {vipanta) [i.e. does not possess the
characteristic of the subject.] // i. 1. 37 //

Bhäsya
The expression that 'exemplification is an instance' [of the previous sütra]
is to be read along with the expressions of the present sütra. Exemplification is
also a proposition stating an instance which 'being dis-similar to the subject'
(sädhya-vaidharmyät) 'does not possess the characteristic* (a-tat-dharma-bhavi) of the
subject. Sound is non-eternal, because it has the characteristic of being produced;
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whatever is not-produced is eternal, e g. the self etc. Now, the instance like that
of the self, is dis-similar to the subject, because it has the characteristic of being
not-produced; and hence it does not possess the characteristic of the subject. In
other words, the characteristic of being non-eternal, which exists in the subject, is
not present in it [i.e. in the instance]. Finding in the instance like that of the self,
that being not-produced it cannot be eternal, one infers the contrary in sound.
Having the characteristic of being produced, sound is non-eternal.
For a proban based on similarity, the exemplification is a proposition stating
an instance which, being similar to the subject, possesses its characteristic. For a
proban based on dis-similarity, the exemplification is a proposition stating an
instance which, being dis-similar to the subject, does not possess the characteristic
of the subject. One,findingthe two characteristics as having proban-probandum
relation in the instance mentionedfirst,also infers their proban-probandum relation
in the subject. One,findingthat of the two characteristics the absence of one is
accompanied by the absence of the other in the instance mentioned second, infers
in the subject the existence of one from the existence of the other. Now the
pseudo-probans are not probans at all, because this [proban-probandum relation
indicated by the instance cited] does not exist in the case of the pseudo-proban.
This potentiality of the proban and the exemplification, being extremely
subtle and understood only with great difficulty, can be realised only by the
accomplished.
Elucidation
The proban-probandum relation in the case of an 'exemplification based on dissimilarity* is the relation of the absence of one characteristic with that of another. Thus,
e.g., in the instance of the self wefindthe absence of being not-produced as related to
the absence of being non-eternal. Such an invariable relation between two cases of
absence is known as vyatireka-vyapti, for vyatireka means absence or abhava. However,
the form of the vyatireka-vyäpti incorporated in the illustration of exemplification based
on dis-similarity as given by Vätsyäyana is characterised as illogical by Väcaspati
Misra. The proper form of the vyatireka-vyäpti is: Wherever there is the 'absence
of the probandum' (sädhya-abhäva), there is the 'absence of the proban' (hetuabhava). But Vätsyäyana reverses the order and gives the form as : Wherever there
is the absence of the proban, there is the absence of the probandum. Thus, the
form of the vyatireka-vyäpti incorporated in the example given by Vätsyäyana is :
Wherever there is the 'absence of being produced' there is the 'absence of being
non-eternal'. But its proper form should have been : Wherever there is the 'absence
ND. 17/a
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of being non-eternal', there is the 'absence of being produced9. Though in certain
cases, the form of vyatireka-vyapti given by Vätsyäyana may not create serious logical
difficulty, in certain other cases it is clearly untenable. Thus, e.g., in the case of
the inference of Hre from smoke, the vyatireka-vyäpti cannot have the form : Wherever
there is the absence of smoke, there is the absence of fire. Because in the case of the
red-hot iron-ball, there is no smoke though there is fire. The correct form here, therefore,
is : Wherever there is the absence of fire, there is the absence of smoke. Accordingly,
Jayanta Bhatta also interprets the sütra in a different way. The expression tat-viparyayat
means 'from the absence of the probandum* and the expression vfparltam means 'the
absence of the proban.* In other words, Jayanta interprets the sütra as meaning: the
case for the exemplification based on dissimilarity would be a case where the absence of
the proban is inferred from the absence of the probandum.
Phanibhüsana, however, points out that there are, as a matter of fact, two types
of vyäpti, called sama-vyapti and visama-vyäpti. The universal relation between the
proban and the probandum, in other words, is of two kinds, viz convertible and nonconvertible. In the former case, the relative position of the proban and the probandum
can be interchanged; whereas in the latter this cannot be done. The example mentioned
by Vätsyäyana is a case of sama-vyapti, where the position of the proban and the probandum can be interchanged. Only in case of visamo-vyapti, the form given by Väcaspati
MisVa and others needs to be strictly maintained.
While explaining exemplification based on similarity, Vätsyäyana sajs, "One
finding two characteristics as having proban-probandum relation in the instance...also
infers their proban-probandum relation in the subject". Thus, Vätsyäyana's view amounts
to this : While perceiving smoke and fire in the kitchen, one perceives the coexistence of
that particular smoke with that particular fire. Afterwards, on perceiving smoke in the
hill one perceives that this particular smoke is similar to the smoke perceived in the
kitchen. From this one infers that this smoke also coexists with a particular fire, viz.
the fire in the hill. Thus, in Vatsyayana's view, the coexistence between smoke and fire
perceived in the instance cited is but the coexistence of a particular smoke and a particular
fire. Such a relatien is generally called visesa-vydpti or an invariable relation between
two particulars. From this is inferred the relation between smoke and fire in the
hill.
But Väcaspati Mis*ra does not subscribe to such a view. Gangesa also argues that
while perceiving smoke and fire in the kitchen, one perceives the coexistence of smoke
in general with fire in general, because, while perceiving smoke and fire in the kitchen,
one also perceives all cases of smoke and fire through an extraordinary sense-object
contact called samanya-laksana-pratyasatti i a perception of smoke is also a perception
of smokeness inhering in the smoke and this smokeness establishes an extra-ordinary
contact with all cases of smoke with the sense concerned. Similar is the case of
the perception of fire. This perception of the coexistence of all smoke with all
fire leaves behind a reminiscent impression, which is revived when one perceives later
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the smoke in the hill. One thus recalls that all cases of smoke are cases of fire and hence
infers that this case of smoke in the hill is also a case of fire.
The problem of inference will be discussed further under Nyaya-sutra ii. 1. 37ff.

Sütra 38
Application (upanaya) is the proposition which
characterises the subject as 'this is similar'
(tatha) [to the instance cited] or as 'this is not
similar' (na tatha) [to the instance cited]
'according to the nature of the instance cited*
(udäharanapeksa). // i. 1. 38 //

Bhasya
The expression udäharanapeksa means 'being determined by the instance
cited' or 'being dependant on the nature of the instance cited' (udäharana-vasa).
The expression 'being dependant on' (vasah) means potency. In the instance having
similarity with the subject, it is found that the objects like the cooking pof, which
have the characteristic of being produced, are non-eternal. [This leads to] the
assertion of the characteristic of being produced regarding the subject [of the
inference, viz.] sound : like the cooking pot sound has the characteristic of being
produced. Again, in the instance having dis-similarity with the subject, it is found
that the objects like the self, which have the characteristic of being not-produced,
are eternal. [This leads to] the assertion of the characterisation of sound as being
something produced, through the assertion which negates the characteristic of being
not-produced in respect of sound : unlike the self» sound does not have the
characteristic of being not-produced. These two forms of assertion result from
the two forms of instance cited. This is called assertion (upasamhara) because by
this is asserted [the subject as characterised by the proban having an invariable
relation with the probandum].
Elucidation
In the present sutra, Gautama gives the general definition of application {upanaya)
as 'the proposition which characterises the subject according to the nature of the instance
cited*. Its two specific forms are mentioned by him by the expressions : 1) tatha or
'this is similar to the instance cited' and 2) na tatha or 'this is not similar to the igstance
cited.'
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Vätsyäyana illustrates the first form of application thus : One ascertains that sound
has the characteristic of being produced, which is perceived in the instance of the cooking
pot as invariably related to the characteristic of being non-eternal. This assertion, based
on the instance of similarity, of the subject as possessing the proban which is invariably
related to the probandum is the first form of application.
The second form of application is illustrated thus : One ascertains that sound does
not possess the characteristic of being not-produced, which characteristic is perceived
in the instance of the self as invariably related to the characteristic of being eternal. This
assertion, based on the instance of dis-similarity of the subject as possessing the proban
[i.e. the absence of the characteristic of being not-produced=the presence of the characteristic of being produced] which is invariably related to the probandum [i.e. the absence of
the characteristic of being eternal—the characteristic of being non-eternal] is the second
form of application.
Application in both these forms contains the vyapti or the invariable relation between
the proban and the probandum. In the first form of application the vyäpti is anvayi, i.e.
based on the agreement in presence. In the second form of application the vyäpti is
vyatireki, i e. based on the agreement in absence.
Gangesa defines application as a proposition which leads to the form of perception
technically called 'the third perception of the proban' {trfiya-linga-parämarsa) [See under
Nyäya-sütra i. 1. 5].
Bhasya
In spite of the proban being of two forms, the exemplification being of two
forms and, consequently, the application being of two forms, that which remains
the same is—
Sutra 39
The conclusion {nigamand) which is the restatement (punah-vacana) of the 'preliminary statement of the thesis' (pratijna) 'along with the
statement of the proban' (hetu-apadesat).
II i- 1. 39 //
Bhasya
After the statement of the proban based on similarity or dis-similarity io
accordance with the nature of the instance cited, it isfinallyconcluded : Therefore,
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sound is non-eternal, because it has the characteristic of being produced. It is
called nigamana, because by it the four propositions, viz. pratijna, hetu, udaharana
and upanaya are made to 'converge into' (nigamyante) a single coherent meaning.
By 'convergence into' is meant 'becoming efficacious' (samar thyante), i.e. 'being,
interrelated* (sambadhyante).
When the proban is based on similarity, the inference (vakya, i.e. nyäyaväkyä) is the group of the five propositions, viz.
1) The preliminary statement of the thesis is : Sound is non-eternal.
2) The proban is : Because of having the characteristic of being produced.
3) The exemplification is : Objects like the cooking pot having the characteristic of being produced are non-eternal.
4) The application is : Similarly, sound also has the characteristic of
being produced.
5) The conclusion is : Therefore, sound is non-eternal, because it has the
characteristic of being produced.
When, again, the proban is based on dis-similarity :
1) Sound is non-eternal.
2) Because of having the characteristic of being produced.1
3) Objects like the self, not having the characteristic of being produced, are
found to be eternal.
4) But sound does not have the characteristic of being not-produced*
5) Therefore, sound is non-eternal, because it has the characteristic of being
produced.

Elucidation
Väcaspati Misra points out that the conclusion is not a mere repetition of the
preliminary statement of the thesis. At the stage of the preliminary statement of the
thesis, it is merely a tentative assertion and remains yet to be proved. At the stage of
the conclusion, however, it is re-stated as already proved.

Bhasya
The instruments of valid knowledge [underlying the inference-components],
which converge in such an inference consisting of the group of these components,
Though this proban seems to be identical with the proban based on similarity, in Vätsyäyana's view the
real difference between the two probans is due to the difference between the two instances cited fop
them.
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establish the thesis, being related with one another. This convergence is
fas' follows].
The preliminary statement of the thesis is based on verbal testimony.
Because the 'communication of a trustworthy person* (apta-upadesa) is 'established
morefirmly*{pratisandhana) and because the trustworthiness of persons other than
the seers [regarding super-empirical subjects or alaukika-visaya1] is not accepted.
The proban is inference, because by perceiving [the invariable relation between
the proban and the probandum] in the instance cited true knowledge [of the
proban] is arrived at. This is explained in the commentary on exemplification
[i.e. on Nyaya-sutra i. 1. 36-7]. Exemplification is based on perception, because
what is not perceived is proved by the perceived. Application is comparison
(updmana), because the assertion is in the form': 'This is similar* (tathäiti).
Further, because even in the case of the assertion having the form 'this is not
similar* (na tatha iti), the presence of an opposite characteristic [in the subject]
is verbally ascertained by negating the characteristic of the similar. The demonstration of the capability of all these [instruments of valid knowledge] to combine
for the sake of establishing the central thesis is conclusion. Their [i.e. of the
inference-components] interdependence is as follows. Without the preliminary
statement of the thesis, the proban etc. become irrelevant and as such would have
been useless. Without the proban 1) what is there to be taken as the ground
[for establishing the thesis], 2) what is to be ascertained in the instance cited as
well as the subject and 3) what is to be taken as that by stating which the preliminary statement of the thesis can be re-stated in the form of the conclusion ?
Without the exemplification, 1) the similarity or dis-similarity with which could
be taken as the ground for establishing the probandum and 2) the similarity with
which could make application possible ? Without the application, the characteristic mentioned as the ground being not definitely ascertained as existing in the
subject, cannot establish the probandum. Without the conclusion, what can lead
to the knowledge of the convergence for the sake of a single thesis of pratijna etc.,
for otherwise their inter-relation would have remained unknown.

Elucidation
After explaining the five inference-components, Vätsyäyana proceeds to show how
these conclusively establish a thesis with the help of the four instruements of valid
knowledge underlying them. This is already mentioned by him in the commentary on the
first sütra.
Vätsyäyana says that pratijna is based on verbal testimony. In a debate the two
1. This is added by Phanibhusana in his translation of the commentary presumably for reconciling the
present statement of Vätsyäyana with those contained in his commentary on Nyäya-sütra i.1.7.
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contesting parties state their own theses, which are already established through verbal
testimony in the form of their respective authoritative works. Their purpose Is to
establish beyond all doubt their respective theses with the help of inference, and, when
possible, finally with the help of perception.
Vätsväyana says that proban is inference as an instrument of valid knowledge.
In case of an inference, the 'proban is perceived for the first time' {prathama-linga-darkana)
in an instance as invariably related with the probandum. The 'proban is perceived for
the second time' (dvinya-linga-darsand) as existing in the subject. This secorjd perception of the proban leads to the recollection of its 'invariable relation with the probandum' (yyapti) previously perceived in the instance, and hence the second perception
of the proban becomes indirectly an instrument of valid inferential knowledge. The second
inference-component, viz. the proban, is based on an inference in this sense of the second
perception of the proban.
The exemplification, says Vätsyäyana, is based on perception. The significance of
this is that without an ultimate or basic perceptual knowledge there can be no inference,
for the knowledge of the invariable relation of the proban and the probandum, which is
crucial for inference, must be perceptual in nature and this invariable relation is perceived
in the instance cited.
The application, says Vätsjäyana, is based on comparison. In the case of comparison there must be a statement of an authoritative person pointing to the similarity
between two objects, e.g., the gavaya is like the cow. The application resembles such a
statement, because it also points to the similarity between two objects, e.g. between sound
and the cooking pot [in so far as both are produced],
[Phanibhüsana, however, points out that in the present context upamäna or comparison as an instrument of valid knowledge is not taken in its usually accepted sense
in the Nyäya philosophy, viz. that which leads to the valid knowledge of the relation
between a word and the object denoted by it. Vätsyäyana's justification for taking upamana in a special sense in the present context seems to be that according to him upamäna
may also have other objects though its primary object is the 'knowledge of the relation
bewteen a word and the object denoted by it' (samjnä-samjni-sambandha).]
The special significance of nigamana or conclusion is that though the inferencecomponents are separately mentioned, yet they form a coherent uhole and converge to
prove a central thesis.
Vätsyäyana lastly shows the special relevance of each of the inference-components
in an inferential process.
Bhasya
Next [is mentioned] the special purpose of [employing] each of the inferencecomponents. The purpose of pratijnä is to state the subject as having the
ND. 18
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characteristic sought to be proved of it. The purpose of hetu is to state how an
object, by virtue of its similarity or dis-similarity with the instance cited, proves
the characteristic sought to be proved. The purpose of udaharana is to state the
proban-probandum relation between two characteristics in the same locus. The
purpose of upanaya is to indicate the coexistence [in the subject] of the two characteristics, which are the proban and the probandum. The purpose of nigamana is to
exclude the contrary possibility of the absence of the probandum [i.e., the characteristic sought to be proved] in the subject, after the proban-probandum relation
between two characteristics perceived in an instance is ascertained.
When hetu and udaharana are thus correctly stated, the possibility of a
multiplicity of jäti and nigrahasthana, resulting from a diversity of defects
indicated on the basis of similarity and dis-similarity, is excluded. Because
one resorting to jäti points to defects ignoring the proban-probandum relation
between two characteristics perceived in an instance. When the proban-probandum relation between two characteristics is properly established and when
it is perceived in the instance cited, the characteristic actually proving the probandum rather than mere similarity or dis-similarity will be taken as the proban,
Elucidation

When the hetu and udaharana are accurate, it is not possible for the opponent to
point to defects in an argument by posing jäti and nigrahasthana against it. Jäti cannot
be posed against an argument with an accurate hetu ; it can be posed against an argument
only when superficial similarity or dis-similarity is taken as the proban.
Different views regarding the number of inference-components : The Mimämsakas
claim that there are only three components of an inference. These are either pratijnä,
hetu and udaharana or udaharana, upanaya and nigamana. In the first of these two alternatives, the purpose of upanaya is served by hetu and the purpose of nigamana by pratijnä.
In the second alternative, the purpose of hetu is served by upanaya and that of pratijnä
by nigamana.
As against this view, Gangesa argues that without upanaya there can be no 'third
perception of the proban' (trtiya-linga-paramarsd), the immediate cause of inferential
knowledge. It may be objected that the third perception of the proban is redundant.
Nevertheless, it must be admitted by all that the definite knowledge of the subject as
possessing the characteristic or proban invariably related to the probandum is essential
an inference. Upanaya has special relevance by way of giving such a knowledge, which
cannot be obtained from hetu, because hetu is the bare statement of the ground of the
inference. Therefore, upanaya is as necessary as hetu. [Secondly, neither pratijnä nor
nigamana can be considered redundant, for pratijnä represents the thesis as yet to be
proved while nigamana represents it as already proved.]
After the statement of the proban (hetu) it is necessary to state the instance
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(udäharana), which shows the proban-probandum relation between the two characteristics,
viz. the one sought to be proved (sädhya-dhaima) and the other cited as the ground (hetu).
According to the Jainas, however, the udäharana is redundant. Vyäpti or the universal
relation between the proban and the probandum may be of two kinds, called antar-vyapti
and vahir-vyapti. The universal relation as existing in the subject of an inference between
two characteristics is antar-vyäpti, while the same universal relation as existing elsewhere
is vahir-vyapti. Thus, in the case of inferring fire from smoke in the hill, the universal
relation between smoke and fire as existing in the hill is antar-vyapti, while the same
universal relation existing elsewhere—e.g. in the kitchen—is vahir-vyapU. The Jainas argue
that if inference is at all possible, it can be so only on the strength of antar-vyapti and
thus vahir-vyapti is unnecessary. Hence, udäharana—which is but a statement of vahirvyapti—is-redundant. Moreover, the purpoes of upanaya and nigamana is already served
by pratijnä and hetu. As such, pratijnä and hetu are the only two necessary components
of an inference.
Some of the Buddhists, again, though defining pratijnä, do not consider it to be a
necessary inference-component on the ground that it has no relevance for establishing
the ultimate thesis. They further claim that upanaya serves the purpose of hetu and
nigamana is just superfluous. According to them, therefore, there are only two inferencecomponents, namely upanaya and udäharana.
But Jayanta Bhatta argues that the alleged antar-vyäpti is nothing but an application
of vyäpti in general (or sämänya-vyäpti) to a particular case and udäharana points
to this vyäpti in general. Thus, the relation between all smoke and all fire is sämänyavyäpti, while the alleged antar-vyäpti is nothing but an application of it, viz. the relation
between the smoke as existing in the hill and the fire as existing in the hill. Thus, as a,
statement of the sämänya-vyäpti, udäharana cannot be redundant.
Phanibhüsana concludes by showing that nigamana is necessary ever and above
pratijnä because of two major considerations. First, it shows that the first four inferencecomponents converge in establishing a central thesis. Secondly, it establishes the central
thesis conclusively by way of negating the possibility of any contrary alternative.
HERE ENDS THE SECTION ON NYÄYA
(nyäya-prakarana )
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Bhasya
Next shonld be stated the definition of tarka. Hence is said the following.

Sutra 40
hypothetical argument' {tarka) is a form of
deliberation (üha) for determining the specific
nature of *an object whose real nature is yet to
be known' (a-vijnata-tattve arthe) by pointing
out the real grounds [for it]. // i. 1. 40 //

Elucidation
The word tarka is used in various senses. According to some—e.g. the Vaisesikas
and Buddhists—it is a form of inference. However, as one of the sixteen categories
enumerated by Gautama, it carries a technical sense. It means a form of deliberation
(üha) which acts as an accessary to a pramdna, without itself being a pramana. The
purpose of such a deliberation is the attainment of 'the right knowledge of an object'
(tattva-jnana). How can it lead to such a knowledge ? Because it points to the real
grounds or proofs in favour of the knowledge. But what is the nature of the object for
which such a deliberation is appropriate ? It has relevance for an object which is known
in general but whose specific nature is not yet known. The question of such a deliberation
does not arise in case of an object which is completely unknown or the specific nature of
which is already determined.

Bhasya
Regarding an object the specific nature of which is not yet known, there
arises an enquiry in the form : "I should like to know it [i.e. its specific nature]."
In respect of the object thus enquired, one separately considers [the possibility of]
two contradictory characteristics [as belonging to it] : "Is this its specific nature ?"
or "Is its specific nature not this V* The enquirer ultimately ascertains one of the
two characteristics thus doubted by way of providing proof [in its favour], i.e.
because there is ground or proof or justification in favour of this alternative. As
there is definite proof in favour of this alternative, the object must be of such
nature and not otherwise. Here is an example.
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The enquiry takes the form : "I should like to know the exact nature of the
knower that cognises the various objects known". The doubt takes the form : "Is
this [knower] of the nature of something produced or of something not produced ?"
One then asserts the specific characteristic in favour of which one finds definite
ground in respect of the object [the specific nature of which is] doubted and the
specific nature of which is unknown. [The assertion takes the following form :]
Only when the knower is of the nature of something not produced [i.e. is eternal],
it can enjoy the fruits of its own actions [i.e. can enjoy the pleasure or pain
resulting from the actions of its previous births], [Further], of suffering, birth,
activity, evil and false knowledge—each of the succeeding one causes the preceding
one and on the removal of each succeeding one is removed the immediately
preceding one, thus ultimately resulting in liberation. In this way, there can be
worldly existence and liberation [only on the assumption that the knower is of the
the nature of something not produced]. On the assumption that the knower
is of the nature of something produced, there can be [no explanation of] worldly
existence and liberation. [If the knower is viewed as something produced, it will
have to be considered as] being conjoined with body, senses, mind and awareness
[only] at the moment it is produced and hence this [connection with body etc.]
will not be the result of its own previous action. When something is produced, it
is produced not as something previously existing and hence there can be no enjoyment of the fruits of the knower's own actions which are non-existing or completely
destroyed. On the same ground, the same knower cannot have connections with
various bodies [in its different births] nor can it have absolute cessation of
connection with body [during liberation]. The alternative, for which no adequate
ground is ascertained, is not asserted. Deliberation of this nature is known as tarka.
Why is it {tarka) considered an accessary to [the attainment of] right knowledge and not right knowledge as such ? Because it does not [by itself] establish
[one of the alternatives] definitely. It simply asserts one of the characteristics by
pointing to the real grounds but does not [by itselfj ascertain or establish or
demonstrate in the form : "The object must be of such nature."
How, then, can it be an accessary to true knowledge ? It can be an
accessary to true knowledge because such a deliberation, by asserting the grounds
in favour of true knowledge [i.e. in favour of the correct alternative], strengthens
the efficacy of the instrument of valid knowledge [and from this enhanced efficacy]
results right knowledge.
Tarka, which thus is an accessary to the instrumeats of valid knowledge, is
mentioned in the sutra defining vada (Nyaya-sutra i. 1. 42) conjointly with pramana,
because it lends support to pramana*
In the expression 'an object whose real nature is yet to be known' (aviynatatattve arthe\ 'real nature' (tattva) means the identity of the object as it is rather
than its contrary, i.e. its absolute sameness.
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Elucidation
Vätsyäyana begins with a reference to the situation that calls for tarka. First,
there arises an enquiry into the exact nature of an object. This is followed by a doubt
provoked by the possibility of contradictory alternatives as to its real nature. Tarka
dispels this doubt by way of pointing to the ground in favour of one of these alternatives.
Vacaspati, however, points out that generally speaking an enquiry into the exact
nature of an object takes place after there is a doubt as to its exact nature, though there
are cases of doubt following the enquiry, in which cases alone tarka has its efficacy.
Accordingly, Vätsyäyana says that enquiry is followed by doubt, which is settled by
tarka,
Vätsyäyana next explains and illustrates how tarka dispels the doubt and helps the
attainment of right knowledge. Though tarka by itself does not produce certain knowledge, it enhances the efficacy of the instruments of valid knowledge and by way of
dispelling the possibility of doubt helps the instrument of valid knowledge to have
unfettered efficacy in ascertaining the true nature of an object.
However, Udayana—and following him Varadaräja—define tarka as anista-prasanga,
literally [a form of argument which imposes on the opponent] an admission of'the
illogical' (anista). The illogical or anista may be either the rejection of what is wellproved or the acceptance of the unproved. Thus, e.g., if one asserts that water cannot
quench thirst, it will be objected that no thirsty person should drink water. But this
will be an admission of the illogical, because the quenching of thirst by water is wellproved. Again, if one asserts that water causes internal burning, it will be objected that
by drinking water 1 should also suffer from internal burning. But this will be an admission
of the illogical, because the possibility of water producing internal burning is unproved.
The followers of Navya-nyäya explain tarka in strict inferential terminology. Tarka,
according to them, is the wrong attribution of the pervader (vyapakd) resulting from the
wrong attribution of the pervaded (vyapya) in an object where the absence of the pervader
is already established. Thus, e.g., in thefire-smokerelation, fire is pervader and smoke
is pervaded and it is well-established that fire does not exist in water. If, however,
somebody wrongly attributes smoke to water, the following tarka could be posed against
him : If the water contains smoke, it should as well contain fire. The function of such
a tarka is two-fold. First, it helps to 'ascertain the right nature of an object* (visayaparisodhaka),—e g. the absence of smoke in water. Secondly, it helps to 'ascertain the
invariable relation between two terms' (yyapti-grahaka) by negating the possibility of any
doubt about it, e.g. the possible doubt about the universal relation existing between smoke
and fire is dispelled by the tarka that if there is no such universal relation between the
two, then there should be between them no causal connection either.
Udayana classifies tarka under five heads, viz. 1) atmasraya or self-dependence,
2) anyonyasraya or reciporcal dependence, 3) cakrakasraya or vicious circle, 4) anavastha
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or infinite regress and 5) anista-prasanga or the acceptance of the illogical. But Phanibhüsana comments that the essential nature of tarka is the acceptance of the illogical,
though Udayana mentions all these forms for the sake of a detailed and comprehensive
understanding of it.
As Udayana, Varadaräja, Näräyana Bhatta (Mimamsaka author of Manameyodaya)
and others show, tarka is an accessary not only to inference but also to the other instruments of valid knowledge and thus it helps the attainment of right knowledge.
Bhasya
In the context of such tarka,
Sutra 41
'Final ascertainment' (nirnaya) is the determination (avadharana) of [the right nature of] an
object (artha) 'after having an initial doubt'
(vimrsya) [about it] through [the establishment]
of the thesis (paksa) and [the refutation of]
the anti-thesis (pratipaksa). 11 i. 1. 41. //
Bhasya
Sadhana means 'establishing [one's own thesis]' (sthapana) and upalambha
means 'refuting [the opponent's thesis]' (pratisedha). These—sadhana and upalambha—are referred to by [the words] thesis (paksa) and anti-thesis (pratipaksa)
[in the sütra}, because these two depend on and are related to the thesis and antithesis and are employed for ultimately establishing one of the alternatives [i.e. the
thesis]. One of these two must ultimately be rejected and the other established.
Thus, final ascertainment is the determination of the contention of that which is
established.
[Objection :] This determination of the right nature of an object is not
possible through thesis and anti-thesis. [Of the two contestants in a debate] the
first establishes his intended thesis by showing the grounds for it and refutes the
objections raised by the other against it. The other [contestant] refutes the grounds
offered [by the first] for establishing the position of the first and recovers the
objections [raised against the position of the first] by refuting the replies [offered
by the first against these objections]. This process [of argumentation eventually
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leads to a stage where the grounds and objections raised by one of the contestants]
come to an end. After [the grounds and objections of] one come to an end, those
[grounds and objections] which remain [unrefuted] lead to the determination of
the right nature of an object, which is the final ascertainment. [Thus the main
point of the objection is that final ascertainment is not due to both thesis and
anti-thesis ; it is due only to the grounds etc. offered by one of the contestants,
i.e. by one who becomes finally victorious],
[Answer : This is not so. As Gautama] says, the determination of the right
nature of an object is due to both. On what ground ? The legitimacy of one [i e.
of the grounds offered by the contestant who becomes finally victorious] and the
illegitimacy of the other [i.e. of the objections raised against these by the other contestant]—these legitimacy and illegitimacy conjointly dispel the doubt. But the doubt
is not dispelled in the case of the legitimacy of both or of the illegitimacy of both.
The word vimrsya [in the sutra] means 'after having an initial doubt*. This
doubt is mentioned here because, by clearly posing the thesis and anti-thesis, it
[i.e. doubt] necessitates the application of nyaya. But by this [doubt] is to be
understood the knowledge of two contradictory characteristics about the same
object. Where, however, two opposite characteristics can be logically attributed to
the 'subject taken in its general aspect' (dharmi-sämänya), it will be a case of
juxtaposition (samuccaya), because the subject is logically found to be of such
nature.
Thus, e.g., in the definition [of a substance given by Kanada in Vaisesikasütra i. 1. 15], namely substance is the substratum of action,—that substance which
can be proved as having relation to action is the substratum of action [e g., the
body which moves], while that which cannot be proved to be so is not the
substratum of action [e g. the self which does not move]. [Here, the form of
juxtaposition is the knowledge : "Substance in general both is and is not a substratum of action"].
[The knowledge of] two opposite characteristics in the same subject not
simultaneously subsisting is 'temporal contrariety' (käla-vikalpa). The same
substance is the substratum of action so long as there is actual movement in it,
while so long as movement is not produced in it or the movement [previously
produced in it] has ceased to be, it is not the substratum of movement.
There is no general rule that in all cases of final ascertainment there will be
the determination of the right nature of an object through thesis and anti-thesis
after having an initial doubt. [That is, doubt is not an essential pre-condition
for final ascertainment] Thus, in perception resulting from sense-object contact
final ascertainment is [merely, i.e. without any initial doubt] the determination of the
right nature of an object. Only in the case of a debate (parlksa),finalascertainment
is the determination of the right nature of an object through thesis and anti-thesis
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after having an initial doubt. Final ascertainment through väda [see the next
sütra] and 'textual study' (sastra) is without any initial doubt.
HERE ENDS THE FIRST ÄHNIKA (lit. discourse of a day)
OF THE FIRST CHAPTER OF VÄTSYÄYANA'S
COMMENTARY ON THE IsJYÄYA-SÜTRA

Elucidation
After discussing 'hypothetical argument' (tarka), Gautama passes on to explain
the nature of 'final ascertainment' (nirnaya) and with this he concludes the first ahnika
of the first chapter of the Nyäya-sütra. This is done because final ascertainment is the
culmination of nyaya and is usually preceded by tarka. Tarka generally presupposes
doubt. But how can one, while listening to a debate, overcome this doubt and have the
final ascertainment ? Gautama answers that this is done through thesis (paksa) and antithesis (prati-paksa). But paksa and prati-paksa literally mean two contradictory
characteristics alleged by the two contestants in a debate as belonging to the same
object. Thus, e.g., in a debate one contestant claims that sound is eternal, while the
other claims that sound is non-eternal. Here eternality and non-eternality as characterising
sound are the paksa and prati-paksa. Obviously, however, the right nature of the
object cannot be determined by two such contradictory characteristics. Hence paksa
and prati-paksa cannot be taken here in their literal or primary senses. Vätsyäyana,
therefore, explains the secondary senses in which these two are to be taken in the present
context. These secondary senses are sadhana and upalambha respectively. By sadhana is
meant the arguments which establish one's own thesis and upalambha means the refutation
of the arguments advanced in support of the opponent's thesis. But, then, the question is :
Why does Gautama use the words paksa and prati-paksa when he actually means sadhana
and upalambha ? In answer it is said that final ascertainment results only after both the
contestants have offered their sadhana and upalambha for their respective positions,
namely, the paksa and prati-paksa. The mere use of the words sadhana and upalambha
could not have conveyed this implication. Of course, the debate can culminate in final
ascertainment only when the sadhana and upalambha offered by one of the contestants
are finally rejected in favour of those offered by the other. Therefore, by paksa and
prati-paksa are meant in the sütra the sadhana and upalambha offered by the two contestants in a debate, of which the sadhana and upalambha of one are ultimately established.
It may be objected that final ascertainment is due not to the sadhana and upalambha
of both the contestants but to those of only one, i.e. of the contestant who becomes
finally victorious. Hence the statement that final ascertainment is due to both paksa and
prati-paksa cannot be accepted. Vätsyäyana answers that final ascertainment is achieved
ND. 19
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through the sadhana and upalambha of both the contestants. How is it so ? One of the
two contestants will have to defend his own sadhana and demolish the upalambha of the
other. Final ascertainment is reached only after this and as such it cannot be due to the
mere sadhana and upalambha of one of the contestants.
Gautama uses the word vimrsya to indicate an initial doubt, which is usually a precondition for the eventual attainment of final ascertainmet. Though both the contestants are convinced of the validity of their respective positions, yet one listening to the
contradictory claims of the two contestants has a doubt as to the right nature of an object.
In other words, such a doubt is but the presentation of the two contradictory alternatives
about the same object and final ascertainment results only when one of these two alternatives is rejected in favour of the other. This doubt, as Vätsyäyana shows, is to be
differentiated from juxtaposition (samuccaya : the knowledge of two opposite characteristics which can be logically attributed to a subject taken in its general aspect) and
'temporal contrariety' (kala-vikalpa : the knowledge of two opposite characteristics not
simultaneously subsisting in the same subject).
HERE ENDS THE SECTION ON THE DEFINITION OF THE
CONSEQUENCES OF NYÄYA
(nyaya-uttaranga-laksana-prakarana)

THE FIRST AHNIKA OF THE FIRST CHAPTER ENDS
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Adhyäya i

Ähnika 2
Bhasya

Debate (kathä) is of three forms : 'discussion for the final ascertainment*
(väda), 'debating maneuver* (jalpa) and 'destructive criticism' (vitandä). Of these—
Sutra 1
Väda is [the form of debate in which the two
contestants] 'uphold the thesis and anti-thesis*
(paksa-pratipaksa-parigraha) by substantiation
(sädhana) and refutation (upälambha) with the
help of pramäna-s and tarka, 'without being
contradicted by proved doctrine* (siddhantaaviruddha) and 'employing the five inferencecomponents' (panca*avaya\a-upapanna)» 11 i.2.1//
Elucidation
Thefirstthree sütra-s of the second ähnika discuss debate (kathä) in three forms.
These constitute the 'section on debate* (kathä-prakarana). Though there are various
meanings of the word kathä, it is used by Vätsyäyana in the technical sense of debate,
which is done also by Gautama in Nyäya-mtra v. 2. 19 and v. 2. 23. Gautama defines
the three forms of debate, but does not offer any general definition of it. Later Naiyäyikas, therefore, found it necessary to find a general definition of debate. According
to Väcaspati Misra and Varadaräja, debate consists in the statements and counter-statements on the part of more than one contestants relating to a central theme. Visvanatha
adds that these statements and counter-statements should moreover be in accordance
with the principles of logic and should have for their end either the attainment of eight
knowledge or victory over the opponent.
Of these three forms of debate, though jalpa and vitandä may in rare cases lead to
the 'attainment of right knowledge* (tattva-nirnaya), their primary purpose is 'victory
over the opponent' (vijaya). By contrast, väda has for its primary purpose the attainment
of right knowledge. Väda par excellance is the discussion between the perceptor and
disciple leading to right knowledge.
ND. 19/a
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Two contradictory characteristics attributed to the same subject [by the two
contestants], because of their mutual exclusion, constitute the thesis (paksa) and
anti-thesis (prati-paksa), e.g , [one claims that] the self exists, [while the other con«
tends that] the self does not exist. [Thus, the thesis is the attribution of existence
to'self, while the anti-thesis is the attribution of non-existence to self.]
Two contradictory characteristics attributed to different subjects do not
constitute thesis and anti-thesis, e.g. "The self is eternal" and "Knowledge is noneternal".
Upholding (parigraha) means regulation (vyavasthä) regarding adherence
[to a thesis]«
Väda is the upholding of such thesis and anti-thesis. It is qualified [in the
sütra] by the dL&]tct\vepramäna-tarka-sädhana'Upälambha, which is to be understood
as 'substantiation with the help of pramana-s and tarkcf (pramäna-tarka-scdhanä) *s
well as 'refutation with the help of pramana-s and tarka9 (pramäna-tarkaupälambha). [In other words] in the case of vada, both substantiation and refutation
are done with the help of pramana-s and tarka. Sadhana means substantiating
[one's own thesis] and upälambha means refuting [the opponent's thesis]. These,
sadhana and upälambha, are 'related to* (vyatisakta) both the contestants [i e. both
offer their sadhana and upälambha] and are adhered to (anubaddha), i.e. [are offered]
so long as [the claim] of one is finally silenced and that of the other finally remains.
That which is silenced is refuted and that which remains is established.
The application of 'the point of defeat' (nigrahasthana), [being mentioned] in
the case of jalpa [it follows that] it is not to be applied in the case of väda. Though
[in the case of väda, the application of nigrahasthana is] forbidden, the expression
•without being contradicted by proved doctrine' (siddhänta-aviruddha) is used [in the
sütra] to indicate [the legitimacy of] the application of a few forms [of nigrahasthana
even in the case of vada]. In the case of vada, the legitimacy of the point of defeat
(nigrahasthana) in the form of pseudo-proban (hetväbhäsa) is admitted, because
[Gautama says,] "[The pseudo-proban called] viruddha means [a proban which] is in
contradiction with it, I.e. one's own accepted thesis" (Nyäya-sütra i. 2. 6). [The word
viruddha in the expression siddhänta-aviruddha of the sütra, is taken by Vätsyäyana
to mean pseudo*proban. Hence he argues that though, generally speaking, the use
of nigrahasthana is forbidden in the case of vada, the use of pseudo-probans are
not so, in spite of pseudo-probans being nigrahasthana*]
The expression 'employing the five inference-components' (panca-avayavaupapanna) [in the sütra] is used to indicate the legitimacy of [the application of
nigrahasthana] in the forms of'the deficient' (nyuna), which consists in the omission
of any of the five inference-components (Nyäya-sütra v. 2. 12) and 'the redundant'
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(adhika), which consists in the mention of more than one proban and more than
one instance cited (Nyäya-sütra v. 2. 13).
Though the pramänas and tarka are already included in the inferencecomponents, pramäna and tarka are also separately mentioned [in the süträ] to
indicate the relation of substantiation (sadhana) and refutation (upälambha) with both
the contestants. Otherwise, if [in a debate] both the contestants are motivated by
the arguments for substantiation alone, [even such cases] would be called väda.
[That is, it will not be a case of väda so long as both the contestants try merely to
substantiate their own theses without also refuting each other.] The use of the
words pramäna and tarka further implies that in a väda substantiation and refutation may alternatively be effected with the help of those alone [i e. only pramäna
and tarka] without employing the inference-components, because it is found that
the pramänas can prove a thesis without being connected with any inferencecomponent. [Lastly] pramäna and tarka are separately mentioned to indicate that
since it has been said that jalpa is a debate in which substantiation and refutation are
made with the help of chala, jäti and nigrahasthänat it is not to be understood that
jalpa is without those forms of nigrahasthäna [which are legitimately employed in
a väda]. In other words, it should not be understood that in jalpa substantiation
and refutation are effected exclusively through chalo, jäti and nigrahasthäna, while
in väda substantiation and refutation are effected through the pramänas and
tarka.

Elucidation
Väda is differentiated from jalpa and vitandä by the expression prcmonc-tcrkasädhana-upälambha, i.e. in which substantiation and refutation are effected with the help
of the pramänas and tarka. This implies that in the case of väda, one should not use
chala, jäti and nigrahasthäna for substantiation and refutation, while chala, etc. are freely
used in jalpa and vitandä.
But tarka is not a pramäna. How, then, can it be used for substantiation and
refutation ? Uddyotakara answers that tarka enhances the efficacy of pramäna and thereby
helps substantiation and refutation.
Since Gautama himself says that chala, jäti and nigrahasthäna are to be employed
for substantiation and refutation in the case of jalpa, it follows that nigrahasthäna is not
to be used in the case of väda. Nevertheless, he recommends the use of certain specific
forms of nigrahasthäna even in the case of väda. Thus, the expression siddhäntaaviruddha of the sütra implies that nigrahasthäna in the form of pseudo-proban {hetväbhäsä)
is to be used in väda while the expression pdnca-avayava-upapanna of the sütra shows that
Gautama recommends nigrahasthäna in the form of nyüna and adhika even in the case of
väda. But Uddyotakara differs from Vätsyäyana in interpreting the implications of these
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two expressions of the sütra. He admits that the use of nigrahasthana in the form of
pseudo-proban is recommended in a väda by Gautama ; but this is done by the expression
panca-avayava-upapanna rather than by siddhänta-aviruddha. Employing thefiveinferenc
components means employing these in their correct form while the use of a pseudo-proban
is but an incorrect use of an inference-component, i.e. the use of a pseudo-avoyava.
What, then, according to Uddyotakara, is the implication of the expression siddhantaaviruddha ? It is the recommendation in vada of the nigrahasthana in the form of 'vicious
conclusion* (apasiddhanta), i.e. the acceptance of the conclusion which goes against one's
own position (Nyäya-sütra v. 2. 23).
Phanibhüsana, however, argues that it is not the intention of Vätsyäyana to exclude
the recommendation in vada of the nigrahasthana in the form of apasiddhanta. Still
Vätsyäyana is justified in reading the implication of siddhänta-aviruddha as the recommendation of nigrahasthana in the form of pseudo-proban, inasmuch as the employment of
thefiveinference-components is not an essential feature of all cases of vada, whereas
the use of nigrahasthana in the form of pseudo-proban is essential for väda. Therefore,
it is bettet to take the expression siddhanta-aviruddha as implying the use of nigrahasthana
in the form of pseudo-proban so that pseudo-probans are pointed out in all cases of
vada irrespective of their use of the five inference-components.
The primary implication of the expression pramdna-tarka-sädhana-upalambha is to
differentiate vada from jalpa and vitanda, where, over and above pramäna and tarka,
chala etc. are employed for substantiation and refutation. However, this expression has
also certain secondary implications, which are : 1) each of the participants is to use
pramäna and tarka for substantiating his own position and refuting that of his opponent,
2) there may be cases of vada even without the employment of the five inference-components and 3) pramäna and tarka are employed even in the case of jalpa.
Sutra 2
Jalpa is [a form of debate] 'characterised by all
the features as previously said' (yathoktaupapanna) [i.e. by all the features mentioned in
the previous sütra defining väda] 'where substantiation and refutation are effected through
chala Jäti and [all the forms of] nigrahasthana9
( chala-jäti-nigrahasthäna-sädhana-upälambha )
[over and above]. // i. 2. 2 //
Bhäsya
By the expression yathokta-upapanna is to be understood [the following]:
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1) 'where substantiation and refutation are effected through pramana-s and tarka\
2) 'not being contradicted by proved doctrine', 3) 'employing the five inferencecomponents' and 4) 'upholding of the thesis and anti-thesis'. The expression
chala-jati-nigrahasthana-sadhana-upalambha means that in it [i.e. jalpa] substantiation and refutation are effected through chala, jati and [all the forms of] nigrahasthana [over and above]. [A debate] characterised by all these features is jalpa,
[Objection :] Substantiation of a thesis by chala, jäti and nigrahasthana is
not possible. These are found to be 'merely destructive in nature' (pratisedhärthata)
[in the sutra-s] giving their general as well as specific definitions. Thus, e g., [as
in the case of the definitions] "Chala is the rebuttal of the words [or arguments]
of the opponent by way of inventing a meaning contradictory to the meaning
intended" (Nyäya-sütra i. 2. 10) ; "Jati is a futile rejoinder based on superficial
similarity and dis-similarity" (Nyaya-sütra i. 2.18); ^Nigrahasthana means [the
demonstration] of contradictory knowledge or ignorance [of any of the contestants]" (Nyaya-sutra i. 2. 19). And in the cases of specific definitions as well [is
found their same essential destructive character]. Nor can it be argued that these
substantiate one's own thesis because of their destructive nature [i.e. because these
destroy the arguments of the opponent], for this could have been conveyed simply
by saying that jalpa [is a form of debate] where refutation (upalambha) is effected
through chala, jati and nigrahasthana, [In other words, in that case the word
sadhana or substantiation would have been superfluous in the sütra.]
[Answer : ] Chala, jäti and nigrahasthana act as the auxiliaries in the cases
of substantiation and refutation effected with the help of the pramana-s, because
these defend one's own position [by negating the counter-arguments of the
opponent]: by themselves, however, these have no efficacy in substantiating [any
thesis]. [In other words, when a thesis is substantiated with the help of pramana-s,
these chala, jati and nigrahasthana have the function of auxiliaries as these defend
one's own thesis—when employed, these defend one's own position by demolishing
that of the opponent. As is said [by Gautama,] "Jalpa and vltandä are [employed]
for the purpose of defending the knowledge well-ascertained, just as the fence of
thorny branches is for the protection of the sprout." (Nyaya-sutra iv. 2. 50).
Further, when there is the refutation of the opponent with the help of the
pramäna-s, these chala etc. being employed have the function of auxiliaries, because
these demolish the refutation [advanced by the opponent].
In jalpa, these chala etc. are employed in the capacity of auxiliaries and these
have no independent efficacy [in substantiating a thesis]. In case of refutation,
however, they have independent efficacy.
Elucidation
Though Vätsyäyana claims that chala etc., in spite of being merely destructive in
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nature, are ultimately conducive to the substantiation of a thesis, Uddyotakara does not
agree to this. Chala etc. are but vicious tricks in argumentation and are used for silencing
the opponent at any cost. As such, these can never positively establish anything. Being
unable to refute an opponent properly, one employs these to silence him being prompted
by the desire for victory in the debate. But even if the opponent is thus silenced,
chala etc. can never establish one's thesis.
In defence of Vätsyäyana, Phanibhüsana argues that from Gautama's own statement {Nyaya-sutra iv. 2. 50) it is clear that though chala etc. cannot directly substantiate
any thesis, these can act as auxiliaries to the pramana-s which substantiate a thesis. At
the same time, Phanibhüsana concludes by pointing to the essential characteristic of
väda,jalpa and vitandä : vada is a debate prompted by the desire for the attainment of right
knowledge, jalpa is a debate prompted by the desire for victory and vitandä is a debate
prompted by the desire for victory where the opponent has no care for establishing any
thesis of his own.
Sütra 3
This [i.e. jalpa mentioned in the previous sütra]
becomes vitandä when the 'opponent has no
care for establishing any thesis of his own9
(pratipaksa-sthäpanä-hlna). // i. 2. 3 //
Bhasya
This jalpa becomes vitanda. But being characterised by what ? Being
without any care for establishing a counter-thesis by the opponent. One who
employs vitanda does not bother to establish either of the two contradictory
characteristics called thesis and anti-thesis, which are alleged [by the contestants]
to characterise the same object. [Instead of this, one employing vitandä] proceeds
simply by refuting the position of the other. [ Objection : ] But, then, why not
define vitandä as that [i.e. jalpa] which is 'without any anti-thesis' (pratipaksa-hwa) ?
[Answer ; This cannot be so defined, because] the propositions put forward for the
refutation of the other's position constitute the anti-thesis of the person employing
vitandä. But he does not substantiate any thesis after declaring it to be his
position. Therefore, the wording of the sütra should be left as it is.
Elucidation
Though the words jalpa and vitandä are generally used in a derogatory sense,
Phanibhüsana shows that even these two forms of debate were not lawless altercations.
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There were definite rules governing even these. These rules related to the two
contestants, a jury to whom the contestants explained their arguments and a presiding
head who, on the verdict of the jury, declared one of the contestants as being finally
victorious.
The Jaina philosopher Hemacandra refuses to admit jalpa and vitanda as forms of
debate and claims that debate or katha has only one form, namely, vada. Vädidevasüri,
however, admits that vada may be motivated by the desire for attaining either victory or
right knowledge. The Buddhist philosopher Vasuvandhu also recognises debate
only in one form, namely väda, though, according to him, it may be prompted by
the desire for the attainment either of right knowledge or of material gain. But the
Naiyäyikas clearly differentiate between the three forms of debate according to the desires
motivating these.
HERE ENDS THE SECTION ON DEBATE
(katha-prakarana)

Bhasya
Those which are not real probans because of not possessing the real
characteristics of a proban, but which appear as probans because of their similarity
with the proban, are—

Sütra 4
The pseudo-probans (hetvabhasa), namely 'the
irregular' (savyabhicara), 'the contradictory*
(yiruddha), 'the counter-acted' (prakaranasama\
'the unproved' (sadhyasama) and 'the mistimed'
(kälätlta). // i. 2. 4 //
ND.20
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Elucidation
Vätsyäyana shows that the general definition of hetvabhasa (pseudo-proban) is
suggested by its very etymology and as such Gautama does not offer any general definition
of it. The pseudo-proban resembles the proban in possessing certain characteristics of
the proban but not all the characteristics thereof. What, then, are the real characteristics
of a proban ? Already in Nyaya-sutia i. 1. 34, Gautama, by defining hetu as that which
proves the probandum (or the characteristic sought to be proved in the subject), has
indicated that the proban is a mark which can "prove the existence of the characteristic
sought to be proved in a subject' (sädhya-sadhand). But when does a mark prove the
probandum ? By enumerating the five-fold pseudo-proban, Gautama indicates that to
be a real proban a mark must possess five characteristics in default of any of which it
becomes a pseudo-proban. These five characteristics, as clearly explained by the later
Naiyäyikas, are:
1) 'presence in the subject* (paksa-sattva),
2) 'presence in an indisputable locus of the probandum' (sapaksa-sattva),
3) 'absence in an indisputable locus of the absence of the probandum' (yipaksa-asattva),
4) 'having no counter-argument' (a-satpratipaksitatva), and
5) 'being uncontradicted' (a-vadhitatva).
By paksa is meant something where the presence of the probandum is yet to be
proved. Presence in such a subject is paksa-sattva*
By sapaksa is meant something where the presence of the probandum is already
proved. Presence in such an indisputable locus is sapdksa-sattva.
By vipaksa is meant something where the absence of the probandum is already
proved. Absence in such an indisputable locus is vipalcsaasattva.
Thus, e.g.. in the inference of fire from smoke in the hill, the hill is the paksa, the
kitchen sapaksa and water vipaksa. The mark, namely smoke, being present in the hill
as well as in the kitchen and being absent in water, has the first three characteristics of
a valid proban, viz. paksa-sattva, sapaksa-sattva and vipaksa-asattva. Further, as there
is no counter-mark equally powerful and as the absence of fire in the hill is not already
proved by any stronger ground, this mark, namely smoke, has also the characteristics of
asatpratipaksltatva and a-vadhitatva respectively. Thus, in short, smoke becomes a real
mark for the inference of fire in the hill as it possesses all the five required characteristics
of a proban.
The lack of any one of these five characteristics makes a mark a pseudo-proban.
Thus :
1) The absence of the first characteristic results in the pseudo-proban called 'the
unproved' (sädhyasama).
2) The absence of the second characteristic results in the pseudo-proban called 'the
contradictory' (viruddha).
3) The absence of the third characteristic results in the pseudo-proban called 'the
irregular* (savyabhicara).
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4) The absence of the fourth characteristic results in the pseudo-proban called 'the
counter-acted' (prakaranasama).
5) The absence of thefifthcharacteristic results in the pseudo-proban called 'the
mistimed (kälatita).
Bhasya
Of these—
Sutra 5
[The pseudo-proban called] 'the irregular*
(savyabhicära) [is a mark] which is 'not [exclusively] concomitant with any one [i.e. not
exclusively concomitant with the presence of
the probandum]* (anaikantika) 11 i. 2. 5 //
Bhäsya
Vyabhicara means 'not being restricted to one* (ekatra avyavasthiti). Sa-vyabhicära means «being characterised by such vyabhicara*. Example—"Sound is
eternal, as it does not possess the quality of touch. The jar, which has the quality
of touch, is found to be non-eternal. But sound is not similarly characterised by
touch. Therefore, sound, because of not having the quality of touch, is eternal.** In
the instance [of the jar] cited for this inference, the two characteristics, viz. 'having
the quality of touch* and 'being non-eternal' cannot be accepted as having probanprobandum relation, because the atom, in spite of having the quality of touch,1
is eternal. Even in the instances of the self etc., the mark 'not having the quality
of touch9—which is taken as the proban according to the sütra : "The proban is
the cause of the establishment of the probandum through the resemblance of the
subject or paksa with the instance cited** (Nyäya-sütra i. 1. 34),—is irregularly
connected with eternality, [because] knowledge, in spite of not having the quality
of touch, is non-eternal. Thus, there being irregular connection in both the instances cited, there is no proban-probandum relation [between 'not having the quality
of touch* and 'being eternal']. Therefore, [the characteristic 'not having the
1. In the Nyaya-Vaisesika view, the atoms of earth, water,fireand air possess the quality of touch
{sparsa-guna).
ND. 20/a
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- quality of touch*] is a pseudo-proban, because it does not possess the characteristic
of a real proban. There is eternality on the one end (anta) and there is noneternality on the other end. Anaikantika, as the opposite of this, is that which is
irregularly related to both the ends.

Elucidation
The first form of pseudo-proban, called 'the irregular' (savyabhicara), is also known
as the anaikantika (or anekanta). Gautama uses the word anaikantika to define savyabhicara and Vätsyäyana shows that the two words have identical significance. Vyabhicara means irregular connection and a mark is called savyabhicara, (i.e. characterised by
vyabhicara) when it has irregular connection with both sapaksa (i.e. an indisputable locus
of the probandum) and vipaksa (i.e. an indisputable locus of the absence of the probandum). Sapaksa and vipaksa, being conceived as the two ends (anta), anaikantika (literally, not exclusively connected with any anta) also means a mark irregularly connected
with both sapaksa and vipaksa.
Vätsyäyana illustrates 'the irregular* with the following inference :
"Sound is eternal, because it does not possess the quality of touch.*'
In this inference, 'absence of the quality of touch'is alleged to be the proban and
•eternality' the probandum. Thus, the proban-probandum relation (vyäpti) is here :
Positively : 'The absence of the quality of touch' is invariably relaled to eternality,
as in the instance of soul. Here, soul is the instance based on similarity or sadharmya.
Negatively : The absence of 'the absence of the quality of touch' (i.e. the presence
of touch) is invariably related to the absence of 'eternality', i.e. the presence of noneternality, as in the instance of the jar. Here jar is the instance based on dis-similarity
or vaidharmya.
But this vyapti, in both the forms, is untenable because the alleged proban is
irregularly connected with the probandum, its absence being found as related to the
presence of the probandum and its presence being found as related to the absence of the
probandum. Thus—
1) The atom, though possessing the quality of touch, i.e. thovgh related to the
absence of *the absence of the quality of touch', is eternal.
2) Knowledge, though not possessing the quality of touch, i.e. though related to the
presence of 'the absence of the quality of touch', is non-eternal.
According to the later Naiyäyikas, the pseudo-proban called 'the irregular' is of
three forms, viz. sadharana (ordinary), asadharana (extra-ordinary) and anupasamhan
(inconclusive). Vätsyäyana's interpretation of'the irregular'corresponds to the first of these.
'The irregular', in the form of asadharana, is a mark which is present neither in the
sapaksa nor in the vipaksa ; it is present only in the paksa (subject). Thus, e.g. "Sound is
eternal, because it possesses sound-ness", Sound-ness (sabdatva) exists only in sound
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(which is the paksa) and is found neither in anything eternal (i.e. sapaksa) nor in anything
non-eternal (i.e. vipaksa).
'The irregular', in the form of anupasamhäri, occurs when there is no instance
based either on similarity or on dis-similarity for the inference. Thus, e.g., "Everything
is koowable, because of being objects of valid knowledge". No instance can be cited
for this inference, for anything cited as an instance would be included in the subject
viz. 'everything'. But the subject or paksa cannot be cited as an instance, because the
presence of the probandum is yet to be proved in the paksa whereas an instance cited is
something in which the presence of the probandum is already proved.

Sutra 6
[The pseudo-proban called] 'the contradictory*
(viruddha) means [a mark which] 'is in contradiction with it* (tat-virodhl), [i.e. with] 'one's
own accepted thesis' (siddhänta). // i. 2. 6 //

Bhasya
The expression tat-virodhl means that which contradicts it. [In other words]
it contradicts the thesis accepted. Thus, e. g., (as claimed in the Sämkhya
philosophy] " 'the transformed' (vikära, viz. the 23 Sämkhya principles like mahat,
ahamkara, the five tanmatra-s, etc.) ceases to have manifestation (vyakti), because of
the absence of eternality, i.e. the transformed as eternal is not logical. But though
not manifested, the transformed remains, because of the absence of destruction."
Now, this proban, viz. 'because of the absence of eternality' comes in
contradiction with the accepted conclusion [of the Samkhyas], namely, though not
manifested the transformed remains.
How ? Manifestation (vyakti) means 'the attainment of the specific nature'
(ätma-läbha) [i.e. on the part of the transformed]. Cessation (apäya) means 'the
surrender of the specific nature' (pracyuti). If [it is claimed] that the transformed
persists in spite of the surrender of the specific nature attained, it is not logical
to deny their eternality, because eternality is but the existence of the transformed
even after the surrender of the specific nature. [On the other hand,] the denial of
eternality amounts to the surrender by the transformed of the specific nature
attained. That which surrenders its specific nature attained is found to be non-
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eternal and that which exists does not surrender its specific nature attained. The
two contradictory characteristics, namely existence and the surrender of the specific
nature attained, cannot co-exist. Thus, the proban contradicts the very thesis on
the basis of which it is advanced.

Elucidation
The pseudo-proban called 'the contradictory' is a mark which contradicts one's own
established thesis. Vätsyäyana illustrates this with a Sämkhya thesis.
According to Sämkhya, the 23 principles like mahat, ahamkara, etc., called 'the
transformed' (vikard), are conceived as non-eternal. At the same time, according to the
established thesis of Sämkhya, these exist in prakrti even before attaining the transformed
form. This amounts to the admission that they always exist, whether as transformed or
not, i.e. are eternal. Thus, when Sämkhya conceives the transformed as non-eternal,
it contradicts its own established thesis.
The Sämkhyas, subscribing as they do to the theory of the pre-existence of the effect
in the cause (satkärya-väda), deny total destruction and as such the 23 principles are noneternal in the sense that these are sometimes manifested and sometimes latent within
prakrti. Thus, these 23 principles are non-eternal only in their aspect of being manifested ; but these can be conceived also as eternal, for in the unmanifested state
these are identical with prakrti. From the Sämkhya point of view, therefore, there is no
contradiction in conceiving these principles as both eternal and non-eternal.
From the point of view of the theory of the absence of the effect in the cause (asatkarya-vada), the Naiyäyikas claim that destruction means total annihilation. As such, there
is no sense in saying that the 23 principles remain latent even after destruction. Therefore,
attributing to these both eternality and non-eternality is a case of flat contradiction.
Uddyotakara differs from Vätsyäyana in interpreting this sütra. According to him all
forms of pseudo-proban are essentially 'the contradictory' (viruddha), because no pseudoproban can prove the thesis it intends to prove,—i.e. all pseudo-probans result in contradicting the thesis intended. Incidentally, it may be noted that Vätsyäyana, while
interpreting Nyaya-sütra i. 2. 1, quotes the definition of viruddha given in this sütra as
referring to pseudo-probans in general.
Later Naiyäyikas, however, define the pseudo-proban called 'the contradictory'
(viruddha) as a mark invariably related to the absence of the probandum. E.g.,
"Sound is eternal, because it is something caused". This mark, namely 'being something
caused', is invariably related to 'being non-eternal', i.e. to the absence of the sadaya or the
probandum of the inference. Visvanätha deduces this definition of 'the contradictory'
by interpreting the word siddhanta in the present sütra to mean 'the characteristic sought
to be proved', i.e. the probandum.
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Sütta 7
[The pseudo-proban called] 'the counteracted'
(prakaranasama) is a mark which, 'when
employed forfinalascertainment' (nirnayartham
apadista), gives rise to the suggestion (tinta) of
'doubtful alternative possibilities' (prakarana).
Hi. 2. 7 II

Bhasya
Prakarana means both thesis and counter-thesis, which are equally doubtful
and equally unascertained. The suggestion (cinta) of such prakarana is the consideration beginning with doubt and continuing to the stage prior to final
ascertainment. That [i.e. the mark] which gives rise to such a suggestion, when
employed for the purpose offinalascertainment, becomes prakaranasama, because
'being equally possible in the cases of both the alternatives' (ubhaya-paksa-samyüt),
it fails to overcome either the thesis or the counter-thesis [i.e. the prakarana] and
thus it can never lead tofinalascertainment.
Its example is like this : "Sound is non-eternal, because the characteristic
of anything eternal is not perceived in it; whatever is perceived as without the
characteristic of anything eternal is found to be non-eternal, like the cooking
pot, etc."
When a similar characteristic, which causes doubt, is used as a proban, it
'leads to a state of indecision' (samsaya-sama) and is a case of 'the irregular'
(savyabhicära). But the 'dependence on the remembrance of the unique characteristic' (visesapeksita) and the want of the perception of the unique characteristic in
either of the alternatives, lead to thesis and counter-thesis [i.e. to prakarana]. As
for example, the characteristic of anything eternal is not perceived in sound and so
also [is not perceived] the characteristic of anything non-eternal. The want of the
perception of the unique characteristic in either of these alternatives leads to the
suggestion of the thesis and counter-thesis. How ? Otherwise, [i.e. in case of the
unique characteristic of either of the alternatives being perceived], there is the
cessation of the prakarana [i.e., the rejection of either the thesis or the counterthesis]. If, e.g., the characteristic of something eternal is specifically perceived in
sound, there can no longer be both the thesis and counter-thesis. If, on the other
hand» the characteristic of something non-eternal is specifically perceived in sound
then also there can no longer be both the thesis and counter-thesis. Thus the proban
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under consideration, leading as it does to two alternatives, cannot finally establish
either.

Elucidation
Vätsyäyana defines prakarana as the pair of thesis and counter-thesis. A mark
becomes a pseudo-proban called prakaranasama ('the counteracted') when it results in an
'unsettled enquiry' (jijnäsä) concerning the alternative possibilities of both thesis and
counter-thesis, without being able to establish either definitely.
The example of this pseudo-proban found in the present version of Vätsyäyana's
commentary is : "Sound is non-eternal, because the characteristic of anything eternal
is not perceived in it; whatever is perceived as without the characteristic of anything
eternal is found to be non-eternal, like the cooking pot, etc."
But Phanibhüsana comments that the example of this pseudo-proban, with the
addition of an explicit mention of the counter-thesis suggested—as found in some other
available versions of the commentary—is more appropriate. It is : "Sound is noneternal, bepause the characteristic of anything eternal is not perceived in it; whatever is
perceived as without the characteristic of anything eternal is found to be non-eternal, like
the cooking pot, etc. At the same time, sound is eternal, because the characteristic of
anything non-eternal is not perceived in it; whatever is perceived as without the characteristic of anything not-eternal is found to be eternal, like 'empty space' (akasa)t etc."
3 Thus, if the Naiyäyikas, with their view of the non-eternality of sound, propose to
prove their thesis by the mark 'absence of the perception of the characteristic of anything
eternal' in sound, it will leave scope for the Mimämsakas to argue for their counterthesis, viz. sound is eternal, by the mark 'absence of the perception of the characteristic
of anything non-eternal* in sound. In other words, the first mark leaves scope for an
equally strong alternative mark proving the counter-thesis and as such is a pseudo-proban
in the form of 'the counteracted'. In such a case, neither the thesis nor the counter-thesis
is definitely > established and the listener to the debate is left only in the stage of an
unsettled enquiry.
Vätsyäyana also shows how prakaranasama differs from savyabhicara : the former
leads to an unsettled enquiry whereas the latter results in a doubt.
[It may be pointed out that in the case of savyabhicara, the same mark, being
irregularly connected with both the probandum as well as the absence of the probandum,
results only in the doubt concerning the presence or absence of the probandum in the
subject. In the case of prakaranasama, however, the mark leaves scope for an equally
strong alternative mark proving the absence of the probandum in the subject and as such
the two alternative marks give rise to an unsettled enquiry concerning two contradictory
possibilities, viz. the thesis and counter-thesis, i.e. the presence or absence of the probandum in the subject.]
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Different writers express different views on the nature of prakaranasama and some
of them are inclined to call it a form of savyabhicara or anaikantiha resulting only
in a doubt. In later Nyäya prakaranasama is better known as sat-pratipaksaf i.e.
a pseudo-proban having a counter-proban.

Sütra 8
[The pseudo-proban called] 'the unproved*
(sädhya-sama) [is the mark which] 'being yet
to be properly established' (sädhyatvät) is 'not
different' (a-visista) from 'the characteristic
sought to be proved' (sädhya or probandum).
// i. 2. 8 //
Bhasya
In the inference, "Shadow is a substance", the proban, "being characterised
by movement" is [a pseudo-proban in the form of] 'the unproved', because, it
[i.e. the alleged movement of the shadow] being yet to be proved, has no difference
[in logical status] from the characteristic sought to be proved. [The movement
characterising the shadow is as unproved as the substantiality of shadow.] This
proban also, being not yet proved, remains to be established like the probandum
itself. What needs to be proved here is : Does the shadow move like the person ?
Or, is it only the series of the absences of light due to the series of obstructions
[of light] caused when the object obstructing it moves ?
The continuous series of the absence of those parts of light which are
obstructed by a moving substance is perceived [as the moving shadow). Obstruction means blocking of the connection.

Elucidation
A proban, to be genuine, must itself be something already proved. Therefore,
when something itself unproved is used as a mark, it will be a pseudo-proban. Such a
pseudo-proban is called sadhya-sama, literally 'similar (in logical status) to the sädhya
or the characteristic sought to be proved'. In other words, the sädhya is something yet
to be proved and if the mark also is equally unproved it has the same status as that of
ND. 21
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the sadhya. Thus, e.g., when one argues, "shadow is a substance, because it moves",
the mark, viz. the alleged movement of the shadow, will be a pseudo-proban called
sadhya-sama, because it is as unproved as the probandum, viz. the substantiality of the
shadow. Vätsyäyana gives this example because, though the Mimämsakas consider
shadow to be a substance, the Naiyäyikas consider it to be nothing but the absence of
light and the apparent movement of the shadow is only because of the movement of the
object obstructing light.
Later Naiyäyikas generally use the name asiddha for this pseudo-proban and they
mention several varieties of it. According to Uddyotakara, it has three forms, namely—
1) svarüpa-asiddha or the intrinsically unproved : E.g., the movement of the
shadow (in the above inference) is itself an absurdity.
2) äsraya-asiddha or having an unproved substratum. Eg., it may be argued,
"Shadow is characterised by movement, because it is perceived to occupy different
spaces." This will be a case of 'having an unproved substratum', because 'being perceived
as occupying different spaces' proves movement only when this characterises a substance,
whereas in the case of shadow the said perception does not characterise a substance,
because shadow as a substance remains unproved.
3) anyathä-asiddha or being otherwise unproved. E g., it may be argued, "Shadow
is a substance, because it is perceived to occupy different spaces." This will be a case of
'being otherwise unproved', because shadow, though otherwise known cot to be a substance, is perceived as occupying different spaces.
Udayana mentions an additional variety of the asraya-asiddha, called the siddhasadhana, i.e. proving the well-proved. When the subject of an inference is already wellproved as having some specific characteristic, any mark used to prove it over again as
possessing the same characteristic, would be a form of this pseudo-proban. [E g. even
after perceiving an elephant as an elephant, one infers: "It is an elephant, because it
has a trunk."]
From Gangesa onwards, the Neo-naiyäyikas mention three forms of 'the unproved', viz.
1) asryäsiddha or having an unproved subject (paksa). E.g., "The sky-lotus is
fragrant, because it belongs to the class of lotus." The subject of this inference, viz. the
sky-lotus, is something unreal.
2) svarüpasiddha or a mark not related to the subject. [ "Sound is non-eternal
because it is visible." Here visibility is never related to sound, the subject of the
inference.]
3) vyapyatvasiddha or a mark having no proved concomitant with the probandum.
E.g. "The hill contains fire, because it contains black smoke.". Here, "black smoke"
is a pseudo-proban, because there is already a universal concomitance between smoke
and fire and as such the addition of "black" to "smoke" is redundant.
According to some, this defect (dosa) called vyäpyatväsiddhi may occur in two ways.
First, when there is a 'redundant adjective' {yyartha-visesana) added either to the proban
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(e.g. in the instance just cited) or to the probandum (e.g. "The hill contains goldenfire»because it contains smoke"). Secondly, when the concomitance of the proban with the probandum 'depends upon some extraneous condition' (sopädhika). E.g. "The hill contains
smoke, because it contains fire". Here, the proban, viz. "fire", is concomitant with the
probandum, viz. "smoke", only when there is the 'extraneous condition* (upadhi), viz. "the
presence of wet fuel". Other Naiyäyikas, however, consider this second form, i.e.
sopadhika, as but a form of 'the irregular' (savyabhicara or anaikäntika).
According to the Vaisesika view as interpreted by Prasastapäda, 'the unproved*
(asiddhd) has four forms, viz.
1) ubhayasiddha, i.e. the mark whose absence in the subject is admitted by both the
contestants, £. g. "Sound is eternal, because it is visible". Both the Mlinämsakas and
Naiyäyikas, arguing for and against the eternality of sound, admit that visibility does not
belong to sound.
2) anyataräsiddha, i.e. a mark which is claimed as proved by only one of the contestants
while considered as unproved by the other. E.g.. "Shadow is a substance, because it has
movement". Here, the mark, viz. the movement of the shadow, is accepted by the
Mimämsakas as real, because they consider shadow to be a substance. To the Naiyäyikas,
however, this movement is only apparent, because they consider shadow to be merely the
absence of light.
3) tadbhavasiddha, i.e. a mal-observed mark. E.g., fog wrongly perceived as smoke and
taken as a mark for the inference of the presence of fire.
4) anumeyasiddha, i.e. where the subject of inference is unreal. E.g. "The sky-lotus
is fragrant, because it is a lotus." This corresponds to what is described above as
asrayasiddha.
[In this connection, Phanibhüsana elaborately discusses the different theories in
Indian philosophy regarding the ontological status of shadow and darkness].
Sutra 9
[The pseudo-pro ban called] 'the mis-timed*
(kalatita) is a mark characterised by a
peculiarity which is vitiated by 'the lapse of
time* (kälätyaya). // i. 2. 9 //
Bhasya
When a mark, a peculiarity of which is separated by the lapse of time, is
ND. 21/a
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used as a proban [and thus] becomes vitiated by the lapse of time, it is called 'the
mis-timed' (kalatita). Example : "Sound is eternal, because it is manifested through
conjunction, just as the colour". The colour, which exists both before and after
being perceived, is manifested through the conjunction between the lamp and the
jar. Sound also, similarly existing [i.e. before and after being perceived] is manifested through the conjunction between the drum and the beating stick, or through
the conjunction between the wood and the axe. Therefore, sound is eternal, because it is manifested through conjunction. This mark, [viz. "being manifested
through conjunctin'], is a pseudo-proban, because it is vitiated by the lapse of
time. The perception of the colour manifested [through conjunction] does not
outlast [i.e. remains synchronised with] the time of the conjunction. [In other
words, in the case of the colour, its perception and the conjunction through which
it is manifested are simultaneous]. So long as the conjunction of the lamp [with
the jar] persists there is perception of colour. As soon as the conjunction ceases,
there is no perception of colour. But when the conjunction between the wocd
and the axe no longer exists, sound is perceived by a person at a distance even at
the time of disjunction. Now, this perception of sound is not caused by the
conjunction, because it outlasts the time of conjunction. Why not ? Because, in the
absence of the cause there is the absence of the effect. [Conjunction is not the
cause of the perception of sound, because the perception persists even after the
conjunction ceases to be.] Thus, this mark [viz. being manifested through
conjunction], because of the absence of similarity with the instance cited [i.e.
colour] is incapable of proving the probandum and as such is only a pseudoproban.
The violation of the order of mentioning the inference-components is not
meant by the sutra [i.e. the sütra does not define kalatita as a mark mentioned
in violation of the proper order of mentioning the inference-components, or more
specifically a proban mentioned after the exemplification]. Why ?
That which is connected by import with something else remains so
connected in spite of being separated by time.
In spite of being mentioned in immediate succession, however, those
unconnected by import do not convey any sense.
Because of such a precept, a proban, even when mentioned in violation of
the proper order does not surrender its nature of a real proban, viz. the characteristic
of proving the probandum through similarity or dis-similarity with the instance
cited. Since it does not surrender its nature of a real proban, it is not a pseudoproban. [Further, in Nyaya-sütra v. 2. 11] it is said: "The *point of defeat*
(nigrahasthana) called apräptakäla is the mention of the inference-components in
violation of their proper order". Therefore, this [viz. the mention of the inferencecomponents in violation of the proper order] is not the real meaning of the present
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sütra [defining kälätita], since that makes the other sütra [i.e. Nyäya-sütra v.2.11]
redundant.

Elucidation

After explaining the definition and an example of 'the mistimed', Vätsyäyana passes
on to criticise an alternative definition of this pseudo-proban, viz. a proban mentioned
in violation of the proper order of mentioning the inference-components, or more
specifically, a proban mentioned after the exemplification. From this it is clear that
such an alternative definition was in circulation before Vätsyäyana's time. Väcaspati
says that this alternative definition was offered by some Buddhist logicians. Vätsyäyana
argues that this definition is untenable because of two considerations. First, a genuine
proban does not cease to be genuine only because of being mentioned in an irregular
order. Secondly, as Gautama himself says, the mention of the inference-components
in an irregular order is a form of 'the point of defeat* (nigrahasthana) rather than of
pseudo-proban.
As against Vätsyäyana, the Buddhist logician Säntaraksita argues that an independent form of pseudo-proban called kälatita is unacceptable. The example of it, as
cited by Vätsyäyana, is, as a matter of fact, only a case of 'the unproved' (asiddha),
because in this example is actually proved that the mark, "being manifested through
conjunction", does not exist in the subject of the inference, viz. "sound". [In other
words, it corresponds to what is already discussed as svarüpäsiddha,]
Even later Naiyäyikas, like Jayanta Bhatta and Väcaspati Misra, do not accept
the example of the kälatita given by Vätsyäyana. According to Väcaspati MisVa, when
the absence of the characteristic sought to be proved is already well-established by any
other stronger pramäna, there is no longer any doubt about the presence of the probandum
in the subject and as such no longer any scope for any proban to prove it. In other
words, the time for employing any proban to prove the probandum bas elapsed and any
proban mentioned after such a lapse of the appropriate time is a case of kälatita or 'the
mis-timed*. Thus, in short, kälatita means a mark used to prove a probandum, the
absence of which is already well-proved in the subject. Later Naiyäyikas, therefore,
use for this pseudo-proban the name vädhita, i.e. contradicted by a stronger pramäna.
Phanibhüsana concludes the discussion of pseudo-probans by reviewing the
different views regarding the actual number of pseudo-probans. Of these, two trends are
particularly prominent. First, as the Naiyäyikas generally claim, there are five forms
of the pseudo-proban. Secondly, as claimed by the Buddhists and others, there are only
three forms of the pseudo~proban,viz. asiddha, viruddha and savyabhicara (or anaikantika).
According to the second trend, it is not necessary to admit the satpratipaksa (or
prakaranasama) and kälatita (or vädhita) as independent forms of the pseudo-proban.
As against the admission of satpratipaksa, it is argued that, as a matter of fact,
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in no case can both the probans advanced for the thesis and counter-thesis be equally
strong. Granting such a possibility, the doubt can never be dispelled and final ascertainment cannot be reached. Therefore, one of the two probans must, in fact, be comparatively weak and as such there is no proper case of a satpratipaksa.
To this it is answered that though one of the two probans is in fact weaker than the
other, the persons listening to the debate may, for the time being» be unaware which of
the two is actually so. During this time, therefore, both the probans may appear to them
to be equally strong, i.e. these probans would be but pseudo-probans contradicting each
other.
As against the admission of the kalatita (or vadhita) as a separate form of pseudoproban, it is argued that in all the cases cited as examples of this, the proban is already
vitiated by some other defect, i.e. is already proved to be a pseudo-proban on some other
ground. Thus, in the example, 'Tire is cold, because it is a substance, just like water",«—
the mark is already a pseudo-proban in the form of savyabhicara, because "being a
substance" coexists with "coldness" as well as "the absence of coldness."
In answer to this it is pointed out that though in such examples there may be other
defects as well, when the absence of the probandum in the subject is already proved by a
stronger pramäna, this constitutes the most palpable defect of the mark used, as a result
of which it is desirable to call the mark primarily a pseudo-proban in the form of the
vädhita (or kalatita). Besides, Phanibbüsana points out that there may be examples of
marks having exclusively the defect of being kalätita or vadhita. Thus, e.g., " The hill
in its peak region' (sikharävacchinna-parvata) contains fire, because it contains smoke."
In this example, the proban has np other defect except that it is already proved that fire
exists not in the peak of the hill but somewhere else below.
Thus, concludes Phanibhüsana, Gautama's view offive-foldpseudo-proban is to be
accepted.
HERE ENDS THE SECTION ON THE DEFINITION OF PSEUDO-PROBANS
{hatväbhäsa-laksana-prakarana)

Nyiya-sütra i. 2.10-12
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Bhasya

Next is discussed 'purposive distortion [of the opponent]' (chala).
(
Sutra 10
Chala is the rebuttal of the words [or arguments] of the opponent by way of inventing
a meaning contradictory to the meaning
intended. // i. 2. 10 //
Bhäsya
It is not possible to cite an example of chala taking it in its general definition. The examples [will be cited when it is] classified under different forms. The
classification is—
Sutra 11
It [chala] is threefold ; 1) 'purposive distortion
by resorting to ambiguity' (\ak-chala\ 2) 'purposive distortion by resorting to similarity'
{samanya-chala) and 3) 'purposive distortion of
the secondary sense' (upacara-chala).
Ilu2.ll H
Bhasya
Of these—
Sutra 12
'Purposive distortion by resorting to ambiguity' (väk-chala) is inventing a meaning
opposite to what is intended by the speaker
when [the speaker] employs ambiguous expressions. // i. 2. 12 //
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BhUsya

It is asserted [by someone], "This boy is nava-kambala" Here, the intention
of the speaker is to mean, "This boy has a 'new' (nava) 'blanket* (kambala)" The
expression [viz. nava-kambala], though same in its compounded form, acquires
different forms when expounded. Here, somebody wanting to employ chala,
invents a meaning different from the one intended by the speaker, thus [he
accuses the speaker by saying : ] "You have said that this boy has 'nine* {nava)
'blankets* (kambala)." Thus inventing [an opposite meaning] he refutes [the
speaker] by pointing to an absurdity, [namely]: "He has only one blanket. Where
do you find the nine blankets ?" This [is an example of] vak-chala, because here
distortion [is effected] by resorting to an ambiguous expression.
Its refutation is as follows. Since an ambiguous expression has various
meanings, specific grounds need to be shown for the selection of any particular
[meaning of it]. The expression nava-kambala has different implications, viz. **He
has a new blanket" and "He has nine blankets.** When this expression is used
[by the speaker], the selection of the meaning, viz. "He has nine blankets**, has
been made by you [without mentioning any specific ground for your selection].
This is not permissible, for you have got to mention the specific ground for the
selection of this particular meaning—a ground which restricts the expression to the
specific [meaning], i.e. [which] determines that this particular meaning is intended
by this expression. There is no such specific ground [mentioned by you] and as
such it is only a false accusation.
The relation between a word and its meaning,—i.e. the rule regulating the
use of a specific word for implying a specific sense—is well-established among the
people. "This word expresses this meaning'*—[such a relation between the word
and the meaning] is a common one in the case of the same word having different
meanings but is a different one in the case of a word having one specific sense.
These words are used to indicate the meanings after these had previously been
similarly used and not when previously unused. The employment of the words is
for the purpose of understanding their meanings and practical activities proceed
from this understanding of their meanings. Thus, words being employed for the
understanding of meanings, there is restriction regarding the use of a word having
different meanings, according to the capacity [of its conveying a specific meaning].
E.g., "Take goat to the village**, "Collect butter**, "Feed brahmana"—hzTe [the
words goat, butter and brähmana], though having different meanings [i.e., though
meaning either the class or the individuals referred to by these words] are used to
signify specific meanings [i.e., certain individuals rather than the classes] according
to feasibility. They [i.e. the words goat, butter and brähmana] are employed in the
sense in which the carrying out of the orders is possible. They [i.e. these words]
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are not used in their generic senses [i.e. as meaning the classes], because otherwise
the carrying out of the orders becomes impossible.
Similarly, the ambiguous expression nava-kambala is used to mean [only]
what is plausible, viz. "He has a new blanket", but it is not used to mean what is
not plausible, viz. "He has nine blankets/* Thus, the refutation of the opponent's
contention based on the invention of an illogical meaning is not possible.

Elucidation
After explaining, with an example, the nature of vak-chalat Vätsyäyana shows how
to expose it as a mere trickery of argument. The same word or expression may have a
number of different meanings and the selection of a particular meaning is proper only
when it is regulated by the nature of the context in which it is used and by long-standing
usage. One deliberately distorting the position of the opponent disregards the regulation
and selects a meaning at random. Therefore, objections raised on the basis of such
deliberate distortions are futile.

Sutra 11
'Purposive distortion by resorting to similarity'
(samanya-chala) is 'inventing an absurd
meaning' {a-sambhuta-artha-kalpana) regarding
the intended object by [taking advantage of]
'general characteristic being present in objects
other than the one intended [by the speaker]*
(atisämänya-yogä). // i. 2. 13 //

Bhasya
On listening to the assertion [of somebody], viz, "This brahmana has the
accomplishment of behaving according to the norm of the learned", someone
else comments : "The accomplishment of behaving according to the norm of the
learned is but natural for a brahmana". This [second] is refuted [by one employing sämänya-chala] with the invention of a meaning opposite to the one intended,
ND. 22
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i.e. by inventing an absurd meaning. Thus: "If the accomplishment of behaving
according to the norm of the learned is natural for brahmana, then this should be
so even for a vrätya [i.e. a degraded brahmana]; in other words, a vrätya also is a
brahmana and [as such] he should also have the, accomplishment of behaving
according to the norm of the learned*'.
By atisamanya [in the sütra] is meant a characteristic which is present in
the object intended as well as in other objects. Thus, e.g., the characteristic of
being a brahmana sometimes coexists and sometimes does not with the accomplishment of behaving according to the norm of the learned. This is called samanyachala, because it is due to 'general characteristic' {samanya).
Its refutation is as follows : [This second assertion, viz. "The accomplishment of behaving according to the norm of the learned is but natural for a
brahmana"] is but a repetition of the theme [asserted first] with a view to praise
only, and not for indicating a causal connection [between 'being a brahmana* and
'having the accomplishment']. Therefore, there is no scope for inventing the
absurd meaning [viz. the causal connection alleged]. For example, [the statement]
"In thisfieldthe sali crop grows abundantly", does not negate the growth of the
crop from seeds nor is it intended [to convey that the crop grows in this field after
the sowing of the seed] ; on the contrary, it is intended to be simply a praise of the
field under discussion. It is but mentioning over again [something about] the
field and not an injunction that the säli crop should be cultivated in this field.
Though it is a fact that the säli crop grows from the seeds, [the statement under
discussion] is not intended to point to this. Similarly, the statement, viz. "The
accomplishment of behaving according to the norm of the learned is natural for a
brahmana99, indicates that 'being a brahmana9 is related to the accomplishment and
not that it is the cause of the accomplishment. The cause is not meant here. It is
only a case of restatement, because it is simply intended to be a praise, viz. the
possession of the accomplishment is appropriate in the case of being a brahmana.
A statement intended to be in praise of something does not negate the production
of the effect in accordance with its cause. Hence, refutation of a statement by
inventing an absurd meaning is not tenable.

Sutra 14
'Purposive distortion of the secondary sense'
(upacära-chala) is refuting [the opponent] by
taking resort to the primary sense 'when the
secondary sense is intended' (dharma-vikalpanirdese). // i. 2. 14 //

NyäyarSütrai. 2. 15 '
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BhSayä

Dharma [in tbe sütra] means the use of a word in its proper sense [i.e. in the
primary sense]. Dharma-vikalpa means the use of the word in a sense different
from the one in which it is generally found [i.e. dharma-vikalpa means the use of a
word in its secondary sense]. Thus, the expression dharma-vikalpa-nirdese means
"when a word is used in a secondary sense". E.g., the statement, viz. "The
platfofm calls'* (rnancah krosanti), is refuted by taking the primary sense [of the
word "platform"] thus : "The persons on the, platform call and the platform does
not call'*.
Where, in such a case, is the invention of the opposite meaning ? [The
invention consists in] the attribution of a different meaning to a word used in some
other sense,—that is, tbe attribution of the primary sense [when the word is
actually] used in the secondary sense. It is called upacära-chala, because it rests
on upacära. Upacära means the figurative sense. [As explained in Nyäya-sütra
ii. 2. 62], upacära is conveying [by a word] a meaning in which it is not [primarily]
used, because of the conditions like contiguity (sahacarana) etc. [The conditions
like contiguity etc. which make a secondary sense admissible are explained in
Nyaya-sütra ii. 2. 62].
The solution here is this : In the cases of well-known expressions, the
admission or rejection of words and their meanings should be in accordance with
the implications intended by the speaker and not whimsically. The use of words
in their primary senses as well as in their secondary senses is admitted by both
[the contestants] as sanctioned by usage. In tbe cases of such sanctioned use, the
words and their meanings are to be accepted or rejected in accordance with the
intention of the speaker and not whimsically. If the speaker uses a word in its
primary sense, it is to be accepted or rejected as it is [i.e. only in its primary sense)
and not whimsically. If [a word is used in] a secondary sense [it is to be accepted
or rejected] as expressing the secondary sense [alone]. When the speaker uses
a word in its secondary sense and the other refutes it by taking up the primary
sense, it results only in a refutation subjectively imagined and not in a proper
refutation of the opponent.

Sütra 15
[ Objection : ] The upacära-chala is nothing
but väk-chala, because there is no difference
[of this, viz. upacära-chala] with it [viz. väkchala]. Hi. 2.15 //
ND. 22/a
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BhäSya

Vpacära-thala does not differ from vdk-chala, because it has no difference
[from vüh-chäla both being] the invention of a meaning other than what is intended.
Here [i.e. iri the example of upacära-chala, viz. "The platform calls"] also the
refutation is effected by twisting the word [i.e. the word "platform"] used in its
secondary sense, viz. "those on the platform", to imply the primary sense, viz. "the
platform itself."
•

Sutra 16
[ Answer : ] No. Because there is difference
in the nature of the invention of meaning
[in the two cases of chala]. // i. 2. 16 //

Bhasya
Upacara-chala is not the same as vak-chala, because its way of refutation
with the help of the primary sense is different. From what ? From the simple
invention of a different [but equally primary] meaning [in the case of väk-chala].
It is one thing to invent a different meaning and it is something else to refute
with the help of the primary sense. [In other words, while employing vak-chala
one simply invents an alternative primary meaning ; on the other hand, while
employing upacara-chala one replaces the intended secondary sense by the primary
sense unintended].

Sütra 11
[Further, if it is claimed] there is no difference
between the two [viz. vak-chala and upacarachala], then on the ground of partial similarity
[among all the forms of chala], there is the
possibility of the undue admission of only one
form of chala. 1/12.11/1

Nyaya-sutrn i. 2.17
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BhüSya

Admitting chala to be two-fold, it is denied [by the opponent] on the ground
of partial similarity [between upacara-chala and vak-chala] that chala is three-fold.
This ground which rejects the view that chala is three-fold also rejects the view
accepted by you [i.e. by the opponent] that chala is two-fold. Because, partial
similarity also exists between the two forms of chala [admitted by the opponent].
Therefore, if claimed [by the opponent] that [the view], viz. chala is two-fold, is not
negated on the ground of partial similarity, then the view that it is three-fold
cannot also be negated [on the same ground of partial similarity].
Elucidation
Phanibhüsana points out that the Caraka-samhita {yimana-sthana, adhyaya via)
refers to a view according to which there are only two forms of chala, viz. väk-chala and
samanya-chala. From this it is evident that such a view was current in ancient time and
Gautama, in these three sütra-s, refutes it in favour of his own view of three-fold chala.
As Vätsyäyana explains, it is necessary to admit upacara-chala as distinct from vak-chalat
because there is a significant difference between the two. In the case of vak'Chala, the
meanings intended as well as invented are both primary, whereas in upacara-chala the
meaning intended is secondary while the meaning invented is primary*
HERE ENDS THE SECTION ON THE DEFINITION OF
PURPOSIVE DISTORTION
(chala-laksana-prakarana )
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Bkäsya
After the definition of chala [is mentioned the definition of jäti].
Sütra 18
'Futile rejoinder' (jäti) is refuting the opponent
by [pointing to] superficial similarity and dissimilarity. // i. 2. 18 //

Bhäsya
Jäti [literally] means an opportunity [for one of the contestants] born out of
employment of a proban [by the other]. This opportunity is nothing but the
refutation or rejection or demolition by pointing to superficial similarity or dissimilarity. The refutation of 'the proban which proves the probandum through
similarity with the instance cited' (sädharmya-hetu : Nyäya-sütra i. 1. 34) is to be
effected by pointing to the dis-similarity with the instance cited. The refutation of
'the proban which proves the probandum through dis-similarity with the instance
cited' (vaidharmya-hetu : Nyaya-sütra i. 1. 35) is to be effected by pointing to the
similarity with the instance cited. Because there is mutual contradiction [between
similarity and dis-similarity]. Jäti is 'that which is born' {jäyamäna), i.e. the
resulting refutation.

Elucidation
The different forms of jäti, along with their examples, will be discussed in Nyäyasütra v. 1. Iff.

Sütra 19
'Point of defeat' (nigrahasthäna) means [the
demonstration] of 'contradictory knowledge'
(vipratipatti) or ignorance (apratipatti) [on the
part of any of the contestants]. // i. 2. 19 //

NySya-sfitra i. 2. 20
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Bhäsya

'Contradictary knowledge' means either 'erroneous' (viparita) or 'crude*
(kutsita) knowledge. One with such contradictory knowledge becomes defeated
Nigrahasthäna means nothing but this point of defeat.
Ignorance (apratipatti), on the other hand, is the failure to play one's own
part [in a debate], i.e. [one suffering from ignorance] does not refute the position
advanced by the opponent nor refutes the charges advanced against one's own
position.
Because of the absence of a compounded form [in the sütra of the words
vipratipatti and apratipatti] it is to be understood that these two are not the only
forms of nigrahasthäna.
But, then, do jäti and nigrahasthäna have single form, as in the case of
exemplification, or do they have different forms like [the different forms of] 'the
proved doctrine' ? So is said,
Sütra 20
Jäti and nigrahasthäna are of various forms,
because of the manifold (vikalpa) forms [of
refutation by pointing to superficial similarity
and dis-similarity and, again, because of the
manifold forms of contradictory knowledge and
ignorance]. // i. 2. 20 //
Bhäsya
Jäti is of various forms because of the manifold forms of refutation by
pointing to superficial similarity and dis-similarity. Nigrahasthäna is of various
forms because of the manifold forms of contradictory knowledge and ignorance.
The word vikalpa means 'various forms' (nänä-kalpa) or 'multiplicity of forms*
(vividha-kalpd).
[Of the twentytwo forms of nigrahasthäna mentioned by Gautama in Nyäyasütra v. 2. 1], the following six,—called 1) ananubhäsana 2) ajnäna 3) apratibhä
4) viksepa 5) matänujnä and 6) paryanuyojya-upeksana,—belong to the class of
nigrahasthäna known as ignorance {apratipatti) and the rest to the class called
'contradictory knowledge' (vipratipatti).
These sixteen categories, called pramäna etc., are first mentioned each by
name. Each of these is defined next in the order in which these are mentioned.
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These will be critically examined [in the subsequent chapters] according to their
definitions. Thus is followed the three-fold procedure by the present system.
HERE ENDS THE FIRST CHAPTER OF VÄTSYÄYANA'S
COMMENTARY ON NYÄYA-SÜTRA
Elucidation
The section consisting of the last three sütra-s is known as the
purusa-asakti-linga-dosa-sämänyalaksana-prakarana,
because here is given the 'general definition' (samanya-laksana) of the defects (dosa)
which are'indicative of (//«^Ö) the disability (a§akti) of the contestants (pwusa) in a
debate.
HERE ENDS THE FIRST CHAPTER (consisting of 2 ahnikas, 11 prakarana-s
and 61 sütra-s) OF THE NYÄYA-SÜTRA

